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AUSTRALIA 

BRIEFS 

OIL EXPLORATION TALKS WITH SRV—Australia's biggest industrial company, 
BHP [Broken Hill Proprietary], has initiated discussions with authorities in 
Hanoi on possible involvement in oil exploration in Vietnam. A BHP delegation 
has just returned from Hanoi, and further discussions are expected. A company 
spokesman said BHP, in conjunction with an American oil company, had an 
agreement in the 1970s with the deposed South Vietnamese regime for oil 
exploration in the South China Sea, south of Con Son Island. This agreement 
had lapsed with the fall of the regime in 1975, and the area then under 
consideration for exploration was then subject to a territorial dispute with 
China. The spokesman said the discussions which had just taken place with 
the Vietnamese authorities related to other offshore areas.  [ExcerptJ 
[Melbourne Overseas Service in English 0830 GMT 4 Aug 85] 

NEW HELICOPTERS FOR NAVY~The Federal Government has signed a contract for 
the purchase of helicopters to operate from the Navy's four guided-missile 
frigates. The initial commitment, at a cost of $250 million [Australian 
dollars—FBIS], is for eight Sikorsky Seahawk helicopters, their sensor and 
weapons system, and support equipment. Defense Minister Beazley saidthe 
siening of the contract followed the government s endorsement of Sikorsky s 
plan for Australian industry participation.  [Summary] [Melbourne Overseas 
Service in English 0430 GMT 1 Aug 85] 

CSO: 4200/1332 
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PARTY MOURNS REVOLUTIONARIES KILLED BY RLG 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 24 Jun 85 p 2 

[Article by Pamaly Thammavong:  »The Tree of the Engraved Bitterness of the 
People of Sam Meuan Meuang Feuang"] Bitterness of the 

[Excerpts]  Before the establishment of the LPDR, Sam Meuan Meuang Feuane 

nltionaT^r^r6"^ S] f°r "^ decadeS was a secret sanctuarj for the 
SSSSriSS?'1"1 m°Vement and th£ —bli^nt of the revolutionary^ 

Consequently, Sam Meuan Meuang Feuang had become a terrifying area for thP 

nerioH Hr,ing ^V™ ^S'     The  Central Lao Patriotic United Front of Sat 
liW»M  \trUl?  Pr°Per and C°rreCt d^ection and policies for the national 
liberation struggle, in line with the ideology of the entire Lao people  Se 

struggi?6 Pe°PleS and the Pe°ple ln urban and ™«1 areas all supported tS 

More and more people joined the liberation movement to implement the national 
liberation plan and to seize independence. This regularlj made the saneJuarv 
so much stronger that we had people in power administering the vilLJes can- 

zr, rrl;:sln/angviengandMeuanFeua^»-tricL. TL;£*I\T 
united fronts, directly guiding puppet administrations, from I960 to lUs. 

This area covers 7,200 square kilometers.  It is a mountainous area and the 

s IthT   f °f ±Z/  Wlth °nly a long Plain stretching between 
population is 29 t?n      iTif,^ L±K  "**  T°ng' Nam Hang and Nam Tin. The population is 29,510, with 14,415 men.  There are three ethnic grouos-  20 fiOA 
lowland Lao and 2,184 midland Lao; the rest are highland Lao  fhe econoMc 
foundation consists of only 600 households working lowland rice fields and 
2,432 households working in both lowland and midland rice fields• the rest 

S?S?rTtf      Vl?8 W°^king ±n midland rice flelds- The People of'Meuang Feuang District formerly relied heavily on natural factors in earning their ifvine 
but were able to firmly defend their sanctuary. & 8' 

Fronf 4a11
lrVilne "T.?16 dfectives of the Central Lao Patriotic United 

Front, all the revolutionaries of this rich district of Meuang Feuang stood 
up to change the direction of struggle against reactionaries, who had sold 
out the nation and carried out and followed the aggressive schemes of the 



•  v^crtpirrine leaders.    The American imperialists exerted 
SS^fSTw^'Ä^LÄ «1» the sanctuaries of ^Central 
their efforts  to wage vioi period,  the Sam Meuan Meuang Feuang 
U° Paasl„ell ärother di «iSs    were aeLed by the enemy.    They worked hard 
to* iiminate'and safely suppress the ^^^fj^^^^ 

tLnary    aSlies who had forgotten their own ^»J.«"»"*4,^ people 

become established in this area,     iney ^      v J. Cliffs.    They 
Phou Vieng Mountain and at the summit of ^/^/^f *L Jin Heub,  Ban 

~A~A  fnoiv fnrres and set up bases in the villages 01 Ddu mu "<="  » 
expanded their Jorc^ni?^    „n pak H        and Ban Phonthon by joining up 
Meuang Feuang,  Ban Nong ^ J8*^«^.^.. around each site to spy on 
with unpatriotic people who had been    Piante°    *r ^ h took an 

^ 1Ure T/honritiee^rhrthe    öot" flha ÄhaTclif/as a place 

people in the Sam Meuan Meuang Feuang area. 

6 June 1984 and to witness the tea members and regular representa- 
party secretary general, and of all /U party ^      report, Comrade Chan 
Ptives who attended the congress  Du ring h«[££%£ IZlttee,   spoke about 
Fon Thongnala, secretary general of the ^strict p  yes who had 

the bonsai tree and ^ '^J^g ingress to stand and pay their 
Sect^o S'aslo^es mied^th tLrs of the utmost bitterness. 

12597 
CSO: 4206/148 
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COMMENTARY ON PHOUN INITIATIVE, THAI RESPONSIVENESS 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 20 Jul 85 p 1 

/Conrcentary: "Discussion Is a Basic Element in Peaceful Problem-Solving^ 

vice minister of Lao Foreign Affair« 1^ ,    A    U 
So"llvon8 Phasitthidet, 

intentions of Laos in P^Ät^lS'C^S^iS^iLS^ 
neighborly relations between the peoples' of Laos and Thailand 

well^rnow'crre1:^^118' ^ ^^ La° Pr°P°Sals both Previously as 
Foreign AffaiS   S   ^T ^ Pr°P°Sal °f the LPDR Ministry of 
IZlfZ Af5alrs on 6 June» the letter of Mr Phoun Sipaseut on 1 Julv 
and other documents along with sincere actions actuallj carried out bv 
ZreTrl  f"?"^^ e*?licit explanation and confirmation Although 

h?F JSe^^^^^S-^- -, the ,o £ 
homes, and the fact that the Thai have not yet paid the local peopll 

£=vrs -,v:;" - - arr£ 

the conference tab^e/ ^^TLrt^TttZ^^l^AT " 
that™ ^r1V;n8 theP™M- «8«her. Politicians mus be „el! aware 
that no matter ho» aerious world problems and International r»n!<l 
they must ultimately be solved by discussion«  ™I ^ ? 7J

tensl°ns ore. 

propaganda openly slanders the'good itenUo^of"^ In 1" ££ 



including the placing of all the blame on the Lao side ev n though they 
are the ones who were the cause of all the problems and difficulties 
This demonstrates the evil intentions of the Thai who stillwant to 
maintain the tension between Laos and Thailand and whowi£ to destroy 
the possibility for a meeting between the Indochinese and the ASEAN 
nations for the purpose of solving the area's problems. 

These Thai actions probably will not be any good for Thailand and its 
peopL,and instead'they indicate that the Thai administration has not 
yet been able to free itself from third-country ^fluence in both 
domestic and foreign affairs. This is because all the obstacles and 
rejection to the talks are meant to maintain the tension and are only 
of benefit to the /alien reactionary power/. It is certain that these 
acts will damage the image of the Thai government in the eyes of the 
Thai people and the peace and justice-loving peoples of the world. 
There is a good reason for the Thai to rethink and review their past 
acts and then sincerely and unconditionally respond^ the Lao proposals 
by appointing their own delegation to open talks with the Lao, because ^ 
talks are better than no talks at all. Only talks will solve the problems 
in order to Improve Lao-Thai relations according to the wishes of the people 

of our two countries. 

9884 
CSO: 4206/169 
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FRONT OFFICIAL ASSESSES RELATIONS WITH THAILAND 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 19 Jul 85 p 3 

/Interview with Mr Ounheun Phoumsavat, assistant chief of the Mass 
Mobilization Committee and the United Front of the Party Committee on 
relations with Thailand by PASASON Reporters; date and plac^ot specified/ 

■jle%i    AS the Lf° Pe°ple °f ethnlc grouPs and the Thai and other peoples 
in the area are interested in improving Lao-Thai relations, Mr Ounheun 

Un?tLST\aS^tan' Ch±ef °f the MaSS M°bilization Commi tee and the 
PA^n/    f  the Pary Central Committe^ Bunted an interview to PASASON reporters on this matter. 

/Question/ Today there is increased interest in Laos concerning Lao-Thai 
relations  In order to help those who are interested in this matter to 

relation^ ""^     "' Pl6aS6 8±Ve US y°Ur Update °n La°-Thai 

/Answer/  In this matter I believe that the documents announced by our 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs last year are clear. The Lao and Thai peoples 
have been blood relations since the beginning. We have similar cuUure 
language, customs, and religion. The peoples of these two countries have 
Tww Ping °n 8°0d fraternal relations. However, after we in Laos 

established a new regime, some of the power-holding clique in Banekok 
who had acted as tools for outside powers continue! their adversary 
position toward Laos. aaversary 

They haye been engaging in many schemes politically, economically 
culturally, and militarily against our young LPDR, hoping to weaken 
us and to make us yield to their demands. This is the most important 
reason for the present tension in Lao-Thai relations.      imP°rtant 

Sn^f S"* has always cherished the blood relationship between the 
With L ^  ^C°T

Untries' and wishe* to expand the relations 
With this intent the Lao Government signed the joint Lao-Thai announcement 
in Vientiane and Bangkok in January and April 1979, because we profoundly 
and clearly understood that signing this joint announcement not only 

butPthat it° thl/°?8i\8 ^ int6nSe d6SireS °f the Lao and Thai peoples, but that it would also become a great benefit for peace and stability in 



Asia and in the world. Thus, Laos has been doing everything it canto 
carrv out this agreement. At the same time we have been longing and 

ones who are continuing to tarnish Lao-Thai relations. 

/Question/ *™^t^»J?£^^£^££ä?£%Z 
rthisleSr6^ roP: en  «* ^\essive\nitiative on proving 
Lao-lSi relations' what has heen the attitude of the Thar leaders to 

our proposal? i 

te Ind r £« 2SÜSÄ ÄJSLf SÄST 
S the two naTonlcould'truly live together f»^-^ £ 
Thai leaders have been making excuses, and have rejected all of the Lao 
initiatives and creative proposals, as the following examples show. 

in November 1984 Laos proposed joint talks with ■ ^^'J^£er 
rejected this, saying "It is not necessary because there is no longer 
any problem regarding the three villages. 

m T„nP 1985 Laos again proposed joint talks with Thailand regarding 

Nations that the Lao proposal was a scheme with someone else behind it. 

n either ^f^^rAZ^ltl^T^^ ^ SÄ «*■— 
Sftr-LL retug'ee^prohU»  However, the Thai leaders have rigidly kept 

talks among themselves. 

/Question? Consequently, in your opinion is there any way to help bring 

about Lao-Thai discussions? 

/Answer? What I have discussed clearly indicates that we have demonstrated 
iTr  sincerity and good intentions, and also that we have been ready to talk 
with the S2 side  We set no conditions in advance, and even though the 

Thai leaders^ second and third persons W^£«£J TideUicf 

SÄ «2 mee^g ^^^^f^Ä - open 

the Thai leaders. 

9884 
CSO: 4206/169 ■    7 • 
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PROSPECTS FOR BETTER TRADE RELATIONS WITH PRC MOOTED 

Bangkok SIAM RAT in Thai 21 Jun 85 p 2 

lIprovIng?51Umn ^ ChaiWat YOnPlan:  "Chlna and La°S: Are Relatlons 

Jjext/    Two or three days ago Thai diplomatic circles revealed that China 
is trying to restore relations with its southern neighbor Laos. 

These diplomats said that China has a greater desire to approach Laos 
because it wants to decrease the influence of Vietnamese officials in Laos. 

The detailed report said that China approached Laos with the recommendation 
that Laos restore normal trade relations with Beijing. Normal relations 
were discontinued by Laos not long after China gave Vietnam its first 

£2\1 ^.TiS^'cSoS;? S°ldierS rUnnin8 Wlld t0 *™ — 
TI*nany^aSe' UP üntil u°W th6re h3Ve been no re?orts from Vientiane of how 
Laos will respond to the attempts at friendship from Beijing, but secret 
reports from the Thai-Lao border area say that the trade across the border 

this past year! "" P6°Ple liVln8 al°ng the b°rder has fl°"rished 

Today Laos and China both recognize that they never really had any problems 
with each other. The separation that developed to what can be called a 

^rJLdegree iamt  Wltu the be8innin8 of the estrangement between China 
and Vietnam, who have been enemies for the past 6 years. China was the 

ChineL off^f,  ? °mfiC/elati0nS Wlth La°S' de^easing the number of 
Chinese officials in the Vientiane embassy-from the ambassador to the 
charge d'affaires—from over 40 to only 5. 

During that time Vietnam sent "advisors" to "help" Laos with all sectors 
of the Lao Government, and Laos is perhaps in worse shape than before. 

With the poor economic status of Laos, considered one of the poorest 
countries in the world, surely deep in the hearts of some Lao cabinet 
members the movement toward the receipt of Chinese aid for national 
development in terms of improved welfare must be "considered appropriate " 



Today Laos receives much scattered aid. Three-quarters of its foreign 
aid comes from the Soviets through the Vietnamese, who are economically 
as bad off as Laos, and a small part comes from West Germany, Japan, 
Sweden, Australia, and the Netherlands. 

Laos should have no trouble accepting China's good ^hes but it may 
not be able to do anything because it must operate through the form of 
-advisory consultation" with its advisors. And the advisors of Laos 
who are spread all over the country comprise China's enemy Vietnam. 

9937 
CSO: 4207/251 
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SRV-AIDED IRRIGATION PROJECT IN SAVANNAKHET NOTED 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 20 Jun 85 p 2 

[Article by Sinothay:  »New Step in Houay Sakhouang Irrigation Project"] 

[Text] The Houay Sakhouang Irrigation Project is one of the large-scale 
irrigation system construction projects for Savannakhet Province that has 
been facilitated through cooperation between Lao and Vietnamese workers 
particularly workers from Bin Che Thien, the twin city of Savannlkhet 

The party committee and the provincial administration committee agreed to 
give fundxng of 47 million kip to this construction project, with theaim of 

Set wtahtAalSilYV\e T?ingS °f the l0Cal Pe0^e °f Moulng Phi^ ms- 
wilf™° had,b!er\hi^ hard by the previous war.  This irrigation system 
will serve society by improving production, which had been dependent on 

the fua ureaCt°T^e ll f™?***  " f™  ^^ "°  coll-tive production in 
covers 153'ha  T^8aT SyStem ±S1 

located ln fr™t of the reservoir and covers 153 ha.  It can collect a total of 12 million cubic meters of water 

this land! E P       ralSing flSh' WhiGh Wil1 8ive additional richness to 

From the start to the present, the survey and design of this irrigation 
project have been closely guided by the Ministry of Agriculture and Irriga- 
of ?'«  Ü Sr°JeCt hasJ

ti§htened cooperation between and the participation 
I!.3"?161™6!6 development workers of Savannakhet Province and Bin 
Che Thien inresponding to the requirements for making concrete blocks, 

«S1 TV    Ü and/fer paths' work±nS in various construction work, and 
£a llrl:lng an\d™ftl«Z  Agreements on a main, secondary and short canals. 
The workers include those from Irrigation Companies 1 and 2 and Road Con- 
struction Group 9.  (After the major canal has been completed, all canals 
will be connected right away. The Lao and Vietnamese workers are concen- 
trating on working in accordance with the agreements.) 

Lao and Vietnamese cadres and workers have finished making 314 cubic meters 

GrounTT^ ^\  S^"1" ^ memberS' PerSOnS from Road Construction 
tZL  r t  K      v^' and LPRYU memberS °f Phln Tai and Na Thorn Cantons jumped to work by snatching time on Saturdays and Sundays.  They arranged 
to meet to dig out soil for covering the pipes near the water gates. 

10 



teegof the LPRYU of Mouang Phin ^«^« *    that   J«, Satnrd y 

^aÄditcn s      «a „    ay of v Innteer Tabor, LPRYU ^bets dig and 
iSÄ^^Ä- with gobble »eters of dirt.     In the future,   they 
will work harder and accomplish more. 

„ore than 90 percent of the planned ^iTT^TfZ^Trl^ 
struction project «111 be -"P^; £ °£* ^"ij and enthusiastically 
„0^0^ Sle"^^ cerate Se upcLing national anniver- 
sary on 2 December. 

12597 
CSO: 4206/148 
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MINING OPERATIONS AT PHON TIOU COMPLEX REPORTED 

Vientiane PASASON in Lao 24 Jun 85 p 3 

Non"1^"]^" VanXal:  "ViSlt t0 Mlnin8 °Perati0nS at Ph°n Tiou' B° Neng, 

[Excerpts]  I feel very proud to have had the opportunity to visit the tin 
mining complex at Phon Tiou, Bo Neng and Nong Seuane. 

When I arrived at these complexes, I was welcomed warmly by Mr Khamkheuane 

23 Nl7Suar8er ^ Char8e °f the th-e ^ -it-Vphon'^TS^ 

tiZl    ^ T,        COmmittee in charSe of fining which informed me, the three 
mines started operations at the same time at the Phon Tiou, Bo Neng and None 
Seuane sites. Phon Tiou is the largest mining site. This smelting TlLt 
has many more crushers and screeners than Bo Neng and Nong Seuane  Phon 
Tiou has an international [standard] operating system. There are three svs- 
tems with 200 jig tables, 400 workers and a modern machinery repair shop?7 

to thatBatNphona??oNOn^ ÜT** ^ ln?talled machinery systems are similar to that at Phon Tiou, but they are smaller and consist of only 2-3 crushers 
and screeners, 17 jig tables and 100 workers. However, other parts of their 
operations are the same [as those at Phon Tiou], such as digging and trans- 
port divisions for feeding and funneling the ore through pipL to crushers 
When workers at the jig tables see that a container is filled with ore the 
ore xs then transported to a dryer and screen and packed and stored! 

The cruel exploitation of the workers by the French and their bitterness com- 
bined with a perfect opportunity for the people of Laos to stand up to seize 
power in the entire country. Likewise, the workers of the three mLing sites 
stood up and completely seized the three sites. 8 

Under the guidance of the party, they have changed production at the three 
mining sites to a collective one, in complete cooperation with the USSR? 
This has gradually enabled these three plants to have economic, state and 
working class control. ana 

When all controls had been completed and were in the hands of the working 
class and under the guidance of the party, the three mining plants of Phon 
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Tiou Bo Neng and Nong Seuane were restored. Presently, there is a hospital, 
promotional school ana children's day care center and workers are bexng edu- 

I and trained in many areas, starting with political xdeology, scxence 
technology and business administration. These three mining sites have become 
Places for expanding and promoting the role and guidance of the workxng class. 
Every worker is in charge and is the owner of the plan, and xn charge of _ 
ever? task. Workers are promoting their collective mastery using their abxl 
TtZs  and creativity within their working areas. They take responsxbxlxty 

enthusiastically. 

In 1983-1984, these three plants were able to mine 790 tons of tin concentrate 
L exports were started. This has increased the impetus of the natxonal 
econowand Contributed to the task of socialist economic development xn our 

country. 

12597 
CSO:  4206/148 
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BRIEFS 

MONG RESETTLEMENT-Thirty-five Mong families of Vieng Thong District 
Bolikhamxai Province, of which 15 are families from Ban Fhfing £ao and 13 
from Ban Bo Pha Keo, have been indoctrinated and follow the policies--as 
well as the plans of the party and the state-which the party committee has 
to IT f°lh

the^r±nC±al  admini^ration. They have happily ZtZn 
to work on the plains on 25.9 ha of lowland rice fields.  [Excerntl  mU 
tiane PASASON in Lao 20 Jun 85 p 1]  12597 Ltxcerpt]  [Vien- 

??:°P-DRIIE Tt  SAVANNAKHET- Stepping into 1985, many hill tribe farmer fami- 
lies m Atsaphanthong District, which is now 1 of 10 districts in Savannakhet 

latL n",/r:-aWar,e and.haVe Voluntarily eliminated the scattered ^iso- 
lated production that they have been familiar with for many generations to 

livP, ? m^ 8 ^ir UVing in collective Production and also to develop new 
itU        7 Wiith  PSrty and State P°llci^'  tThey have done this] by donat- 
ing all production means to be collective properties in cooperatives/such 
as cows buffalo, draft animals, plows, hoes, shovels, rice fieldland also 
their labor and their abilities. This has historically changed the face of 
the land of the Atsaphanthong District of 1985 and it is a tuning point 
in the growth of farmers in leading on the national road to socialism.  Com- 
^e*Sama^eUa?8' COmmi"ee member of the district agriculture, irrigation 
and agricultural cooperative, gave additional details to the writer. There 

ofe*Q 7nont°MS' 2°°f  \
iUageS and n'824 hous^olds, with a total Nation 

?9 S    * T  I'?! hil1 trlbe members are rice farmers ™d they own 
in II  vm«f I ll      u Production-  To the present, hill tribe people 
in 98 villages in Atsaphangthong District have voluntarily set up agricul- 
tural cooperatives with a total of 6,680 households and 43,400 people on 

IT,\Z°°PtlatiVe  r,1Ce fJ
i6ldS °f 8'592 ha' With 10'240 draft animals.  Com- rade Khamakheuang also additionally informed me that, "In the beginning of 

1985, we were able to eliminate isolated production in six cantons, namely, 
Dong Kaleum, Nong Saeng, Kouthin, Phakkhagna, Donghen and Cheallanong Can- 
tons.  As for villages in other cantons, a production system and labor ex- 
ang^U^  Sre °PeratinB and they ^e preparing a basic foundation for 

^fnabi    g a8rlcultural cooperatives in the future.  [Excerpt]  [Vientiane 
PASASON in Lao 27 Jun 85 p 2]  12597 Vientiane 

Xai°?hLT^S f
IN.™!ANE"In 198*> the trade and food supply [system] in Hat 

Xai Thong District, Vientiane Municipality, expanded and reached every basic 
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production area. Presently, there are 2 state stores and 57 cooperative _ 
stores with 26,285 [private] partnerships. These stores also brought fmish- 
ed products to sell and barter with the local people, with a value of up 
to 7 million kip. They also purchased a lot of the local people's production, 
such as 2,682 tons of rice paddy and 50 tons of processed rice and they col- 
lected 600 tons of rice as agricultural taxes, One district and two coopera- 
tive units are being established for buying meat from the local populace. 
[Text]  [Vientiane PASASON in Lao 22 Jun 85 p 1]  12597 

CHAMPASSAK COFFEE, TEA PRODUCTION—Along with producing consumer products,_ 
Champassak Province also is determined to expand widely commercial plantation 
crops, especially coffee. In 1980, it harvested 4,500 ha of coffee. In 
1984, the total area under coffee cultivation was 12,600 ha, of which 7,961 
ha was harvested. From this area, 3,245 tons of coffee beans were ^rvested 
representing an increase of 4.7 times over the same period in 1983. Cardamom 
and tea plantations also are expanding strongly. Presently, there are^-125 ha 
of cardamom plantations, of which 65 ha are ready for harvesting. ^ 1985, 
Paksong District will expand cardamom plantation to 180 ha.  In addition, 
fruit orchards are being promoted widely, such as for bananas, mangoes, pine- 
apple, durian, palm nuts and other fruits. Presently, Champassak Province 
is carrying out research on large scale production in combination with pro- 
cessing goods for export to develop a strong point for the task of developing 
and strengthening an agricultural and industrial economy.  [Text]  [Vientiane 

PASASON in Lao 22 Jun 85 pp 1, 3]  12597 

SAYABOURY BANK DEPOSITS—Since January, cadres, workers, state employees, 
solders, police and hill tribe people in the seven districts of Sayaboury 
Province all have enthusiastically and widely brought their savings to de- 
posit in the State Bank in their provincial branch.  The total amount of 
savings deposited was 581,400 kip. Working class people in Paklay District 
have been an outstanding group; they brought 127,800 kip to put m the bank. 
[Excerpt]  [Vientiane KHAO SAN PATHET LAO in Lao 21 Jun 85 p A5]  12597 

CSO:  4206/148 
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MALAYSIA 

MUSLIM RADICAL GROUP UNDER PROBE 

Kuala Lumpur NEW STRAIT TIMES in English 14 Jul 85 p 4 

[Text]  Seremban, Sat-Police and officials of the State Religious Affairs 

Sr5TEnre lnTtl8ating S MUSllm radical *rouP believed to be trying to recruit followers from among the rural people. trying to 

The group, identified as As-Sunnah, was said to have distributed leaflets in 
an attempt to gather public sympathy and support in isolated areas 

irtLsiziVr°zt: ::ti tt:uthorit±es had been monit°^ ^ «^ 
ZiZäZzyLu\^:iTc:s:

f thls group which has —^ *> —^ •*- 
The radical group mainly made up of youths between the ages of 20 and 30 had 
all along confined their activities to their members, but of late they seem 
to have gone on a wide publicity campaign. y 

Police tracking their movements raided a room in Wisma Sentosa in Kuala Pilah 
yesterday afternoon and seized about 240 pamphlets. 

The group is believed to have 50 followers in Kuala Pilah district. 

Police have detained a man for questioning. He was later released on police 

The pamphlets are believed to be illegally printed. 

Menteri Besar Datuk Mohamed Isa bin Haji Abdul Samad said he had alerted the 

of Sis group!     t0 C°ndUCt S th°rOUgh investlSati™ °* the activities' 

CSO: 4200/1316 
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MALAYSIA 

VOMD WELCOMES PAS POLICY ON NON-MALAY MUSLIMS 

BK060309 (Clandestine) Voice of Malayan Democracy in Malay 1215 GMT 5 Aug 85 

["News Report": "The PAN Malaysian Islamic Party Takes Unity Among 
Nationalities Seriously"] 

[Text] Following the 31st congress of the Pan Malaysian Islamic Party [PAS] 
last April, the public has noted that the party is taking unity among 
nationalities seriously and is no longer an organization comprising a single 
nationality. Some commentators have pointed out in the press that the 
development is a challenge to the main components within the Barisan Nasional 
as well as an answer to the Barisan Nasional government's malicious [word 
indistinct] and slanders against Muslims. 

According to reports, about 100 non-Malay Muslims have been accepted as party 
members since the party elected its new leadership in 1982 and adopted an 
open-door policy. Daniel Oon Abdulah, a representative of the PAS youth wing 
from the Federal Territory, was elected as a member of the Executive Board 
of the Youth Council of the party during this year's PAS youth congress. 

The PAS annual congress was held in Kuala Lumpur from 14 to 16 April. 
Speaking at the opening and closing of the congress, Haji Yusof Rawa, who was 
returned as party president, repeatedly reaffirmed his party's determination 
to overcome all racial obstacles under Islamic teachings and set the 
establishment of an Islamic state as its long-term objective. His basic 
speeches were on the theme "The Muslims Act to Oppose Tyranny". 

As many as 378 representatives from 126 party branches, who attended the 
congress, elected their national leaders. The main leaders were returned 
during the elections. The results show that the party is more united and 
ready to counter the un-Islamic Barisan Nasional government's action 
oppressing the Muslims. 

When the congress was discussing proposals, chairman of the party's Ulemas 
Council Haji Nik Abdul Aziz Nik Mat said that general elections are an avenue 
for the party to take part in drafting laws in the state legislative 
assemblies and Parliament. A vice president, Uztaz Haji Abdul Hadi Awang, 
called on PAS members not to take impatient action, give consideration to a 
government white paper which was presented in Parliament recently, and worry 
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about the term "so-called extremists" as stated in the white paper because 
their party only accepts Koranic interpretations. 

Answering questions from party members on the party's policy, PAS Deputy 
President Uztaz Fadzir Noh advised PAS members to avoid taking stronglction 
to counter government discrimination against PAS members and Supporters! He 
pointed out that elections are the only legal channel for the people to launch 
their struggle irrespective of victory or loss. J-auncn 

S™M?me ±Tf±sti
J
nct^  leSal adviser and a member of the PAS Supreme 

Committee advised party members to be careful and cautious in carrying out 
party tasks. He pointed out that the government has already hampered and will 

twT\,° amPer PAS aCtlVity Wlth legal ^asures, forcing PAS to spend more 
time in the courts. He said that the police cannot deny their responsibility 

injured    ""*"  ^^ ln WMch * »^ ae^ Wa* killed and^many „ore" 

The congress approved many decisions, including one calling on all the people 
Son? V18n

llant,a8ainSt the country's legal system putting pressure on the 
the'L; P-16 f ltS pr°P°Sals demands ^at the prime minister's department and 
Srt?i PVl

ll8.rlmage and ^nd Board allow Muslims to go on pilgrimage freely 
without having to go through the board. ireeiy 

CSO: 4213/296 
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MALAYSIA 

VOMD VIEWS POLICY OF DEMOCRATIC ACTION PARTY 

BK060521 (Clandestine) Voice of Malayan Democracy in Malay 1215 GMT 5 Aug 85 

["News Report":  "The Democratic Action Party is Ready for General Elections"] 

[Text] In recent months, the Democratic Action Party [DAP]—the largest 
opposition party in the Kuala Lumpur parliament—has been mobilizing all party 
members to make active preparations for the next parliamentary elections. 
Party Secretary General Lim Kit Siang predicted that the general elections 
will be held not long after Mahathir returns from a visit to China this year. 
He reminded party members that the late former prime minister Razak called 
general elections following his visit to Beijing in 1974. Now, Mahathir also 
wants to draw votes by playing the China card. 

In various party assemblies and state-level general meetings this year, 
Lim Kit Siang on many occasions urged all party members to enhance internal 
and external vigilance in the hope that success could be scored during the 
next elections. Following its failure in the April 1982 elections, the DAP 
successively won in three by-elections—in Keypayann, Raub, and Seremban. 

The party actively voices the people's wishes in important issues pertaining 
to the national economy, life, and human rights not only within but also 
outside parliament. The DAP is the biggest threat to the component parties 
of the Barisan Nasional, particularly the MCA [Malaysian Chinese Association] 
and the Gerankan Party. 

On 20 April, the DAP held its 7th congress in Penang.  Speaking before the 
congress in his capacity as secretary general, Lim Kit Siang said that the 
selection of Penang as the venue for this year's congress shows that the DAP 
is turning the state into the most important front for the next general 
election. In the coming months, the party's political strength from various 
states will be pooled in Penang to enable the party to again play a political 
role in Penang. 

The congress elected members of the new supreme governing board of the party. 
Dr Chen Man Hin, lawyer Lim Kit Siang, and lawyer Karpal Singh were maintained 
as party chairman, secretary general, and deputy chairman, respectively. 
Dr Tan Seng Giao is one of the three party vice chairmen. The two vice 
secretaries general are P. Patto and Lee Lam Thye. 
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In his basic speech, Lim Kit Siang emphasized the bad consequences of the New 
Economic Policy [NEP]. He said that the government clearly disclosed its main 
objectives and plan during the presentation of the NEP and the Second Malaysia 
Plan. However, the NEP has in fact strayed from its objectives. He went on 
to point out that the NEP has given birth to a handful of wealthy millionaires 
despite its objectives of eradicating poverty and restructuring society. 
These people have succeeded in accumulating millions of ringgit within a 
relatively short period, while the majority of Malay farmers, workers, and 
fishermen remain in misery. Large numbers of the non-Malay lower class are 
poor. Projects such as the Daya Bumi complex, the United Malays National 
/?? Si>°n lmm] head<luarters, and other complexes symbolizing the success 

of the NEP are meaningless for the poor people since what they need are cheap 
houses and plots of land. F 

Speaking before the congress, DAP Chairman Dr Chen Man Hin said that his party 
will gam support from more votes, adding that the party secured 20 percent 
of the total votes in the 1982 elections despite its failure, while the number 
of votes obtained by 13 component parties of the Barisan Nasional combined 
together was 50 percent [words indistinct]. Dr Chen Man Hin wanted all party 
members to be ready, disciplined, and united under a single objective and to 
generate all efforts to win the next general elections. 

The 7th DAP congress passed many resolutions, including ones calling for the 
establishment of a royal commission of inquiry to openly investigate the 
Bumiputers Malaysia Finance loan scandal; calling on all the people to 
wholeheartedly establish a multiracial, multilingual, multireligious and 
multicultural country as part of the country's political development: 
condemning the Barisan Nasional government for illegally amending the 1974 

StÄU,iD?1!!'e,1i ACt; Calling °n the 8°vernment to lodge a strong protest 
with the Australian Government over an increase in academic fees for our 
students in that country; and asking the government to open more universities 
or allow the private sector to set up private universities or colleges. 

CSO: 4213/296 
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MALAYSIA 

VOMD VIEWS SOCIALIST PARTY'S POLICY POSITION 

BK060749 (Clandestine) Voice of Malayan Democracy in Malay 1215 GMT 5 Aug 85 

["News Report":  "The Malaysian People's Socialist Party Condemns the Abuse of 
Power by the Government"] 

[Text] The Malaysian People's Socialist Party [PSRM], which is one of the 
opposition parties practicing socialism in our country, was formerly the 
People's Party of Malaya led by the late Ahmad Bustamam—a nationalist. 
Former PSRM chairman Kassim Ahmad left the party last year, renouncing his 
original political belief to seek a cabinet post. In fact, he has committed 
political suicide. He was very eager to surrender himself to Mahathir, 
but has so far received no response. 

The results of the last parliamentary elections showed that the PSRM has a lot 
of support in large cities such as Johor Baharu and Penang. Some of its 
sympathizers are found among the local intelligentsia and our students abroad. 
Party Secretary General Hassan Abdul Karim has made statements reaffirming the 
party's stand on the people's democratic rights and the Barisan Nasional 
administration. For example, the party condemned the arrest of Haji Suhaimi 
Said, PAS [Pan Malaysian Islamic Party] legal adviser, by the Home Affairs 
Ministry under the Internal Security Act.      In a statement dated 17 
March, the PSRM condemned the Barisan Nasional government for abusing its 
power to intimidate opposition parties prior to the general elections. 

The PSRM announced its new political manifesto and party program in November 
1981. By detailing many examples, the PSRM reveals in its political manifesto 
that the Barisan Nasional is strangling democracy with sweet words, depending 
on foreign capital, implementing a capitalist economic policy resulting in 
more poverty for millions of the working people, and hampering the spread and 
development of Islam and national culture in the country. It says that 
component parties within the Barisan Nasional are playing racial politics, 
damaging unity among nationalities, and adopting a pro-U.S. foreign policy. 
In its general program, the PSRM reaffirms that it will inherit the tradition 
of the people's struggle against Portuguese, Dutch, and British colonialism 
and imperialism and fight for genuine national national independence like the 
heroes in Malay history—Maharajarela, Datuk Bahaman, and Toh Janggut—as well 
as the former Malay Nationalist Party of Malaya. 

CSO: 4213/296 
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MALAYSIA 

VOMD REPORTS OPPOSITION CRITICISM OF GOVERNMENT 

BK070404 (Clandestine) Voice of Malaysian Democracy in Malay 1215 GMT 

["News Report": "The Social Democrat Party Condemns the New Economic Policy 
for Causing Racial Polarization"] roa.icy 

iltlV    lhB  preJ
siden1; of the Social Democrat Party [SDP] of Malaysia, Ismail 

Hashim, has condemned the New Economic Policy [NEP] implemented by the Barisan 
Nasional government for causing racial polarization. Speaking before the 
party s third general meeting on 18 May, he said that the so-called NEP, 
education policy, housing policy, university admission quota policy, 
employment policy, and policy on various government contracts have racial 
connotations. He added that our children have become victims of racial 
polarization in schools and that all the people have been contaminated by 
?f ^ I  Vega^ f  atmosphere, distrust, and vengeance. According to him, 
if the Barisan Nasional government were honest, it would first of all abolish 
all racially based political parties-such as the United Malays National 
Organization, Malaysian Chinese Assocation, and Malaysian Indian Congress- 
and then revoke all policies and measures that may split society and harm 
national unity. 

rnLV^ SDP K
8eneral

T »«*lng, held for 2 days in Ipoh, elected new Central 
Committee members. Ismail Hashim and Tan Yew Peng were returned as party 
president and secretary general, respectively.  The general meetings- 
decisions call on the Barisan Nasional government to discontinue the 
implementation of the NEP which is causing the racial polarization; abolish 
the Internal Security Act [ISA], the Emergency Amendment Act, the Organization 
Act, the Agitation Act, and unjust articles in the Constitution; immediately 
release all political detainees held under the ISA or bring them to open 
trial; abolish totally all acts restricting press freedom, including the 1984 
Printing and Publication Act; and implement land reforms benefiting poor 
peasants with little or no land as well as workers and small businessmen. 

Speaking at the opening of the general meeting, Ismail Hashim pointed out that 
various major national problems and equal distribution of national wealth 

forn28 vLr«^1!^83"^30'0^17 6Ven th°U8h the COUntry has been independent for 28 years.  Urban and rural poverty is becoming even more serious. 
On the one hand, the Barisan Nasional government is spending hundreds of 
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thousands of ringgit on various so-called development projects, while on the 
other, an unestimated number of people are still struggling to survive. 
He said that the state wastes hundreds of millions of ringgit annually to 
implement expensive projects, which are enjoyed only by a handful of 
millionaires and their associates. However, these projets have no practical 
benefits at all. 

An unestimated number of textile, electronics, tin mining, and construction 
workers are losing their jobs. Many more workers are prohibited from joining 
trade unions. The remaining construction and mining workers face industrial 
bankruptcy at any time. The Social Security Fund does not give them real 
benefits. He pointed out that, even though the government has admitted the 
existence of racial polarization, it still allows the situation to worsen. 
The symptoms of polarization have penetrated schools, colleges, universities, 
factories, and public service departments. Still, the government does not 
allow the public to study the causes of racial polarization. In fact, the 
causes lie in the policy implemented by the government over dozens of years. 
For example, the people are classified into the so-called Indigenous Group 
[Bumiputera] and Nonindigenous Group [Bukan Bumiputera]. Ismail Hashim said 
that his party will fight to establish a democratic, free, and peaceful state 
where all people are united regardless of nationality, class, religion, 
culture, and color. 

The third SDP General Meeting passed measures pertaining to the people's 
welfare, including the eviction of inhabitants in Tamän Chen Taik in Penang, 
compensation for inhabitants evicted from their land in Kampung Pisang, Ipon, 
the discontinuance of the production operation of the Asian W. F. Company Ltd, 
and so on. 

On current international affairs, the party condemned the Soviet and 
Vietnamese invasions of Afghanistan and Cambodia, respectively, and called for 
the immediate withdrawal of their troops from those two countries. 

Speaking at the party's unity dinner on 19 May, Secretary General Tan Yew Peng 
pointed out that, contrary to Barisan Nasional propaganda, our country is 
facing serious economic, social, and political difficulties. The poverty rate 
among rural inhabitants increased from 37.4 percent to 41.6 percent in 1983. 
The problems of the people without houses and land are even more acute, 
while millionaires and new upstarts are endlessly building skyscrapers, luxury 
mansions, and various amusement clubs. Touching on the so-called Malaysia 
Incorporated concept and plan to privatize public companies, he said that they 
will only intensify the people's difficulties.  In conclusion, Tan Yew Peng 
called on the people not to be indifferent if they did not want the national 
wealth to be destroyed but preferred a free and united state. 

CSO: 4213/296 
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MALAYSIA 

VOPM CONDEMNS THAI EXHIBITION OF CAPTURED GOODS 

BK070432 (Clandestine) Voice of the People of Malaysia in Malay 1230 GMT 
5 Aug 85 

["Short Commentary": "The Irksome Exhibition of Confiscated Goods"] 

[Text] On 13 February of this year, under a handful of reactionary leaders, 
the southern Thai military authorities conducted a so-called encircle-and- 
crush strategic campaign in the south, codenamed "8502" against our army. 
With coordination between the Army and Air Force, the attacking enemy soldiers 
occupied two empty camps belonging to our army and seized some goods. 
To show off their battle success, they hastily arranged an exhibition 
displaying the confiscated goods in a big building at Betong intersection on 
24 February.  The authorities had actively spread propaganda 2 or 3 days 
earlier to win the people's sympathy. They called on the masses to visit the 
exhibition displaying the confiscated goods. As a result, not a few urban and 
rural inhabitants were interested in visiting the exhibition, and the public 
paid attention to what was displayed there. The exhibition stand was 70 
square meters. In addition to an old 20-inch black-and-white television set, 
which was the most valuable thing among the displayed goods, the public could 
see for themselves, among other things, a machine made by our army to squeeze 
sugarcane, wooden rifles used for training, used shoes, ragged clothes 
various objects used in art performances, and [words indistinct] banners of 
the party and the Malaysian People's Liberation Army [MPLA] used to celebrate 
the noble establishment of the Malaysian Communist Party [MCP]. 

Indeed, the people visiting the exhibition offered various viewpoints and 
responses according to their different knowledge. The visitors ignorant of 
our army were sceptical and curious during the relatively unusual exhibition. 
Their attitude was indeed understandable. A small number of visitors were 
merely indifferent. Their attitude was not surprising because they have been 
deeply influenced by various forms of reactionary propaganda over a long 
period. However, most of the visitors comprised those understanding, 
supporting, and sympathizing with the struggle of our army. Seeing the 
priceless confiscated goods, their hearts shook with [words indistinct] and 
vengeance against the reactionaries because the encircle-and-crush campaign 
launched by the southern Thai military authorities was not directed at groups 
of armed criminals kidnapping, extorting, killing, and threatening the local 
population but rather at the MPLA, which has contributed to the local 
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tranquility and defended the people's interests for a long time. Some of them 
even shed tears because they were worried about the position of our army at 
that time. 

The reactionary southern Thai military authorities held the exhibition 
displaying the confiscated goods merely to show off their so-called brilliant 
success during this military operation. They tried to discredit our army and 
spread the slander that our army is not supported by the people by displaying 
ragged clothes and worn-out shoes left by our soldiers and several simple 
tools used by our army. The response they received, however, was the 
opposite.  Their bad intentions ended in failure. After visiting the 
exhibition, some inhabitants said that aircraft, heavy artillery, ground 
troops, and the Air Force had been mobilized during the operation, adding that 
many soldiers had become victims. However, these goods were confiscated only 
after a difficult operation. The authorities were really shameless in holding 
the exhibition. Some others said that [words indistinct] are likened to 
robbers collecting fees and threatening tranquility with rifles in hand. 
Why have the shoes and clothes been patched? Robbers are not poor. 

These short words are a profound reflection of the people's feelings in the 
large border areas. The masses are in fact intelligent. What they have said 
is true.  The patched shoes and clothes reflect the noble nature of our army. 
Our army is thrifty and loves every object [words indistinct]. In fact, our 
army does not betray its nature as a people's army. The attempt to discredit 
our army through the exhibition has failed totally. The so-called exhibition 
on 24 February displaying the confiscated goods cannot in the slightest 
measure dim the noble image of our army. On the contrary, it has enable 
the masses to know some more about the nature of our army. In addition, 
it will enable some people who were originally ignorant of the MCP to 
know about our party. All this was not predicted by the organizers. 
The exhibition was simply closed the next day. 

CSO: 4213/296 
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MALAYSIA 

USNO, BERJAYA BOSSES STEP DOWN 

Penang THE STAR in English 24 Jun 85 p 2 

[Article by N. V. Raman] 

[Text] Kuala Lumpur, Sun—For the past 20 years or so, Sabah politics has been 
dominated by the awesome twosome of Tun Mustapha Datu Harun and Datuk Harris 
Salleh, presidents of the United Sabah National Organisation (USNO) and Berjaya 
respectively. 

Before the year is out, Sabah could well be rid of the direct involvement 
of the two in its daily affairs. 

Both Tun Mustapha and Datuk Harris have announced that they would not seek 
re-election to their party posts this year—Datuk Harris has said that he will 
step down at the Berjaya congress in July and Tun Mustapha has announced that 
he would step down before the year is out, probably saving his retirement 
announcement for the USNO congress to be held later this year. 

Writing off the two completely can prove to be foolhardy, as Tun Mustapha showed 
when he returned from political Siberia to lead USNO to win 16 seats in the April 
state election. 

But what is likely to happen is that they will give up direct involvement and 
move into the background, away from the firing line, even as they continue to 
influence events from back-stage through the power they can command even now. 

The frontline posts will go to the second-echelon leaders who have been waiting 
in the wings restlessly for the past few years to lead their parties—and that 
is what this year's elections in USNO and Berjaya are all about. 

For both parties, free elections will be a somewhat unique experience.  Neither 
have been known for their democratic principles in the past. 

During Tun Mustapha's heyday as USNO president and Sabah Chief Minister from 
the mid-1960's until 1975, when he resigned as Chief Minister, it was said that 
the USNO leadership just read out the names of party leaders and the posts 
they were to occupy and the delegates at the respective congresses "unanimously 
elected" them into office. 
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The practice was followed in Berjaya by Datuk Harris—a one-time USNO 
secretary-general and vice-president—who, whenever he was criticised for lack 
of democracy in Berjaya, held up USNO as an example. 

The added justification Berjaya had for not allowing free elections was that 
as a multi-racial party, it had to ensure that the racial balance in its 

leadership was maintained. 

That was why if a Muslim was party president, the deputy was a Kadazan and a 
vice-president's post Was guaranteed to a Chinese. 

It was a justification that, in the end, was used to ensure that a hand-picked 
cadre was kept in all the top posts'while those who fell out of favour were kept 

outside the leadership "club." 

Ten years after its formation, Berjaya members will now finally have a chance 
to select their own leaders at the party's congress set for 14 July. 

And in both USNO and Berjaya, two keen rivals have emerged as potential 
successors to Tun Mustapha and Datuk Harris, the founding fathers of USNO 

and Berjaya respectively. 

The contest in USNO is likely to centre around the party's newest recruit» 
the brash, outspoken and volatile Datuk Yahya Lampong who was Berjaya Youth 
leader until he defected to USNO just before the April election-arid the 
son of the party's founder, Datu Hamid Tun Mustapha, who is currently its 

secretary-general. 

The similarity between the two likely challengers ends in the fact that they 
were both In Berjaya at one time-Datu Hamid was wooed by Datuk Harris after 
Berjaya took office by toppling USNO in the 1976 state election and was even 

appointed a State Minister. 

That relationship, however, was terminated rather suddenly in 1983 when Datuk 
Harris accused Ztn Hamid of plotting a coup against the Berjaya leadership 
and expelled him from the party. 

Datu Hamid then joined his father in USNO and father and J°n "°^at 
satisfaction in leading USNO to its improved performance m the April election 

at the expense of Berjaya. 

But if Datuk Yahya is outspoken, Datu Hamid is more of an introvert;where 
Datuk Yahya is brash,.Datu Hamid is soft-spoken; and where Datuk Yahya is 
volatile, Datu Hamid is often a picture of calm. 

Datuk Yahya is said to believe that he has the USNO presidency locked up. Those 
close to him say that the post was promised to him on Tun Mustapha's retirement 
by the maestro himself to lure Datuk Yahya over from Berjaya. 

But if ever there was such a promise, Tun Mustapha appears to have changed his 
mind  A shrewd judge of character and a master tactician, he is now said to 
be tlltng in the chips from his supporters in USNO and lining them up behind 

his son. 
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all from the time he was a little boy! * haS knOWn them 

Datuk Yahya's behaviour since he joined USNO and emerged as if-, w1n t  i 

sion ol a partj in disarray     ' ^ 0nly b6CaUSe U WOuld give an *»P«J- 

There are many in the USNO circle of power who feel that if - ,w,Q r 

JsN5hhin^ral PTr StrugSle should threaten to undermine the party however USNO has always got a compromise choice who is well-Hk^ Tw ita however, 
members and well-regarded by even his enemies-S'part^s p'rsenfSS?8 
president, Datuk Haji Sakaran Dandai. present deputy 

His only drawback is that he is one of the old-euarH .„,i 1f t,a J 

triLeireforffwhat
a,tUk1HHarri1f,,annOUnCement: °f Ms -"rement has already triggered off what could well be a titanic struggle for the party presidency. 

rinfas tlV re8±dent  Datuk Dr Ja™* O^gkili has thrown his hat into the 
ring as has party secretary-general Datuk Haji Muhammad Noor Mansor. 

lhJ7*  ««P«« «juncll member Datuk Ayub Aman has also been nominated for 
there LP«1  T        """"f*7 "  j°in the battle' Nominations close on 1 July and 
n. n l<i?    fl  a general exPectation that the contest will be between Dr Ongkili and Datuk Haji Muhammad Noor. between 

The mild-mannered Dr Ongkili's ace is that he is also Federal Minister of Justin 
and Minister in the Prime Minister's Department and his pitch is likeL to 

tha "here0™ ifbe^M T  W "USt "* * C±^  «»«* tÄ^„ that, there will be continuity in the party and no apple-carts will be upset. 
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But his greatest strength is also his Achilles' heel—having been away from 
Sabah, there has been some erosion in his support. 

His credibility among the Kadazans, who form the mainstay of Berjaya, has^ 
been shot to bits by his decision to oppose Datuk Pairin xn the April State 
election and his earlier perceived inability or refusal to help the community 

through Berjaya. 

The younger Kadazans have little respect for him or his accomplishments of 
which there have been some although the one they best remember is that he 
Was the man who wrote the Kadazan hit song "Jambatan Tamparuli. 

And with Datuk Pairin and the PBS now in power the academically i^liried^ 
Dr Ongkili is unlikely to get any votes from Berjaya's Muslim members, who want 

the party to be led by one of them. 

That leaves Datuk!,Haji Muhammad Noor with an excellent chance of being elected. 
The first bumiputra lawyer from Sabah, his credentials are marred only by his 
detention under the Internal Security Act (ISA) in 1976. 

His supporters have claimed that the arrest was prompted by Tun Mustapha and 
that Datuk Haji Muhammad Noor's subsequent- acceptance by Federal leaders was 
evidence that they had nothing against him. 

Unlike many Berjaya leaders, Datuk Haji Muhammad Noor has also carefully 
nurtured his grassroot support in the party.  It is support that comes from 
Muslims, KadaLns and Chinese.  Some even say that he enjoys more support from 
the Kadazans than even Dr Ongkili because of his efforts in helping raise funds 

for the building of two churches. 

A man who is deeply committed to Berjaya's multi-racial concept and tlie^belief 
that Sabah's racial, cultural and religious diversity is a strength rather than 
aweakness, he is at  the same time concerned with the polarisation that has be- 
come obvious to any watcher of the Malaysian scene. 

The maior point of resentment against him, however, is what many people believe 
to be nis arrogances perception which is, however, not borne out by those who 

know him well. 

He has gone out of his way over the past few weeks to correct the perception 
and mend political fences and his attempts appear to be paying off. 

There have been indications that he will be joined by a running mate in the 
election and at present, the bets are that Berjaya vice-president Datuk 
Clarence Mansul will align himself with Datuk Haji Muhammad Noor and go for the 

deputy presidency. 

It is a ticket which will have the continued Berjaya balance of a MuslinTpresi- 
dent and a Kadazan deputy president and, barring unforeseen circumstances, it 

looks at the moment like a winning ticket. 
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But unforeseen circumstances are what lahah  nr.nn  .. J 

those jostling for the top posts S USNO »Vn < nd t0 be about and 

CSO: 4200/1316 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

CHEMICAL WARFARE STUDIES FOR ARMY MEN 

Penang THE STAR in English 7 Jul 85 p 4 

[Text] KJAJANG, Sat. — Biological 
and chemical defence stu- 
dies will be introduced at 
the Army Engineering 
School here from early next 
year. 

Selected officers will be 
sent to the United States, 
Britain and Australia, 
where they will be trained 
as instructors. 

Three officers have al- 
ready been sent overseas on 
a two-week crash course 
and more will be sent to fa- 
miliarise themselves with 
biological and chemical 
warfare. 

This is the first time such 
studies will be made avail- 
able in the country. 

A Defence Ministry 
spokesman said the army 
felt that brains, rather than 
mere brawn, were required 
for the type of sophisticated 
warfare that is being fought 
today. 

He said the move to intro- 
duce bio-chemical defence 
studies stemmed from re- 
ports that bacteria and 
chemicals were allegedly 
used in Kampuchea and Af- 
ghanistan against resis- 
tance groups. 

The spokesman said it 
was better to be prepared 
for such warfare so that ad- 
equate counter-measures 
could be taken in the event 
of a conflict. 

The school's comman- 
dant, Lt-Kol. Goh Boon Pah, 
said between 200 and 300 
trainees would be accepted 
for the course each year. 

He told reporters during 
an official visit by the Sul- 
tan of Perak, who is the ko- 
lonel-in-chief of the Army 
Engineer Corps, that select- 
ed officers would be chosen 
to become instructors for 
the course. 

This is the first time the 
Sultan has visited the 
school since he became the 
supreme- head of the corps 
after ascending the Perak 
throne. 

The Sultan and Raj3 Per- 
niaisuri Perak were met by 
State Religious Affairs 
Committee chairman Datuk 
Yuiios Sulaiman who repre- 
sented the Johore Govern- 
ment, the Army Engineer 
Corps chief Brig.-Jen. Da- 
tuk Raymond Chen and oth- 
er VIPs. 

MALAYSIA 

The sultan inspected a guard of honour comprising 105 officers and men from 
the school and was briefed on the school's aims and achievements. 

The Sultan then attended a bridge-building demonstration, an exhibition of 
unarmed combat and a bomb disposal exercise. 

He was also shown the various types of booby-trap used by the enemy. 

The Sultan and Raja Permaisuri Perak later attended a shooting competition 

before leaving for Kuala Lumpur. 

CSO: 4200/1316 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 19£ 

MALAYSIA 

FIRST SUBMARINE POSSIBLE BY 1990'S 

Kuching THE BORNEO POST in English 9 Jul 85 p 3 

[Text] Kuching, Mon~Malaysia may buy its first submarine by the next decade 

trillr  Mn ,VVal3?illlty °f fUndS' DePUty °efenCe Mlnis"er Datuk Ab^ng ' Abu Bakar Mustapha said last Sunday. B 

He told BERNAMA here that the government was interested in buying a small 
submarine to beef up its defence facilities. 

"We will seriously study the matter by the end of the Fifth Malaysia Plan and 
if we have the money, we may buy one during the Sixth Malaysian Plan," he said. 

He added that even right now the ministry was "looking around" for a suitable 
submarine which could meet the country's requirement. 

hetsWaiid1.n0t be ±n the nUClear ClaSS bUt sufficlently g°od enough for our needs,' 

Datuk Abang Abu Bakar said the government was interested in having its own 
submarine because it was becoming a vital part of the country's defence facilities. 

c\aiSoJid "^ rule °Ut the Possibility of the submarine being bought from the 
Sabah Shipyard if the shipyard decided to process with its proposal to bSld 
such vessels. 

rejuireme^t^^hfs^id: enC°Urage "* PUrChaS6 °* ^ ±ttaB  " they meet °ur 

Regarding the on-going study being made on the strength and needs of armed forces 
reservists Datuk Abang Abu Bakar said that owing to a number of reasons, it 
could not be completed on schedule. 

The study which began last year, was due to be completed by early this year but 
because of staff shortage and other difficulties, it was now only likely to be 
completed later this year. 
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Datuk Abang Abu Bakar said it was hoped that as a result of the study, more 
efforts would be made to encourage civilians to sign up as reservists. 

"Right now, the reservists are mainly in the army and We hope to get more 
civilians to join in the air force and the navy as well," he said. 

The findings of the study and its recommendations would be submitted to the 

cabinet, he added. 

CSO: 4200/1316 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

MALAYSIA 

BRIEFS 

THAI BORDER DEMARCATION WORK—Tho ,1-t ,.„„.. 
Defense Ministry,SL^Äir^ "* Plannin8 °f the 

12 members of the securityforcel have been kilLd*? **? t* * ^^ that 

as well as by booby traps over th    *Zl ,o d in clashes with terrorists 

the Malaysian-Thai" boX ^gam    P^otLrtT      K" 
the W°rk t0 demarcate 

17 Thai soldiers have been killed WM  P « "vhave been wounded.    Meanwhile, 

The work to de-arcat^eVÄ? Ä ,  , 
by surveyors from thp Rnvai  TI^*  C .    WUJ-t;n Degan in 1973,  is carried out 
percent of ÄÄ^1^1?8 ?nd MaPPln8 Apartment.    Eighty 
in other areas along-^^^^^Z^V^^'    ^ mapplng W°rk 

yea,     (Text]   fKuall U^^tS^«*^^*^** this 

CSO:    4213/296 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

BRIEFS 

BOUGAINVILLE COPPER PRODUCTION-Bougainville Copper Ltd'produced 41 050 tonnes 
o? contained metal for the second quarter of this year, ". June 3Q «8 ^nes 

more than for the second quarter of 1984 but P™?«?^^.fj^^i« 
dropped. Its gold output totalled 2801 kg a gams t 3814 m 198and ^*> 
10 572 kg against 10 949 for the second quarter of 1984.  LTextJ Lbyüney inr. 

SOUTH SEA DIGEST in English 26'Jul 85 p 2] 

CSO: 4200/1358 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

PHILIPPINES 

MARCOS INTERVIEW ON INSURGENCY, POLITICS, U.S. RELATIONS 

Broadway THE NATIONAL TIMES in English 28 Jun-4 Jul 85 pp 17-19 

o?JSii^.j^^r2
rii^!!;rr bVhlllp Brooks and Patrice -»« 

Napoleon,  taJS«"AJLJS«'-] ^ televislon 29 ^ ^    'Wmber 

[Text]       TT^RCSIDENT Ferdinand Marcos 
»67. walks stiffly into the first- 

Moor library, lined with books 
       iind  paintings of Filipino folk 

heroes. A chandelier sparkles and Marcos 
seals himself on a pile of silk cushions, 
ruffled attentively by an aide, behind a 
large oak desk. 

P 
There arc few (races of the college athlete left 
in the President's demeanour. When searching 
for the right phrase, his eyelids flutter shut, not 
Irom tiredness but from concentration. 

He never rises to the bait of unfriendly 
questions, brushing them aside with a joke 
cleverly drawing the questioner into his reply' 
At times he cuts into questions, before 
laughingly apologising and asking us to 
continue. 

When making a point, Marcos jabs the air 
with his right hand. At more difficult moments 
-•• Tor hnn   - of the interview, he leans back in 
the chair, squirms and turns the scarlet spot on 
his already shiny-skinned right cheek direct to 
the camera.  Me searches for words before 
enunciating a justification for his 20-year rule 

rhe figures he cites are often at odds with 
Filipino reality. At these moments the Minister 
or Information, Gregorio S. Cendana, who 
stands valet-like in the corner, sweats, takes off 
his glasses and rubs them nervously. 

A palace TV crew films ««.President's every 
word. I he two dozen or so aides and lackeys in 
the room pretend to hang on every declaration 
During a short break one of them comes up to 
us, comparing the case of General Ver to that 
or Dreyfus in France early this century. 

General Fabian Ver, close friend and 
stalwart of Marcos and Army Chief of Staff 

until he took a "voluntary" leave of absence, is 
the highest-ranking military official accused of 
plotting the murder of Benigno "Ninoy" 
Aqu.no, Marcos' chief political rival and 
long-time martial law prisoner. Aquino was 
killed by a bullet in the head on August 21, 
1983, on his return home after four years exile 
in the United States. 

Twenty-two months after Aquino's death 
and the wave of aftermath protest demonstra- 
tions which shook the Marcos regime, the 
President remains firmly in control of every 
decision In the provinces, though, the 
communist rebels are now operating in all 
parts of the archipelago, and on the southern 
island or Mindanao control huge swathes of 
both urban and rural territory. 

When Marcos, dressed in the traditional 
collarlcss white embroidered shirt, enters this 
room on the first floor of the rambling 
Spanish-style Malacanang Palace, the space is 
transformed into a court. 

Marcos is a one-man show. For 20 years he 
has ruled the culturally and ethnically eclectic 
Philippines, sheering between initiating 
reforms and cracking down hard on oppo- 
nents. He still claims to believe in the velvet 
glove and iron fist approach, though whatever 
economic reforms are introduced inevitably 
turn to the profits of a few of the President's 
close associates. Such is the Marcos system 
such is the Philippines today. 

Marcos muses on his heroes in history, 
Marcos denies his wealth and the extrava- 
gances of his wife, Imelda, former beauty 
queen and though fading in looks, a consum- 
mate politician who has placed her men in key 
positions in the army and ruling party ready to 
move il Marcos- health - he suffers from a 
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rare liver complaint — gives out. 
Dreaming of being remembered as a 

reformist President, Marcos risks going down 
as the President of martial law, creeping 
impoverishncss and massive debt. Yet, since he 
refuses anv alternative to himself, he remains 
in power and the Philippines remains govern- 
able. It is his disappearance that risks 
catapulting the country into full-scale disorder. 

• • • 

Q: Mr President, your Government has 
undergone a serious economic and political 
crisis these last 21 months. There has been 
speculation about your health. Yet here you 
are, still in complete control. How did you do 
it?' 

Marcos: I've been exercising. I do my usual 
regime in the morning as soon as I wake up. 
They don't allow me to jog anymore, but I 
walk fast, 10 minutes per kilometre, push-ups, 
sit-ups, light dumbbells. 

Q: And what about the political and 
economic situation? 

M: Wc arc also exercising that. (Laughs). 
The political situation is such that it probably 
ultimately will depend on the economic 
situation, but if you include the insurgency in 
the political dimension, insurgency has to be 
met with different weapons. 

We meet it with two hands, the right and the 
left. The right is the strong arm of the military, 
the left is economic development. 

Economic development may meet substan- 
tially or almost all the problems of politics 
because the subversive terrorists do utilise 
almost any economic difficulty, whether a 
legitimate grievance or not, for purposes of 
gaining popular support — this is axiomatic. 

" The effort, therefore, should be two- 
pronged. While the military is active in 
eliminating violence, you must also eliminate 
the causes of grievance, whether legitimate or 

not. "'«,""«.• 
Q: Is the country still feeling the effects of 

the Aquino assassination? 
M: 1 would say there is a fallout which lasted 

for about one year but as of now the surveys 
that we have conducted in the various 
provinces and municipalities don't indicate 
that the Aquino assassination has affected my; 

following or that of the ruling party, although;, 
here in Manila you still see pockets of it. 

Q: You said after the assassination that no 
military person could have been involved in 
the killing without your knowledge, yet now as 
the trial of top ranking military officers, 
including former Chief of Staff General Ver 
continues, witnesses for the prosecution have 
said that only a military person could have shot 
Aquino. 

M: Do you believe those witnesses — oh 
come on ... 

Q: They are witnesses for the prosecution. 
M:.Yes, yes, but as will probably be shown, 

those witnesses have been perjured. 
Q: Yet a Japanese press photographer has 

presented a sequence of photos which suggests 
the same evidence. 

M: The sequences were not made by the 
Japanese. They were made by the legal advisers 
of the Agrava commission, they made it on 
their own and that is why when they were 
asked, "Are these sequences the natural flow of 
events?" they said, "no we at ranged it". 
(Laughs). What did Mr Narvasa, the chicflegal 
adviser, say? This report is hearsay, it is not 
acceptable as evidence. 

Q: What is your ultimate conviction today? 
M: My feeling is this, that I should not 

comment on whatever is happening-, in court. 
After all. this matter might come up to me on 
some kind of administrative appeal and one 
never knows we should also not undermine the 
power and authority of tin* Sarii'ligan llayah, 
the special court which is authoiised to try the 
court. '■ 

Q: But if the court convict' the militaiv? 
M: We will come to thai ■ 
Q: Will you lake persona! responsibility? 
M: For the military .. ; or course not. if they 

convict them for having plotted, limit it to 
those who plotted. VVhv should 1 pet involved .' 
We will face it as soon as we know what the 
result is. r 

Q: Do you consider it an affront to'the 
Philippines or to you that President Reagan 
has not repaid your state visit to Washington? 
(After Aquino's assassination in August 1983 
the Philippines was scrapped from the 
itinerary of Reagan's Asian tour.) 

M: I was the one who suggested to him that 
if it takes too much of an effort to come here 
we don't need his visit that much. There was no 
need for him to come here. 

1 understand that some ASEAN countries 
felt offended, but our relationship with the 
United States has been long enough for us to 
consider them not only as allies but also as 
brothers. We fought in the war together, we 
know the idiosyncrasies of the Americans, we 
know how their soldiers in the front lines are 
and we know how their soldiers in the back 
country are. 

Q: Do you expect Reagan to visit during his 
second term? 

M: Will Reagan visit? 1 haven't much 
thought about it. ä 

Q: With the US Congress icluctant to grant 
aid to your Government without reforms and 
with William Casey, head of the CIA, visiting 
you in Manila recently, do you fear that people 
think that the Americans are treating you like 
another Shah of Iran or another Somoza? 
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M: No, I think thai it's all j, lot of hot stories 
being built up by some of il.c correspondents 
who don t have a good story to write 

Like this Bill Casey, director or CIA 
supposedly telling me that the American 
Government wants an early election. That 
would be inappropriate - and the American 
Ambassador here said so. Telling me what to 
do about elections _ My God. who do they 
think they are? (Laughs) Who does this 
correspondent think government arc 

Q: So do you think that you might advance 
the elections? 

M: Well right now, no. Our position in a 
caucus or our party was we follow the law the 
constitution. 

Q: What did you discuss with Casey'' 

J^^'r1",8- .hc mcic,y w«»»«»'to know 
wha do I reel about the insurgency. I said if 
you keep telling t.s that the insurgency is out of 
control I want you ««join me and let's go out to 
the front line. 

Q: Some American officials |m-c made 
plain their opposition to the reinstatement of 
General Ver. Yel you have clearly said that |,e 

will be reinstated if acquitted of the Aquino 
assassination? 

M:  I  refused  to  talk   about  this  subject 
(getting a  liule angry) because  I  (old him 
(Casey) the moment you tall: about «.meldine 
internal the conversation has to stop. I don't 
consider the conversation  as  having  taken 
place because it's not good for yon and its not 
good for me. What will the people think  thai 
what I'm doing is dictated by a fbicign power? 

Q: In a recent interview. Gcneial Vcr's son 
the head of presidential scciuiiy, said the Ver 
family would be quite happy to see General 
Ver reinstated for a short period of time and 
then retire. My question was. is Ibis a possible 
scenario? 

M: It is not only a possible scenario. It is the 
only scenario we have agreed upon. It was 
agreed upon by the scnioi officers ofthe aimed 
forces or the Philippines when General Ver 
voluntarily asked for leave from his present 
position and it was then decided (hat if hc was 
acquitted he would go back to his position as 
Chief of Staff. 

Q: But Cora shod period or time? 
, M: Whatever it is, that has not been decided 
Q: But you don't feat a reaction or another 

crisis ir General Ver is reinstated? 
M: Oh come on, justice is justice. Why do 

you pumsh anybody who is not convicted'' 
Why? Because you don't like his race Me has 
been a good chicfolstan. lie is a general who 
saved Manila in 1955 when all alone his unit 
stood against the Huk Balahaps (communist 
rebels), the communist force that was ready to 
take Manila, and he has many, many 
achievements. ' 

He got his commission in the battlefield in 
«he fight.ng in llessang Pass... I don't need to 
go into all or .his _ all I know is that this is a 
promise given, a word of honour. I don't break 
my word or honour. 

Q: Bui meanwhile doesn't this prevent 
Acting (hier or Staff General Ramos from 
making reforms in the army that everyone is 
talking about? 

M: These reforms have been going on. Look, 
you and I are old army people. Is there any 
army where there is no griping, from the chief 
ol staff all the way down. If you have an army 
that is not griping, it's a weak army and that 
means you don't have men, you have gays. 

O: What is your reaction when people call 
General Ramos the man or the Americans? 

M: That is unfortunate because he is the 
man of the Filipinos. Also, look, he is a West 
I ointer, he fought in Korea, in Vietnam, he is 
organiser ofthe Scout Rangers (the Philippine 
Army s crack unit). There is nothing you can 
say against  him. Then to be tagged as an 
American boy ... but they also said that when I 
was fighting in Bataan. (Laughs) No thank you 
... forgive me the honours. 

Q: Turning to the communist insurgency 
US Under Secretary of Defence Richard 
Arniitagc in a recent congressional hearing 
said in the worst case the New People's Army 
could reach a strategic stalemate with the 
lihpino army within the next three to four 
years and theic could be a communist takeover 
in the Philippines before the end ofthe decade. 

M: lie's using the communist terms (laughs) 
■ ■. ridiculous. 

Q: Yet you yourself have said that the 
communists can be defeated within six 
months, isn't it strange that a foreign country 
like the United States is more concerned about 
the insurgency than your government? 

M: Yes, isn't it? Well probably because I'm 
the guy i„ the front lines while they are the 
fellows m Bivouac 130 and doing nothing but 
sitting down and trying to solve the ills of every 
country. ' 

Now look, I know my country very well I 
know our people. We know exactly what the 
accurate sources of information are and if 
somebody wishes to advise us on how to run an 
insurgency we remind them, look, that we have 
wiped out a communist rebellion twice: in the 
50s under Magsaysay and the surrender of 

Partido Communista Filipina which surren- 
dered to me in 1974 with all their arms. 

At the same time we caught the organisers of 
the new Communist Party of the Philippines, 
Jose Mane Sison — he is in jail — and the 
highest commander ofthe NPA, Commander 
Dante, he's in jail also. And we have almost all 
the members of the central committee. 

Q: Do you think the Americans have bad 
intelligence? 
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M: Yes, of course they have. You and I 
know that. (Laughs). 

Should I put it this way: there are always 
factions in (he American Government... We 
should send not one ambassador, but two. One 
for those who are so liberal-minded they jump 
on almost anything that is said against almost 
any Third World country. 

They think we are all stupid people who are 
still staying-in the mountains and don't know- 
anything' about   Montesquieu  {laughs), the 
other leaders, American or otherwise. 

Q: Are you really the only alternative to a 
communist takeover? Why don't you believe in 
a moderate alternative? 

M: 1 would like to see who will take over and 
I will help him. Look, I've been in power long 
enough. Before 1965, when 1 was elected 
President, my only ambition was to stay in the 
presidency for .eight years. Then came this 
crisis when the communists wanted to take 
over-everything by violence and I had to 
proclaim martial law. 

But it's not only the communists that are our- 
enemy. You talk about the insurgency as if it 
came only from the communists. No, that's not 
true. There is a rightist attempt at a coup d'etat, 
;t secessionist movement from southerners and 
there are attempts to maintain the status quo by- 
the oligarchs, the guys who .have.alLthe* wealth, 
the feudullsiic lords who own most of the land 
here. - •   ■ " ■•■ . > . 
. They, are sore at me becajiise .1 deprived them" 
of their thousands and thousands of hectares 
by land reform. Manila was owned by only a 
few families. I ordered urban land reform, I 
took over the slums and improved them, taught 
the people a livelihood, that's it. 

Then there are even others who were in on 
this, even the political Opposition are paying 
insuiance to perhaps the communists, the 
rightists, the MNLF (Moro National Libera- 
tion Front — Moslem secessionist movement: 
in the south). 

Q: Aren't there a few respectable leaders of 
the Opposition, your Opposition? 

M: They are all weaklings. If there is but one 
of them who can now promise me that they will 
fight against the enemies of the state, openly, 
and that they will prepare a program of 
economic recovery and agree on it. •. .. And 
provided that we can work out all of the 
solutions in accordance with our constitution, 
there is no reason why I can't turn it over quite 
easily. 

Q; Is there any proof that the NPA gets 
support from a foreign country? 

M: No, 1 don't believe so. Some of the 
labour unions, but the support seems to be 
legitimate so far. 

Q: You don't fear that a country like 
Vietnam could offer material support to the 

rebels here? 
IM: We dare not talk about it. Of course the 

possibility is there, but the probability I think 
isn't there. In the first place we hear all kinds of 
talk about some of these people training in 
some communist countries but we have never 
been able to confirm it. 

Q: But if (here was foreign support for the 
rebels, would your Government ask the help of 
foreign troops from the United States or 
Australia?   • 

', M: Well the MNLF was supported by Libya 
and we didn't ask any help under the mutual 
defence plan, but we fought it on our own. Our 
policy is we will not allow the entry of foreign 
ground troops into our country to fight our 
internal wars while we can do it. 

But if the infiltration and subversion is so 
massive that it gets out of control... then we 
might. 

Q: What is the importance of the giant US 
military bases of Clarke and Subic to the 
United States and don't they pose a danger to 
the Philippines in the event of a global conflict 
given the fact that nuclear weapons are 
regularly present at these bases? 

M: There are no nuclear weapons as far as 
I'm concerned. 

Q: But they pass through Subic Bay, because 
80 per cent of the US Seventh Fleet is nuclear 
armed. 

M: They probably do, but they don't stay. 
But whatever it is, the thing is that without 
those bases the United States will be unable to 
project their air and naval might into the 
Malacca Straits, Indian Ocean, Hormuz or 
Diego Garcia. 

As far as we are concerned at the same time 
there are no neutrals in a nuclear war. 
However, in a conventional type of either 
subversion or outright aggicssion, there may 
be a need for a strong ally. 

Q: If you were given the proof Mutt nuclear 
weapons were present on these bases, what 
would you do about-it? 

M: What would I do? (/ ouyjisl I'd ... ask 
that we now look into the need (or stocking 
these nuclear weapons. 

Q: In the aftermath of the Aquino 
assassination, the US Congress unilaterally 
switched $45 million from the security 
component of the 1985 bases rental payment to 
the economic side. If under congressional 
pressure, because your administiation has 
opponents in Congress, the US Government 
reneges on providing militaiy assistance ... 

M: Ah, hah, that's a diffeient matter, that's 
too serious to even speculate about. 

Q: Would you consider cancelling the bases 
agreement? 

M: That's too serious to even speculate 
about. 
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Q: The Philippines is ;i member of ASIiAN 
and thus adheres (o ASEAN policy (lint all 
foreign bases should be removed from the 
region. 

M: It is one of our ultimate objectives, but 
we don't say when. 

Q: Earjicr this year President Reagan signed 
a national security directive which desciibed 
you as a major "obstacle to change" in the 
Philippines ... 

M: No, no, no, that's not correct. (Viinks) 
Probably one of his subordinates wrote a 
recommended position paper. We call it 
leverage. 

Q: It also said you were a necessary part of 
the solution. 

M: Yes, I think they realise that surveys by 
the Opposition or by our own patty indicate 
that we would beat them in anv election 
whenever it may be held Hut, urn. as I told 
you, within the United States one must watch 
out fqr those two factions. Von shouldn't be 
too sanguine and believe everything ihal comes 
from them ... 
i'-Q: Mr President, you have been in power 
now for 20 years and while the latest economic 
statistics show inflation is down, (here remains a 
serious credibility gap with foreign investors  ., 

M: Give us time... 
:; 0: The foreign debt is now S?6 billion, which 
is. 42 >imes higher than when you .assumed the 
presidency. From 66 per cent of families below 
Jhepoverty line in l%6, the figure has now risen 
to 71 per cent. 

' The richest 20 per cent have haidly changed at 
all their amount of wealth, in fad ii has slightly 
augmented under your regime, yet redistribution 
of wealth was one of the major plaid,* In vour 
New Society program. 

In the I'J.Mis the Philippines was described by 
the World itauk as the country with the most 
potential in South-bast and East Asia. Now it is 
the poor child ol  ASKAN. What happened? 

M: Ol course not. we are way ahead of the 
others. The others have followed statistical 
progress I his means CiNP has increased but 
they have not followed through and distributed 
this among lower classes of people, whereas here 
whatever improvement there is has been 
distributed to the lowest ranks. That's why those 
statistics that you are quoting are outdated. 

Q: They come from the National Bureau of 
Statistics, IW4-8.S. 

M: II they did. I must fire a few people out 
there. (laughs). I hey are not up to date. 

Q: flow is the human rights situation in the 
Philippines? How many political prisoners are 
there? 

M: I here are no political prisoners. Nobody is 
in prison because of his political beliefs. 
Whenever be voices his opinion he, is left free, he 

can even demonstrate against the law which 
governs demonstrations and we don't touch 
them. 

Hut the moment he hurts anyone, he uses 
violence ... he runs afoul of the law. That's not a 
political prisoner, he is a criminal. 

Q: Yet human rights organisations say there 
are over a thousand political prisoners and 
there have been cases or human rights abuses. 

M: There are some (cases) where there has 
been torture and we have punished, but few 
and far between. 

Of course, my classic example is there were 
two supposed massacres in Samar. I told the 
Minister of finance: why don't you take the 
foreign correspondents down there? And we ' 
did — there was nothing. 

And Ihc priest who disappeared. After one 
month it was discovered he went to Germany 
. . . with a nun 1 hey got married and we were 
blamed for it.(I.nughs). 

Q: Ihc Church has accused the military of 
abuses and salvaging (murders). Do you in 
turn consider the Church infiltrated by those 
fomenting rebellion? 

M: The two do not connect. Yes, it's true 
that the Church has made these accusations. 
Yes, it's partly tnrc in some cases, and we have 
taken steps to prevent blood on our hands. 

But it's also true, the second part of your 
question, that the Church is infiltrated by those 
who believe in the theology of liberation. 

Q: Are the foreign priests to blame for the 
situation? 

M: Yes, they are the ones who brought it in. 
Some of the South American priests were 
actually assigned here. But there were those 
who finally confessed they couldn't stand it 
and they came out and said it is impossible to 
marry Marx and Christ. They came out and 
said the Church is being used. 

Q: You said that you will be a candidate for 
the presidency in 1987. 

M: God willing, yes. 

Q: Could the First Lady be your running 
mate? * 

M: No. 

Q: And what if the election is thrown open 
to the party, the KBL, and the KBL decides 
that the best ticket for the country would be Mr 
Marcos and Mrs Marcos? 

M: I will dissuade them. I think I have 
enough influence in the party to stop such a 
ticket. I'll tell them I'll not run if you include 
the First Lady. 

Q: There is a lot of speculation about the 
future of the First Lady. Your wife is accused 
of extravagance by segments of Filipino 
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society and foreign bankers who look unfa- 
vourably on any future political role for her if 
you were no longer President. How do you 
explain her unpopularity among these people? 

M: I don't think that assessment is correct, 
because I talked to the foreign investors and 
they welcome the existence of another conduit 
to whom they can tell the truth and that's the 
First Lady. 

The others, they are always watching who's 
going to hit them, but you tell it to the First 
Lady and she'll keep your secret. She will tell 
me and then I can take the proper remedial 
measures. 

Q: Can you imagine losing the election, not 
being President anymore and having to retire? 

• M: (Laughs). I would go into media. I 
suppose, but I'd test foi a while and play golf 
and swim. Have you seen our brache'.' I'd stay 
there. Go up to an island waiting for me up in 
the north which is owned In some nf my 
friends and I'll stay there lot a while. 

But I cannot anticipate 'iich a siiuntioti. I 
can only say that this is ol' course always a 
possibility to a politician • so» prepare lor 
these contingencies. 

Q: Then you would quit tin: political scene 
definitely? 

M: Yes, unless the situation becomes sor 
desperate that, like de Gaulle, the people ask 
me to return. And dc Gaulle imposed certain 
conditions. You amend the constitution. You 
give me more powers and III return. 

Q: Could the situation become so desperate 
again that you'd have to reimpose martial law? 

M; I don't think so. 1 hope not — my God, 
that's enough. We've had enough of martial 
law. 
,   Perhaps some other recourse, like suspen- 

sion of the writ of habeas corpus or a return to, 
say,  more  strict  enforcement  of laws  on   . 
rebellion and security. All these are available, 
but martial law, no, heavens, I hope not. 

Q: What would be your reaction if your 
opponent in the 1987 election is Mrs Cory 
Aquino? 

M: That would be strange. That would be 
strange. I of course cannot change my 
opponents as I cannot choose my relatives. 
What can you do? I'll probably want to be nice 
to her. 

-   Q: Do you have political models around the 
world or in history? 
'. M: Well, for specific circumstances, like 
somebody saying don't fight your enemies all 
at the same time, fight them one by one. 
Remember Napoleon, by components, 
remember de Gaulle and things like that. 
Remember Alexander and then talk about the 
Greek Heraclitus of Ephesus who said 
individual rights without authority is anarchy, 
authority without individual rights is tyranny. 

It's a matter of balance. . . and this requires 
judgment, which cannot be taught. It is inborn. 
Things like that ... 

Q: Yet you are often called a dictator. How 
do you react to that? 

M: I am surprised they take me so seriously. 
I am very happy that I impress them as being 
capable of being a dictator. You know, to be a 
dictator you have to be some kind of a 
strongman and I think I am one of those who 
have a sense of humour who will laugh at death 
itself if necessary.   - 

• But if (you) think lain that serious. (I'm) 
sorry that you have lost your sense of humour. 

CSO:     4200/1370 
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People-to-people contact as the Peace Corp Volunteers do may be a more 
practical approach. And people-contact-their-own-people should be effective. 
There should be a number of other ways in cooperation with Third World govern- 

ments. 

Tapping Third World people to change their own people has marked advanfiages: 
these people stay with their own people; they are in a better position than 
the PCVs or any other Americans to introduce new ideas with understanding 
of the people's traditional beliefs and practices. 

Most ideal to tap are teachers, farm technicians, farmer-leaders and rural 
or provincial media men, for they work on the minds and attitudes of people. 
Also good to tap are new college graduates coming from the rural areas. 

These groups, given special training in their own country and in the United 
States and given opportunities to share experiences with similar groups 
from other Third World countries, should form an excellent corp to lead 
their people in the process of social, moral and cultural change. 

This counterpart of American economic assistance is delicate. No matter 
how well-intentioned, the effort is bound to be misinterpreted, to come xn 
conflict with national pride. A man in need will accept help but will 
resent suggestions how to improve himself. The same may be true with a 
country and its people. 

But the odds are stacked against America, In spite of the billions of dollars 
in economic assistance, Third World countries continue to be poor and easy 
preys to communist subversion and insurgency because with the people unpre- 
pared to share in the benefits of the assistance, the billions of dollars 
only widen the gap between the rich and the poor. 

CSO:  4200/1333 
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Another Comelec decision upheld election of Omar Dianalan as mayor of 
Marawi City0 However, the electoral body unseated the vice mayor and four 
councilors in Dianalan's ticket. 

Gubernatorial elections in 1980 which remain under protest are those of 
Pampanga, Marinduque, Misamis Oriental, Laguna and Cavite. 

The Pampanga case is deemed "technically resolved" because the protestee, 
former Gov Jose B0 Lingad, was assassinated, according to Comelec sources. 
The Lingad murder remains unsolved. 

City mayor elections under protest are those of San Pablo (Laguna), Palayan 
(Nueva Ecija), Cagayan de Oro, Dumaguete, Iloild and Ozamls. Vice mayor 
protests pertain to Dagupan, Iloilo, Dumaguete, Ozamis and Caganay de Oro. 

Municipal mayor protests involve five towns in Catanduanes province; three 
in Northern Samar; two each in Rizal, Pangasinan, Samar, Zamboanga del Sur 
and Aklan; one each in Laguna, Camiguin, Surigao del Sur, Lanao del Norte, 
Eastern Samar, Antique, Palawan, Batangas, Isabela, Tawi-Tawi, South Cotabato, 
Misamis Oriental, Ilocos Norte and Misamis Occidental„ 

Electoral cases filed with the Comelec divided into 93 appeals, 74 quo 
warranto proceedings and 61 protests. Appeals are cases decided upon by 
lower courts while quo warranto questions authority of holding a public 

office. 

Comelec records reflect that 64 appeals have been decided, 52 quo warranto 
and 35 protests as of last June 30, 1984. 

The same records show that in the Jan 30, 1980 local elections, a total of 
16,049 provincial, city and municipal officials were elected of whom 73 were 
governors, 73 vice governors, 446 provincial board members, 59 city mayors, 
59 city vice mayors, 437 taity councilors, 1,499 municipal mayors and vxce 
mayors, 11,900 municipal councilors, two municipal district mayors and two 

such vice mayors. 

Comelec counted a total of 19 million voters who participated in the 1980 

polls» 

In connection with last year's election of members of the regular Batasang 
Pambansa, Comelec received 14 individual protests with one later withdrawn. 
Of the pending cases, seven are protests and six quo warranto. 

Comelec said the contested legislative seats are those of Ilocos Norte, 
Camarines Norte, South Cotabato, General Santos City, Maguindanao, Cotabato 
City, Aklan, Laguna, Manila, North Catobato, Cebu, Isabela and Cebu City. 

None of the 13 cases so far been resolved with Comelec divisions handling 
the protests still in the midst of hearings.—DEPTHnews 

CSO: 4200/1333 
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[Article by Kit M.  Tolentino] 
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The Blue Lizard will also go after insurgents or NPA regulars reported to 
have retreated in the city. Baguio was said to be their communications ^ 
center where "they issue policies on revolutionary movement in Regxon 1, 
Chief Operations officer Major Marcelo Navarro said« While many NPA 
regulars have been spotted here, Navarro said, they still are not decreasing 
the military offensive forces in the Cordillera to maintain pressure» 

Certain members of the Communist group were allegedly seen in Asin, as well 
as in Bokod, and Cervantes based on reports by civilians. 

The officials said the military is working to contain the backdoors of the 
NPA's in Kalinga-Apayao and Ifuqao and the Northern door in Cagayan. 

It was also noted that in La Union, Pangasinan and Benguet, the situation 
is "relatively peaceful." KMT 

CSO: 4200/1333 
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3. Only killings attributed to or committed by the NPAs are considered 
"atrocities." Unless forced by hard evidence and mounting public opinion 
those committed by men in authority are legitimate acts. 

4. A year ago, an attempt was made to use Muslim religious leaders to blunt 
the issues of injustice and violation of human rights raised by the Catholic 
Church. It is becoming clear that the Iglesia ni Cristo is now being used 
for the same end. 

5„ If BT's Jose de Vera reported exactly according to the facts given him, 
then the national media are being fed only with facts that suit the govern- 
ment's perceptions and objectives for propagandas 

Under these circumstances, national reconciliation is not getting any closer. 
There's a lack of good will to reconcile between the government and the 
Catholic Church. Much more so between the different political oppositions 
and the government; considering the political factor, not only good will is 
lacking but personal and party interests add to the insurmountable obstacles 
to national reconciliation. 

CSO: 4200/1333 
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MUitar1; A^r ^^  "^ ^ ^ ^^ »*" *^°*  appeals, 

Cesar3F ^^^IT *eglonal Unlfled Command (RUC) chief Brig Gen 
IntegrLd Civili^ °H  t f"**7  nlght the disa™^ of members of the xncegrated Civilian Home Defense Force (Trmm nf  T „„„     J «  „ , 
baranggays of Tulunan, Cotabato. '   Lam>>aSa" <»° Ne„ Culasi, 
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tlofo^tbf^ii1"0"!? TCHoFP„a\th0rltleS t0 C°ndUCt a th0r<>^h ia-s"Sa- n or cne crime.  If ICHDF members were really involved in this barhar-fr 
act, I would order for a deeper RUC probe, recommend for proper filine of 
charges or place them under a general courtmartial," Tapia said. 

Killed in the massacre, which occurred at about 6-30 t-n 7-nn ~ ™ 

survivors „ere Cellstono ar, Jeremy Primitive, Tanny, Bonivacfo and fsabelo. 

The Garino family had Just finished eatlag supper and „ere relaxing „hen 

firl„eT»Ta«rS Cam\and lad^ri„lnately fired at ttefLlly      ZZ^the 
firing Celestino „as heard shouting "Tama na!" (That's enough!) 

Police authorities „ho arrived the following day at about 10-00 a m 

^"loT. ShellS °f M"16 —lita *«* """- «Ä "m three 

Tapia said Lampagan and New Culasi were both critical areas. 

Reports from Kidapawan, Cotabato showed that CelisMnn „  M,„™I. 
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This son, also an ICHDF member, was killed during an earlier encounter 
with unfriendly forces» 

Because of the unsure situation of the two baranggays, Tulunan mayor Josue 
Faustino had even asked the Garino family to move out of their farmlot, 
especially at night. However, Garino desisted, saying he trusted civilian 
authorities in the area to protect him. 

In another development, Kidapawan Diocese Bishop Orlando B. Quevedo, OMI, 
DD, in a letter dated June 15, asked the RUC to look into the peace and 
order conditions of Tulunan and the seemingly deteriorating ICHDF operations 
in the area. 

Bishop Quevedo attached a similar report on the massacre to his letter to 
Gen Tapia.  The bishop noted that the situation in Lampagan and New Culasi 
had not been normal since the death of the baranggay captain's son0 

There were even threats that should residents of Lampagan pass by New 
Culasi, they will be shot at, the bishop's letter said. 

Quevedo added the massacre was the second incident that had placed Tulunan 
in an unpredictable spot as people have become apprehensive of what could 
happen next. 

He recalled the killing of Italian priest Fr Tullio Favali, PIME by the 
Manero brothers, Edilberto and Norberto, Jr., at Baranggay La Esperenza, 
also in Tulunan last April 11. 

He appealed for quicker action on the two cases.—rgg 

CSO: 4200/1333 
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OPPOSITIONIST ON GROWTH OF NEGROS NPA 

Melbourne THE AGE in English 29 Jun 85 p 19 

[Article by Michael Richardson] 

[Text] ISABELLA TOWN (Negros 
Occidental Province), Friday: A 
US-supplied armoured com- 
mando vehicle parked outside 
the sand-bagged town hall is a 
symbol of what is happening in 
this province; the activities of 
Communist led guerillas and 
regular and para-military forces 
opposed to them are rapidly 
turning it into an armed camp. 

In the provincial capital; 
Bacolod, Mr Wilson Gamboa, 
an opposition member of the 
National Assembly, says the 
New People's Army (NPA), the 
military wing of the banned 
Communist Party of the Philip- 
pines, is expanding more rapidly 
in Negros Occidental than any 
ofher part of the country. ! 

In a province with a popula- 
tion of about two million, he 
estimates the guerillas have 
about 1,500 armed regulars and a 
mass base of between 50,000 and 
70,000 active supporters. 

He and other sources in the 
province confirm that the NPA is 
increasingly active here - the 
main sugar-growing region in the 
Philippines.,    ' ' ■■•'■■..' 

The guerillas are inching 
towards Bacolod like a creeping 
shadow. They register their pres- 
ence in many ways: by executing 
policemen, soldiers and others 
they say are oppressing or 
exploiting the people, holding 
night-time teach-ins in the bar- 
rios (villages), taxing the hacien- 
dcros (sugar planters) or making 
them pay protection money, 
launching arms raids and putting 

up propaganda banners and 
posters. 

Late last month, in a carefully 
planned and executed operation, 
more than 100 guerillas infil- 
trated Isabella Town, overran 
the police station and the head- 
quarters of the elite scout rangers 
company, killing 11 of the troops 
including the commanding offl-j 
cer, seizing 68 high-powered' 
guns and more than I0,000! 
rounds of ammunition, and' 
freeing four NPA suspects from 
the local goal. 

Various sources here and in 
Bacolod say that although some 
civilians in Isabella were aware 

,of the impending NPA's late-af- 
ternoon raid which caught the 
military by surprise, no-one 
tipped off the scout rangers 
because they had aroused local 
hostility through alleged excesses 
in their counter-insurgency cam- 
paign. 

The response of the Govern-' 
ment in Manila, the armed forces' 
and some leading provincial 
politicians, businessmen and 
landowners - some of whom 
have close links with President 
Marcos — has been to intensify a 
military and propaganda; war 
against the NPA.   • ■■.-, 

Heavy'reinforcements of 
troops and equipment have 
recently'been sent to the prov- 
ince.'      -■      •■•-'■■     ' ■•"    :        •'! 

Mr Gamboa says big land- 
qwners will use legalised private 
armies to protect their farms, 
fight the NPA and intimidate 
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>0 

people to'vote for the Govern- 
ment in local elections likely to 
be held next year or in 1987. : 

He believes enlargement of the 
para-military forces .will only 
alienate more „people, and..help 
the NPA-'.V:.'. *i'.'v ('■': ."/T; ■'';!', 

' ^The situation is ready-made 
for the rebels. The weapons of 
the (private armies] will sooner 
or later fall into the hands of the 
NPA. They will be easy pickings 
for them: This exercise is count-: 
er-productive." ■ •'*:"■■ !<?':;!.'> Hi 
"' Monsignor Antonio Forticly 
the Roman Catholic Bishop in 
charge1 of the province; is also 
concerned at the possible effects; 
of official'and semi-official 
moves to wipe out the NPA;   ;, 
' •■       ■'■>'.    ■ i,      ■' '•       ■< 

He1 says he has warned .mili-'j 
tary commanders that*'if! an; 
all-out'offensive is launched! 
against guerilla strongholds in 
the mountains and elsewhereVit; 
will;restilt in hbtal dislocation."- 
He says there Will be a,imass, 
influx of civilian refugees from 
the hills into.the lowlands; and 
the guerillas will infiltrate, witk 
them., ; ''.''!■ - '..-,-\". ' " "- 

He argues'that a better 
response would be economic and 
political reforms that improve 
living standards and offer people 
a better future.' 

CSO:     4200/1370 
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KMU OFFICIAL ON TRADE UNION MOVEMENT 

Auckland NEW ZEALAND TRIBUNE in English 24 Jun 85 p 9 

[Article: "The Philippines' Real Trade Union Movement"] 

[Text]   FOR Filipino workers arbitration means;;a long^ 
battle in court, with no hope of winning^ Carlitql 
Rallistan, a national councillor of the May 1 Move-| 
ment (KMU), told Tribune that there are cases in the 
Supreme Court which have lasted 20 years. 

Because of the restrictive anti-worker laws, 
striking is almost impossible. However,.workers 
still strike, and they are killed. 

"Workers live in subhuman  conditions," 
Carlito said. There is a minimum wage but it, 
is very low ($NZ46 a week). Under an ap-; 
prenticeship scheme many workers are.paid 
75% less than this, and some are not paid: 
at all. Apprenticeships can go on indefinitely. 
In this way President Marcos opens his doors: 
to multinational companies. ., 

There are two recognised trade union bodies 
in the Philippines, the KMU and the govern- . 
ment-backed TUCP. Only one body may make 
a three-year contract with management for a; , 
whole factory. • 

Carlito says that KMU is the only genuine : 

workers' movement. It has 500,000 members 
and the TUCP (Carlito calls it the yellow trade, 
union), has 600,000 members. However, when 
KMU celebrated May Day this year, &0,000 
people: jomed in -alliover! the icountry...fortify; 
3000 people joined in the TUCP celebrations. ../ 

Recruiting methods are different/The KMU 
organises among the workers but the TUCP 
approaches management. Management much 
prefer the TUCP because it goes along with 

anti-union laws, demands less jnoney'..and 
allows poor conditions. 

"When we speak of yellow trade unions we 
are only speaking of the leadership,'because; 
they are the ones who are putting forward the 
principles of'the yellow trade unioris/' Carlito 
told Tribune. 

There is little difference between the police 
and the military; Carlito spoke of plainclothes 
paramilitary groups which create terror among 
the people. 

Rodolfo Golez, an official'of the National 
Organisation of Sugar. Workers;'was beheaded; 
His head has never ;beep Jobnd*'/.Students,' 
professionals and activists are1 found;'floating 
in the river. They, replaced one doctor's brain 
with rubbish. 

KMU .works for unity.  "We'feel'workers 
must join hands with other sectorspf society.'; 
This has led to the formation :of. broad-based 

• alliances and a workingwomen'sorgariisation 
.(KMK) 

By making links with the FÖL, Carlito Rallistaij 
believes that the KMU will/increase internal 
tional pressure on 'the Marcos' regime^anq 
help workers everywhere to .'fight capitalism' 
imperialism and monopoly. 

CS0:     4200/1370 54 
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FARMERS SHUN AGRICULTURAL CO-OP MOVEMENT 

Cotabato City THE MINDANAO CROSS in English' 22 Jun 85 p 2 

[Article by Victor T. Luacan: "Why Farmers Shun Coop Movement"] 

[Text] Manila--(DEPTHnews)—The cooperative movement being pushed by the 
government in the agricultural sector is moribund„ 

Farmers, are shunning instead of joining "samahang nayon" (SN) organizations 
set up in the rural areas indicating an urgent need to look over the present 
scheme and introduce needed reforms. 

Reporting such a finding is Dr Carlos T. Buasen following a study of present 
state of the cooperative movement in the agricultural sector of North Luzon. 

An expert detailed with the Mountain State Agricultural College based in La 
Trinidad, Benguet, Buasen claimed his finding is reflective of status of 
the movement in other regions of the country. 

Farmers' cooperatives are envisioned by the government as a major goad to 
increased agricultural productivity and as mediums in improving living 
conditions in the rural areas„ 

Government efforts to equip the agricultural sector with an effective and 
efficient cooperative movement started as early as after the Pacific War 
in the middle 1940s with the endeavor undergoing various changes since» 

However, such efforts are still to attain even modest amount of success, 
lamented Dr Buasen. 

Organization of SNs is a first step in the setting up of farmers' coopera- 
tives under the present government program. The third step is formation 
of consumers' cooperatives followed by the federating of such groups» 

Majority of SNs organized in North Luzon are dead on their tracks or have 
lapsed into inactivity with farmer members quitting while others refusing 
to join, the state school official reported. 
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He said interviews with the farmers elicited information that the SNs 
lack credibility" in the eyes of the rural folk. Bausen added that such 

lack of confidence is due to "bad experience" suffered by the farmers. 

The experience included SN officers absconding with the association's funds 
running the group as if it were their personal property, commission of other 
Irregularities and abuses, Buasen explained„ 

A second leading reason why farmers are shunning the SNs is that they do 
not understand the organization's role in helping them improve productivity 
of their fields and consequently their living conditions. 

Such lack of understanding is attributed by Dr Buasen to failure of govern- 
ment field workers to explain in simple and clear terms to farmers the 
importance of cooperatives to their efforts at increased income. 

CSO: 4200/1333 
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BRIEFS 

RICE PRICE HIKE—The price of rice has gone up by 200 centavos per kilo at 
the kadiwa (cooperatives) stores in Metropolitan Manila. Effective yesterday, 
the former price of 6 pesos per kilo of rice became 6.20 pesos. According to 
Ergosto Rosales, head of the kadiwa operations, the price increase was 
authorized by the National Food Authority (NFA) because the poor harvest 
of palay (unhusked rice) is supposed to last until the month of September. 
Rosales also said that the kadiwa was ensuring that there would be no 
shortage.  He added that other stores were selling rice from 6.50 pesos to 
8 pesos per kilo. [Text] [Manila Far East Broadcasting Company in Tagalog 
1000 GMT 6 Aug 85] 

OFFICIAL ON EX-NPA REHABILITATION—Deputy Defense Minister Carlos Cajelo has 
suggested the allocation of 20 million pesos for a rehabilitation program for 
NPA surrenderees in Negros. He said that this step would be more economical 
and effective than sending soldiers to the province to fight the rebels. 
According to the police defense, this plan calls for a work placement plan 
for surrendering rebels. It is hoped that with this plan, many rebels would 
return to the folds of the law.  [Text] [Manila Far East Broadcasting Company 
in Tagalog 1000 GMT 6 Aug 85] 

CSO: 4211/81 
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COLUMNIST CRITICIZES U.S. ON FAMILY PLANNING, STERILIZATION 

Bangkok THAI RAT in Thai 12 Jul 85 p 3 

[Mangkon Halep column:  "Sterilization, Whose Genocidal Game?"] 

[Text] The very wealthy in the United States face much greater hardships 
° the very  wealthy in Thailand since they have to pay heavy 
Thus, foreign millionaires have to set up various foundations. 

than do the very wealthy in Thailand since they have to pay heavy 
taxes. Thus, foreign millionaires have to set up various foundati.„o. 
When they want people to see that they have good taste, they purchase 
paintings from famous artists. They hold cocktail parties to show 
off the paintings to their wealthy friends. They admire this and that 
painting and have a good time in the manner of the wealthy. 

Some wealthy people got the idea that liquor, cigarettes and soft 
drinks were evil. A new religious denomination or sect came into being. 
It put up a sum of money. Those who observe the rules strictly and 
who refrain from drinking liquor or soft drinks and from smoking cigarettes 
are considered to belong to this denomination. They help each other 
when something bad happens. You can see this in Utah. Mormonism is 
the religion of a wealthy group. 

Other millionaires could not find a way to avoid paying taxes and 
so they came up with a wonderful idea. They felt that they were superior 
beings and that those in other countries, that is, the people in the 
third-world countries, were beneath them. They felt that if these 
people were allowed to have many children, these black and yellow-skinned 
peoples would pollute them. Someday, their daughters might have to 
marry a black or yellow-skinned person, the thought of which angered 
them greatly. y 

[They thought that] the way to exterminate the people in the underdeveloped 
countries was to set up an organization using money-on which no taxes 
were paid-donated by wealthy people and then encouraging people to 
go for sterilization, which would solve the problem at the source. 

They were glad to give money to those who were willing to do this 
in order to reduce the number of children who might grow up to intermarry 
with their children. I can't remember exactly, but I think each person 
who underwent sterilization was paid 300 or 500 baht. 
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One one hand, I think that reducing the population of a country is 
good since the people won't have to compete to earn a living, and 
they will be of better quality. But on the other hand, I don t think 
that this is fair. People are exterminating their own race for a small 
sum of money. Thailand is still a fertile country. Foreigners want 
to come to Thailand to live. The old masters of the country are 
gradually dying out. Thais won't be able to mix with other people 
since so many will have been sterilized. In not too long, Thailand 
will be filled with fair-skinned half-castes, "second-class westerners. 

There are two sides to everything. Don't let yourself by misguided 
into becoming enthusiastic about destroying one race by sterilizing 
the people of that country while encouraging an increase in the population 

of another country. 

11943 
CSO:  4207/265 
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COLUMNIST CALLS FOR TRADE OFFENSIVE, PROTECTIONISM WITH U.S. 

Bangkok THAI RAT in Thai 17 Jul 85 p 5 

[He Ha Phathi column by Sum:  »Don't Want to Know But Must Know»] 

[Text] A column in-the Sunday edition-of THAT RAT ^,t T W, „    ,  , 

fight!»        y lghtlng 3n undecl^ed war. This is a real »dog 

of other ™»    tIn thlS war]' ^otas, tariff barriers and a variety 

tne battlefield. If you aren't clever and if your goods aren't of 

A clear example is textiles. The United States is considerinq nassina 

?=?-===; 
From the reports that we have read, when Mr Shultz visited Thailand 
he tended to beat around the bush as diplomats frequently do We don't 
really know how much sympathy he has for us. 
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Besides the opposition forces mentioned above, another economic fight 
is the head-to-head competition between sellers. There are many sellers 
but few buyers. Thus, sellers have to engage in a price war. They sell some 
goods and give away others as a bonus. They may even have drawings 

for prizes. 

For example, there is fierce competition among rice traders. And our 
foremost competitors are none other than our great friends, that is, 
China and the United States. China grows rice using labor-intensive 
methods. And it uses compost for fertilizer. Thus, their rice is cheaper 
than ours. They can set their prices lower than we can. Even though 
the quality of their rice is not as good as ours, because it is cheaper, 

they can easily sell more than us. 

The United States uses the method of giving a bonus amount, or it 
sells the rice on long-term installment. And if lots are drawn, they 
will probably do things as I described above. It's difficult to compete 
against such great friends, who have many advantages over us. 

This is a summary of things, some of which I have learned by reading 
the Economic War column in the Sunday edition of THAI RAT. Frankly, 
I am not very happyv But what can be done? This is what the world 
is like today. We cannot deny things. We, too, are a player on the - 
battlefield. We are trying to beat them, and they are trying to beat ■ _■ 
us From what I can determine, in the strugle to seize territory abroad 
[for our goods], we are at a terrible disadvantage with respect to 
almost all types of goods. Conversely, they can easily conquor UET 
in almost all cases since our defenses are very weak. Goods can flow 
into our country easily. This is why we are now losing the economic 
war. Let's fight back a little. Let's go on the offenseive abroad 
and strenghten our defenses so that other  can't attack us so easily. 
Do we have to cheer the government's economic team? 

11943 
CSO:  4207/265 
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GOVERNMENT AIDE-MEMOIRE TO U.S. ON TRADE 

Bangkok SIAM RAT SAPDA WICHAN in Thai 21 Jul 85 pp 19-21 

[Aide-Memoire from the Thai Government to the White House, 8 July 1985] 

[Text] l. General Situation 

muifrirst^T" ^^  "* ^ United Stat6S haVe ma^ dimensions. Things 
and oeoclP ^o dl8C"8Sed1 

in .^"1. The two countries have historical     * 
and People-to-people relations as comrades-in-arms in many conflicts 

Idealer!; fleS re/inked t0 each oth- tightly by shared democratic 
»T/tt      Kt  f^ee~trade system- The two countries have regional relations 
£Ll >r% Ke^°Pe °f "S**"1"* the ec-omic relationship for the 
benefit of both countries. Economically, the United States may not 

ally theaL3rlaT t0,  Thailand- But as a «*<>se friend and trusted 

of tV^e^e   * ^ *  ^^ pla" in the h^tS ^  minds 

Within the scope of this friendship and mutual trust, Thailand is 
always ready to fulfill the demands and preserve the benefits of our 
relationship, which is how we have been treated. Conversely, we sincerely 
thrl H rdUC* the <=on«ict8f particularly the economic conflicts      " 
WPTS llTt K  negotiations before they can grow into major problems. 
In which ,H  belat^al eco"™ic activities can be expanded in conditions 
m which there are friendly relations. 

At the same time, we will remain quiet if we cannot explain our position 

mannvUonf tLtand *»!A****<**"™  of th* united states. Thailand shares 
many of the same ideals as the United States such as [a desire] to 
preserve democracy and freedom. The United states must realize that 
Thailand is a necessary friend. It is a front-line state and a develooina 

isUawarre Tl^  *" "*"* ^^ "°  ^ °f Which the "nited states " 
it cZo; 111  l^T**'   T1flland 1S ln a PreSSUre station in which 
ihaiZfic   IKUSS °f ltS limited reSOurces to *rfend the country.  ■ land " fronting structural imbalances. Economic corrections 
must be made. Thailand is a young democracy. Our democratic system 

ThaLand^Tf,; "* "^ ^ t0 fUlfm the «Potions of the people. 
Thailand needs the support and understanding of friendly countries 
Thus, Thailand would like the United States to review its relations 
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and commitments to Thailand in general and avoid placing greater burdens 
on Thailand, which already has many problems, both at the national 
and individual levels. Thais frequently ask questions. They do not 
understand why, when we have such friendly relations, we are not trusted 
and why we cannot work together to solve the problems. 

It can be said that even though the United States gives Thailand very 
little economic support, such as finding markets for Thai goods, this 
plays a role that is just as important as the military support provided 
bv the United States. The little economic support provided by the 
United States helps stimulate Thailand's economy. The fact that Thailand 
is strong economically will not benefit just Thailand. An economically 
strong Thailand is of direct concern to ASEAN and other Pacific countries. 
This security will definitely help preserve U.S. interests. 

2. Thailand's Economy From an international Point of View 

Thailand is a small country with an open economic system. Free international 
trade is considered to be the means that will lead to economic cooperation 

and world economic security. 

To hit this target, Thailand is an international trade arena and must 
obey international trade rules. Thailand allows the free ™°™"e£.ers 
of goods, services and capital. We have not imposed any tariff *>arrie^ 
in order to impede the flow of goods and services. Thailand has supported 
haviang exports (of agricultural and industrial goods) compete on 
world markets. The state has not used any support measures As for 
industrial development, for the most part, Thailand has left this 
in the hands of those in the private sector. 

Government involvement is limited to providing basic conveniences 
so that industrial development is carried on efficiently and to stipulating 
inducements to invest *n order to stimulate industrial development. 
We have not done anything that the developed  countries have not- 
done. We have not used export support measures. We have reduced prices 
for equipment used to produce export goods in order to reduce the 
difference between interest on domestic loans and on world markets. 
Tariffs are collected in order to reflect real term costs m international 
production. This is also aimed at overcoming the distortion in the 
collection of import duties. Usually, [export] duties are assessed 
at lower rates than import duties. This should not be construed as 
a government support measure. 

During the past 20 years, there have been great advances in the rate 
of growth. The rate of growth [has averaged] 6 percent a year This 
can be considered to be quite.an achievement when compared with the 
international standard. But the average per capita income here is 
only $770 [a year]. With such a low income, the United States ranks 
us third among the developing countries with moderate incomes. 
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like to ask the U.S: government to carry.on trade and promulgate trade 

laws fairly and impartially. 

1. Steel pipes and other pipe: 

Thailand exports welded steel pipe and other types of pipe to the  ^ 
United States. Tariffs on these items are now bexng ^TA^al 
does not understand why this matter was not raxsed a long time ago 
in 1984, Thai industrial exports to the United States accounted for 
less thin 0.5 percent of total U.S. imports. Thus we would^lxke the 
U.S. government to reconsider the investigation xn the "Merest of 
fairness. Because of our close and friendly relatxons, Thaxland xs 
happy to provide all data to U.S. officials. The United States must 
not implement strict measures, which would pose a threat to Thaxland's 

effort to diversify its exports. 

2. Examination by U.S. CVD in Opposing Thai Manufactured Products: 

Recently, charges have been made against manufactured products, which 
are important export items of Thailand, and there have been several 
investigations. This has generated uncertainty, and xt poses ^notatacl«. 
to trade. Textiles and canned tuna are the two maxn types of goods 
in this category. Even though we respect the right and duty of the 
United States to protect the interests of its industries., the Thai 
government does not feel that Thailand should have to bear the burden 
arising from these internal decisions of the United States. 

3. Non-rubber shoes: 

Recently the U.S. Foreign Trade Subcommittee decided that the import 
of non-rubber shoes could pose a danger to the U.S. industry. IHowever], 
Thailand is a new expOrte/of shoes, with imports from Thailand accountxng 
for only 1 percent of U.S. imports. Thus, the U.S. government should 
consider granting an exemption to Thailand and other new exporters. 

4. The U.S. program to increase exports: 

Thailand was shocked by the recent announcement by theUni J*J j*a£" 
that it will implement a program to increase exports. The United States 
announced that it will spend $2 billion to release ^

r^1^^/^^S* 
This will throw foreign trading circles into turmoxl. The Unxted States 
hones to regain its share of the market that it lost to the European 
Economic Community. It hopes to induce the EEC to stop provxdxng^oney 
to aid exports. Thailand is very worried that the orxgxonal axm will 
be forgotten. If the United States supports its goods Ixke thxs'thxs 
may become a permanent measure for U.S. exports.. Thxs would defmxtely 
affect Thailand's foreign markets. 
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Thailand wants U.S. assurance that this nrot,r™ «*. «.u 
will not affect Thai exports. Program, or the measures concerned, 

5. Collection of customs duties by Thailand: 

Thailand recently revised it^ f^viff ™n~ 4. • 

in tTfu Je « t^sa^™ ^"^ "" "" """"^ '"stability 
carried on strictly ,fe,!     \   " t0 "aVe trade activities 

on Tariffs and Trade or GATT Dutie     °" ^ Gen"al S9rCemOTt 

as a nation tnat ^LloT2uTllTn,TZs "*"* °" °"r «-«««. 

Our aim is to stress princiDlp«? t-ha*- ,wii „ 

of our tariff structured stemming from this reform 

6. Meeting to avoid collection of double tariffs: 

4. Cooperation In Development 

aTnd JSai™"« Pla„theTr
OCeSS °f.^^ "- Sixth Economic 

are to be oTA^ZlAt^Zl"'  "^ ^°^<*  *«>*■*. «« 

rro^aoSr« Prelent^iV^*"8 "*" "***•  »°0 ™illi°" *» ■« 
«00-150 »iilio„P F:rt„i reaas:rStnehaTh

Thaila"d "'" "^ °"ly 

united states to Help TnaiUnTb '„n^ ^.S^TJ-ioYSS? "" 

and that will improve auL^   f   ] "°Xe  comPQtiti^  in the world 
and marketing syste^ ^e ^se'iH"- CapabUities in the production 

communication Lorn the^i^f-viet <? d^™"^^0" "* 
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5.  Points Concerning  International Economics 

1.   The Bonn summit meeting: 

Thailand feels that those attending the  summit meeting in Bonn recognized 
rcol'd «end in „orld econom1=t~-  --£ ^counSLs 
rtS icti^toliSmSnhre^ctrsteSg'itom inflation and 
a rise in labor costs. 

Thailand „ould li.e to stress that ^ -efpmjnt ptocess °J ^«^ 
nation must respond to economic expansion xn the deveiopea 

The Bonn summit meeting discussed many problems that the ^eloping 
Countries are experiencing and many other important problems such 
Z  the Instability in the capital markets, the drop xn the price of 
as the instfb*ilty/ J^ t-h/oroblem of reaching the markets. These forward market goods and the problem of ^ ^ ^ ^ 

are problems that will be curricula ^ direct investments 
those at the conference recognized the important ro e f J re ' $ 

that is officially given to the developing countries. 

Thailand is disappointed that no special measures were proposed for 

Trot ftioni::! which resulted from the 1982 ministers' con™ 
on the GATT. Taking resolute action to ensure free £fj ^^^e. ■ 
in order to get the developing countries to accept the recent conter 

2. New negotiations on multilateral trade: 

™gotiatie"„s ^ ^^T^^^  "^to^gotiations 

--S agr;r atCe S£%SZ?Z12- 
on h    T  This conference will confirm the operating P--^ 
on the GAii. in developing countries. Initially, 
on giving special treatment to trio u«=   r    *       . _„f H+. +.„ the developing 

proposed by the developed countries. 

within the scope of agricultural trade activities as detailed in the 
GATT Th™will tLe action to eliminate providing suppor: unds 
for the export of agricultural products in world trade. This action 
fs witehinXthe scopegof agricultural trade ^ivities as detai ed xn 
^0 r.,TT and is in accord with the recent multilateral trade negot 
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We suggest that those countries that oh*™ „ 
meeting in order to eliminate 11-     C°mm°n lnterests hold a 

of agricultural goods. ^^JT^^iS^teTt8 ^ ^ *"* meeting as soon as possible.        united States to organize this 

3. Revision of the Fiber Arrangement: 

things carried on base? on the Zrlk„TpZ """" ""  ""* 

SÄÄ^U?*" "£« «» - ^led hy the developed 

Appendix BPshonid be"::üJa Thieve?0""10"8 °" thS Fib« "ra„ge«nt, 
to piay a part in exist^^ts 1^0^^^ """ "* ^ 

r£F£££ZZ  those ent«LTth^ SÄ^ 2". 

exporti„g oountries, „hOM »„„„rc^ «^■s^^ss.1:- 

a^^nLi^.^LTiu^nS s:rile.bm p—d * 
the Fiber Arrangement.» the ^""P1« of »revising 

Thailand wishes to thank the> n Q ~™, 
Thailand is aware of the TacttLtZr °PP°Sing this bil1' 
of state, has intervened in thL matter  ^ ^^ ^ Ü'S- ^^ 

wefllhisS that" S^r^iV111^-ff8Ct the eCOn°my °f Thail-d - 
have only a small effect on thfl   " C°Untries' H—er, it would 
would be that Thai textile exoortr

9e T/T^  Countrie^ The result 
that would suffer a drop L textile e^oL * ^  ^^ °ther COUntri- 
China, 59 percent, TaiwL, 4B

tt^rt*r^8Sä^r3r2^tr
rMIIt' 

4. GATT provisions on state support: 

Thailand intends to abide by the GATT nrn»iei 
based on the factors and ™JJ ,    provisions on state support 
There is no need £r TääitlonTl^lLT^  f ^ '^ Md ^«countries. 
stipulated. Otherwise,^™* "f^ SstV'iT ^^ surter losses to those countries. 

If there is a choice, Thailand would like to Dart-.r.™-  • 
process. Thailand calls on the United State/,f       " * multi-acti°n 
the various provisions in the GATT ^ and disCUSS 

11943 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

THAILAND 

FINANCE OFFICIAL COMMENTS ON SHARE FUND-BANK LINKS 

Bangkok WIWAT in Thai 9-16 Jul 85 pp 19-21 

[Speech by Mr Mora Dunyaphon, a legal advisor to the Ministry of F^ance; 
at ChuLlongkorn University on 21 June 1985: »Background On the Billion-Baht 

Share Fund and the Role of the Share Act"] 

[Text] On 21 June 1985, the Faculty of Law at 
Chulalongkorn University, together with the Office of 
the secretary to Parliament and the Lawyers' Association 
of Thailand, held a seminar on the topic "Analysis of 
Changes In the Law In 1984." The Act on Loans That Defraud 
the Public, or Share Act, was one of the laws discussed. 
The speaker was Mr Mora Dunyaphon, a legal advisor to the 
Ministry of Finance and a member of the special affairs 
committee of this act. The analyst was Mr Charat . 
Phakdithanakun, a judge with the Ministry of Justice. 
ATHIT-WIWAT feels that the speech delivered by Mr Mora 
Dunyaphon is very interesting and that it bears directly 
on the Mae Chamoy share fund and other share funds. Thus, 
we are printing ;lt here. 

Since 1982, the Ministry of Finance, which has service units, has 
been studying the nonformal financial activities of various people. 
ft  has studied this share fund, too. Initially, data we re stained 
from the newspapers. Recently, data have been obtained from the people^ 
involved, including agents and investors. Thus, we now know thes°urce 
of the money. We know that many civilians and government officials, 
including soldiers and policemen of all ranks, invested money, actually, 
the money was loaned; this was not a share fund. This was done through 
an agent. Major investors can be divided into three types: 

1 People with very large incomes who have invested some of their 
ionej 2! People who have invested some of their savings m the hope 
of profiting. These people have also used other asset\to ^^ • 
For example! they may have pawned goods to get money. 3. People who 
do not have any money of their own. These people have borrowed money 
from the bank or from other people in order to buy shares. Those in 
groups two and three run the greatest risk. 
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r^eTr^ iZTao^T^Tls S^nf *?"*' 2°° —-investor 
a month,  which is 6 percent :l^nth or"      p"a SafT "l™ ^ 
mustpay an income tax.   The agent deducts  4 percent    InT^ ^ 
Pump fee of 100 bant.   Thus,   agents deduct about  5oö £2t!    "  " * 

c"nd a^n a^t^st^r" ^T  ** * "*»*'  ^"^ 
share-fund operator^T^he^.Tirslill tTT* T "~ 
money is used  for.   Reports  have JiJJ t*,?!?™* ClBax What the >ey is used  for.   Reports  have s^ted       It,6" "^ the 

activities that earn very high profits    Thus     *he.m°ney 1S  invested 

that the money collected from „ew BharehoidSs  is  used IT"      +?* 
people who invested earlier    tafPr     *renoiafrs  ls  used to pay the 
more evidence    The banks i^.lt    \ /  *" attempt Was made to 9-ther 
learned.   EfforJare  still It*    *    T *** "*"**'  BUt n°thi^ was 

nrtorts are  still being made  to gather information. 

Share  Fund-Commercial Bank Links 

ATth^sr^Snd^iar^^rL9000 rtem for m°^°^ <**»"*. 
branches  in th^Slhe^^nd^orrnl^^^^3^^!:0^^1:; *"* 
t^evo^ cap^Hf ST*" ^ -h^wfea^ JTI-^r"^ 
two bank branches at B 1    L J?1 ^"^ WaS Very ^eat'  The 

of about  3.5 billion bah?    S H    „    ü f ^ al°ne had daily dePosit* 
which amounL;o44Million baht  a^v  t^-^  intere8t °f 9 

agents,  who paid the  investor^ ^   ^  lntereSt W3S paid t0 the 

During the months of August and September  19fn    +h» ^ 
many stories about this.   Investors^ere very afraid anTso^T ^"^ 
of revolvincr caDital   rtenUr,^    », atraid and so the amount 

so the amount  Sll to ribnliorh H^* 
WithdreW their m°ney and 

120 million baht    We were very alarmed    T*** ^   "  ^ t0   °nly 

money in several banks usina the^T ^ °perators deposited 
members and fictitious names. ""^   "*  nameS °f family 

in^SLf ind\\e°^na9re4'futnhdertorrdrerrtS ^ the «"»»* °f 

collected  from th^commercial ba^ks    T" * f^" ^   Pr0n da*a 

credit to 18 percent Th  n^cessary to implement a measure limiting 
percent. This became necessary because of this situation. 

La\^°p;o:i:ce
S^ar?hl

f
s

Un
b

d
e!ri

d l°h  
thS Pr°VinCeS-   CUSt°me- "«  nought 

and then spread io the northeal P™Vlnces  *" the central region 
had to purchase  full sharedBut  iatL     *"* S°T'   0ri^ina11^  People 
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relations activities to prevent people from getting involved in this 
and to warn them about loaning money in the hope of earning a high 
"Je of interest. They were told that they would probably be cheated. 
But thL had no effect. In the provinces, the problem grew worse and 
various inducements were used. A high rate of interest -s paid to 
induce people to invest large sums of money. This had a great effect 

on the economic system. 

Because of this, it was urgent to promulgate the Share Actin order 
to keep the effects of this from multiplying and prevent this from 

spreading. 

As for this act, there was a discussion about which laws and measures 
to use. Several'laws already in effect were used since it was necesasr,^ 
to issue this act immediately. Something worth noting is that in Article 7, 
in cases In which a person is suspected of having committed a violation, 
officials cannot jus^ call in anyone they want. An investigation must 
ll  conducted first. Thus, officials had to gather data from the existing 
evi"^ Earned tnat some agents had cheated people. Some people 
and banks were implicated. The committee and the °"^ials, including 

Dolice revenue, finance and Bank of Thailand officials, discussed 
the" ma^er Of f icials and the chief inspectors *-rnallpolice stations 
were apponted. The provincial governors participated, too. 

Thev began by using Article 7. That is, officials were sent to check 
Ilfthe figures. It was learned that as of the end of September 1984, 
tni Mae Chamoy  fund had 2.3 billion baht in the bank accounts. The 
SJjTfSnd had 500 million baht left, and the Charter fund again t 
which charges were being filed, had 43 million baht m the accounts. 

Before inplementing Article 8, the officials asked ^people on the 
lists to come in for initial questioning. Article 8 will definitely 
prove useful. The article drafted by the Ministry of Finance will 
prove userui   _ evident in the near future. 

n e akin l"Z  spec*! affairs committee will make =ndatons 
to the minister of finance after the officials have collected sufficient 
evidence. As for the operator of the Charter fund, who fled abroad, 
people have come forward and filed charges. He was g^lty^of many 
violations. This fund had assets of 3 million baht in bank deposits, 

vehicles and some land. 

in short, the special affairs unit has finished gathering evidence. 
es are not sufficient to repay the debts, which exceed 400 

million baht. Thus, the committee recommeded that the minister of 
fiance take action based on Article 8. When prosecution officials 
receiveda coPy of the investigation, they filed charges and sequestered 
the assets. But in taking action, great care must be exercised since 

great difficulties are involved. 
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^"or^iKre'SS: TerTTs 1  £** "* ^ ™  ^ to get 
and filing criminal ci-^roi^hSr^Se0? ^T^"* «»et. 
people who have suffered lossesTLu     injured parties. The 

charges. The bankruptcy la^ be used ^ t'hat^ ^^^ t0 file 

can play a role as if they were tLT   „    Prosecution officials 
not have to pay any fee 3Ured Parties- The people do 

Something worth considerino is th*  fanf «.u _ 
in the people who run these larl shar.     P8°Ple haVe great fait" 
carried on public relation" actSiSes aÄ T°  ^^ *  ^ 
on television to explain thinnc It It. SSni°r peoPle aPPear 
investing in the share fun^    V  Pe°Ple a"d ask them to stop 

funds. These sh^e u a^toL^hLe ^ T^ ^ ^^ in th^ 
whip in parliament. They constantlv Z,*™?*?™  resembli^ the 
to them. For example, they teU Sem th t° *    u  "^ Shareholde» 
officials, everyone will Lit I lf they provide dat*  to 
get their money^ckJius^hev F* ***** *"* that they wil1 "<* 
do not dare cole tfus^ese'lh^re^ld^faL^S"1^ T^' "^ 
a nervous disorder, when they come to see us thf T* * Wh° haVe 

they leave, they act another way They all LJ Y     "* W*y; When 
they had a nervous disorder. insomnia just as if 

in police uniforms. Buthe! can" dIn^  "^ ^ SOme 9° dreSSed 

Plain clothes to go get the monev  Tf ?"Yt  *' The^ h™e  to wear 
they won-t be give'n Li^ne^f Tl^^*^  — 

Political Effects 

la^uJd naoCt P^rlLeT^hT' T" ~" *™» ^ «*■ 
or that  there would    el parllMent would ** dissolved 
influence wielded by the  sharffldT^T1**   ™S  Sh°WS  the  great 

data was given to officials! ^ators.   And  sometimes erroneous 

What should shareholders do now? Minist™ of re- 
worked very hard.   But they havTbeen       I     /"T™ °fficials h^e 
and been called paper tigers    But th^T       7 being inefficient 
Some people have  asked whjtlxfs hive  not  H"       ^ *  la<* °f cooPe^tion. 
with  2 billion baht.   But don" forget  that  the" C°lleCted  from those 
collecting taxes  is powerless    The  ilo f t      ^"^ mechanis«> for 
who have  invested money! Thus     It  isT/rT,  .T^™ ±B  the  ^holders 
to take action.  We must cl   '  Bf 

Y dlfflcult  for officials 

become more  J^TrC^ "^   ™^ ^ 

11943 
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4 September ^ 

THAILAND 

EDITORIAL CALLS FOR CONTINUED DIPLOMATIC PRESSURE ON SRV 

Bangkok SU ANAKHOT in Thai 18-24 Jul 85 p 7 

[Editorial:  "Diplomatic Victory"]    . 

[Text] On his return to Don Muang following his trip to Malays^o attend 
ihe ASEAN conference, Air Chief Marshal Sitthi Sawetsila  he m   er 
of foreign affairs, talked about what had been accomplishe . « «d 

increased number of indochinese refugees. 

cLoodlf«ÄSÄS. and the Cambodian people win a victory. 

The source of the problem is Vietnam, which invaded Cambodia and began 
killing tie people what is strange is that while frrendly countries 
Jay thatthe? understand the problem in Cambodia, they continue to 

The help that these friendly ^f^-^ae sanctuary for those who 

£TÄ?Ä soL'heirto'Thailand. which has to help these 
people. 

Hasn't 
It seems that no one can put a stop to Vietnam's Insane actions. 
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wage this war? in thp n^c*- *-i  

States to stop it. »^^2^«^ ^ ^ ^ ™™ 

Sun* s ^^z^^ rtors are enough- - »« 
to get the entire world to" condemn L    / diplomatic offensive 
victory. condemn the invaders. That would be a real 

11943 
CSO:  4207/264 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

THAILAND 

LOW PAY FOR MPS LEADS TO CRIME, 'SWEETHEART'' DEALS 

Bangkok WIWAT in Thai 16-22 Jul 85 pp 17-19 

[Article:  "Survey of MP Finances; Democracy In a Bad-Check Situation"] 

[Text] From a House of Representatives activity report for 1984, it 
has been learned that the Ministry of Justice requested permission 
from the House to file criminal charges against seven MPs while parliament 
was in session. It is well known that these criminal cases involved 
violations of the Act on Violations Stemming From the Use of Checks, 
or the Check Act. The seven MPs charged were Mr Prem Malakun Na Ayuthaya, 
Mr Sihanat Rutha, Mr Wiset Chaiyai, Mr Chamlong Rungruang, Mr Wattana 
Atsawahem, Mr Suthep Thuaksuban and Mr Sathap Sirikhan. The House 
had never before granted permission to file charges against an MP 

while parliament was in session. 

"Bad check" cases are ordinary cases that occur frequently. And because 
today's economy is in such "bad shape," "bad checks" are a common 

matter in business circles in general. 

Survey of MP Finances Based on Records of Salary Transactions 

Each MP is paid a slaary of 18,000 baht a month Their net pay after 
taxes is approximately 15,000 baht. When asked whether their salaries 
are adequate, almost all said that their salaries were not sufficient 
and that such a small salary was virtually meaningless And actually, 
that seems to be correct provided that we ignore the identity of these 
MPs. Most of these people have other sources of income besides their 
salaries as MPs. The fact is, many MPs have a secure economic-business 
position. Or because of their positions as MPs, it is easy for them 
to earn money from other sources. But even though MPs have an opportunity 
to earn money from sources other than their monthly salaries, in every 
period there have always been problems that have led to salary transactions. 

The buying and selling of MP salaries is something that has been carried 
on to the present. From investigations, it has been learned that the 
financier who purchases the salaries of MPs in advance is a parliamentary 
official who holds the position of head janitor. His name is Phadoem 
Phophithakkun, or Nong. Another person who is involved is his common-law 
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-~d^^ 

going on ever since parliament held its sessions L^e^rone Half 
Because this has been going on for so long, buyers have been able 

MP HeCU:ddeadetLUtCh..CaPital ^ ""* ^ activi^" said He 
for a ion« f      J" uSCent timeS' P^liament has managed to survive 
for a long tune, and this has facilitated such transactions.» 

This senior MP also said that MPs have frequently sold their salaries 
in advance for large sums since they are confident that parliament 

Si theT^nt Z££ il Zii^ ^sSTi ^™«— 
TttrZl  »SaerCted-   T6 tl CasT°"^"ch^h^roln^oT5 

HeMrsoBlda    ; s/larT-rad" nfce0minaj983rapkhai-PrOVinCe'   ** ^^ 

Whoever Gets the Chance Will Take the Profits 

g'roups^anllhe'ff t0-S°1Ve ^ fi"anCial pr°blems *  "inning 
rich Thev off^ ^rgaining Wlth certain "Ps who are thought to be 
the ;eIlthv MP  £ !TP°rt the Parliame"tary motions submitted by 
^!* tt      Y f  What happSnS after everything has settled down is that the profits flow as agreed on. 

But some MPs find themselves in ever worse straits when they have 
to obtain support funds from »seniors» in the same party. Most of these 

Beside" thiat:rlY UnknOW" MPS Wh° Play °^y  a ™Zl  Political role Besides this,they are poor. Most of them come from the northeast. 

These are just the phenomena that are known in general The detail«, 
may be much more complex and even much worse.  g8nera1' The details 

Pay, Pay, Pay, Money Management 

While MPs earn a gross salary of 18,000 baht, the official and public 
work expenditrues of MPs in each election zone, their expenditures 
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on public-welfare activities and their household expenditures exceed 
their incomes. But it cannot be conlcuded that MPs are paid too little 
and that the law should be changed to adjust their salaries. In the 
past, some MPs made an issue of this but then retreated when they came 

under attack. 

»I keep my spending within my means. Most of the money is spent on 
making trips to talk with the people in various places and in performing 
acts of merit that I think will benefit the public. Campaigning requires 
money. But I have never campaigned by spending money on gifts or by 
distributing money," said Mr Piyanat Watcharaphon, a Thai Nation Party 
MP from Sisaket Province who serves as the deputy speaker of the House 
of Representatives and who earns a salary of 12,000 baht a month plus 
an expense allowance of 15,000 baht a month for a total of 27,000 

baht.  ..•■■. :': 

After deducting taxes, the take-home pay-salary plus expense allowance-of 
Mr Thoetphong Chaiyanan, a Democrat MP from Tak Province who serves 
as the deputy minister of public health, is 27,370 baht. When this 
is added to his salary as an MP, he earns quite a large salary. But 
Mr Thoetphong said that "by itself, my salary is not enough to cover 
my expenses. I have personal expenses, and I must provide food for 
the people who visit me on the weekend. My salary is insufficient. 
And this doesn't include acts of merit. "^        .:....n- 

Mr Sombun Chiramakon, a Democrat MP fromNakhon Ratchasima, and Mr 
Kasem Butkhunthon, a Progressive Party MP from Phetchabun Province, 
said that even though their salaries are barely sufficient, they don t 
have any problems in meeting with supporters who frequently come to 
visit them at home. Their homes are open to visitors 24 hours a day. 

»in carrying out acts ofomerit, or doing something to help the people, 
if we cannot help by donating money, we can do so by donating our 
labor " said Mr Sombun Chiramakon, who was sure that the people understood 
him. MPs who make such statements will definitely gain ..the support 

of the people. 

Some good MPs use their meager financial resources to help the people 
and build a good image for themselves. But there are many other MPs 
who are wealthy and who do not have to worry about gaining the confidence 
of the people, except to have them believe in the "power" of money, 
which is the root cause of everything. These MPs may have lived a 
life of pleasure for too long or become addicted to various vices. 
They don't seem to be very interested in the affairs of parliament, 
It is these MPs who have created blemishes and held back the development 

of parliamentary democracy. 
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Summary 

As  for the  future of parliament,  an institution in which the MPs arP 

T^tT'the'v rCha"HiSm'   eVery°ne  hOP6S  that thi^s -"I  iS-ve. 
s: cssi^SoS:11 parliament win deveiop °n an f™^ ^^ 
The economic problem in * novin^ ^* „  

the trend 1S up or down, the problem of MPs passlna bad checks will 

X^ZZZSLZ Äe^ ~ ^ -™tly 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

THAILAND 

FURTHER REPORTS ON POLICE, MILITARY INTEREST IN SHARE FUND 

Bangkok WIWAT in Thai 9-16 Jul 85.pp 18-23 

[Article: "Mae Chamo/ Fund Collapses! Background and Crisis"] 

[Excerpts] The Mae Chamoy share fund crisis has not affected just those who 
nested money toward the end. Many other shareholders such as air 
force personnel are experiencing problems, too. On 29 April 1985, 
fir Chief Marshal Praphan Thupatemi, the RTAF ««^answered renters 
questions and denied that senior RTAF officers had been repaid. He^ 
said that »at presnet, many air force personnel are very upset Look 
" met my face has a strained look, too. Everyone is waiting and hoping. 

We will have to be patient." 

But what is most interesting is that on 8 May 1985, Gen Athit Kamlangek, 
the supreme commander and RTA CINC, appealed to Mae Chamoy to -me 
out of hiding and try to repay 10-30 percent of the money.  She should 
come out of hiding. Everything can be settled. By remaining quiet 
and not saying anything, she has made the situation worse and put 
the burden on the government. I am waiting for her to come out of 
hiding!" Gen Athit's attitude on that occasion clearly showed what 
will happen to the Mae Chamoy share fund. 

Under the Protection and Backed By the Prestige of Luang Pho Rusilingdam 

During the 3 months that Mae Chamoy was in hiding, there were many 
rumors For example, it was rumored that she had gone abroad Others 
ITa  that senior air force officers had had her killed to silence 
her! But actually! she was still living in Thailand under close protection. 

Besides this, a senior air force officer has told ATHIT-WIWAT that 
durina the time that Mae Chamoy was in hiding, she spent part of the 
time traveling back and forth between Bangkok and Wat Thasung Uthaitham, 
a well-known temple under the control of Luang Pho Rusilingsam a 
well-known monk.^ecause of her visit to this temple  she now ^ 
to wear white clothes. But he could not confirm whether she had started 
wearing white clothes on the recommendation of Luang Pho, as has 

been rumored. 
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"What is definite is that many air force personnel who invested money 

Jhat LuaSnrPho h /ain:d ^ ^ When rep°rtS a^a"d stSi™ that Luang Pho had predicted that nothing would happen to Mae Chamoy 
and that she would not encounter any serious problems after coming 
out of hiding She might experinece just a few hardships. [He predicted 

Finally, wearing a white dress and black-rimmed glasses, under the 

on  aL I9 510anftf ai,r-,f0rCe/erSOnne1' Mae Cham°y "*> »" ^Pea-nee on 7 June 1985 after hiding for 3 months at the gymnasium of the 6th Grouo 

clieTuTrT;   TfT  ShS Came °Ut °f hlding' tos Ch™y  -t with Mr    P Chief Marshal Praphan Thupatemi, the RTAF CINC, on 6 June. When she 

twTrf £" PUbllC' She Sald that She intended to "P*y  the monej that had been invested with her. But she did not state what percent 
of the money would be repaid. She denied having sent money abroad 

she waSadVefiniteVl T^ ^^'   ^^ that' ^  -""ouned that sne was definitely dissolving her share fund. 

Did Athit Order Mae Chamoy Arrested After She Was Cheated? 

After 7 June, the situation became  very tense, with very little hope 

back' V
T
a

n
riOUtgTPS  triSd t0 bargaln ln °rd" t0 ^  ^  money P 

back  in particular, the group of Mr Pan Hanhongkhram held together 
tightly, hoping that the secret negotiatons with Mrs Chamoy would 
produce better results than legal methods. But regarldess of what 

whe'n it I"  """fi6S Wer€ CarriSd °n' th6ir h°Pes — aashS when it was announed at a meeting that an air force officer who had 
been sent to question Mae Chamoy reported that »Chamoy does not have 
any money to pay her debts. She was cheated by a senior person.» 

A news report has informed ATHIT-WIWAT that during the period that 
she was xn hiding and just after she came out of hiding certain LD3C 
particularly several senior air force officers who haTeach invest  ' 
10 million baht, hurriedly withdrew their money. Besides that  certain 
senior people withdrew almost 100 million baht. And before that  that 
is, before the Act on Loans That Defraud the Public, or Share Act 
was approved by parliament on 2 May 1985, a huge sum of monej was' 
withdrawn from this well-known share fund. Even on the day that Mrliampn* 
met to discuss the Share Act that ic  ■> M   •? parliament 
t-hai- T^„ DV,- u , '   M y' xt  was revealed in parliament 
that Lady Phimpha Suntharangkun, the wife of Gen Prachuap Suntharangkun 

deniert
Uha

YtPrime mniSter' ^ ^^ " milli°n baht" Gen ^achua'p 

When rumors began spreading that Mae Chamoy had been cheated and that 

situate '   She   C°Uld ref>ay   °nly   3"5  Pe3-Cent  °f  the  »oney,   the 3 beca"?  6Ven more  tense-   No one  believed  that  she  would be 
a bad  nhpTyh m°ney ^  the beginnin^ of J^y-   A shareholder  filed 
taobtaadk:h:u

CchCahcatx:n?gainSt ^ °"   *  ^   ^  ""  ^  "»*  shareholder 
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Who Cheated Who and Who Is Behind the Screen? 

A high-level news source in the air force told ATHIT-WIWAT that as 
everyone knows, Mrs Chamoy was just the »front» person in this billion 
baht oil share fund. She was the one who had to sign the checks and 
so she is the one who has to take the blame even though this share 
fund was controlled by a committee composed of 9-10 people, "Jich 
included Mae Chamoy. The news reports on the various things that have 
happened lead to the following observations: 

1 After she was taken into custody and questioned intensely at the 
suppression Division, Mrs Chamoy wrote a letter to an important person 
named Prasit. This letter was sent through Police MaD Gen Bunchu, 
Wangkanon, the commander of the Suppression Division. She asked him 
to tell Prasit to contact Police Col Bunrit Rattanaphon, telephone 
222-7822, or the commander of the Suppression Division, telephone 
241-4846, as quickly as possible. "Ask him to take pity on me." 

Many people are still trying to figure out who »Mr Prasit» is. The 
3 July issue of THAI RAT, which came out on the afternoon of 2 July, 
identified the person as Mr Prasit Sapsakhon. 

ATHIT-WIWAT "s news source in the air force said that this Mr Prasit■ 
is a man who is very well known in Thailand. Other news sources said 
the same thing. In short, this Mr Prasit is very weir known m social 

circles. 

2. Some newspapers said that Mr Seri Sapcharoen, a person who became 
well known when the Racha Finance company [collapsed], was involved 
with this billion baht oil share fund. But Mr Seri Sapcharoen has 
denied this and has filed libel charges against those newspapers. 

3 A well-known lawyer was involved with this share fund. There have 
been reports that he invested in the fund but that he Withdrew his 
money before the Share Act went into effect in November 1984. 

4. The director of a state enterprise was 1 of the 9-10 [members of 
the share fund committee], as was: 

5. A retired police lieutenant general with the initials "K.P." 

6. After certain newspapers printed stories about »General P," mention 
was made of Air Marshal Prasoet Rattanakan, the deputy director of 
the RTAF Science and Weapons Development Center. Air force shareholders 
said that this officer, a member of Chulachomklao Royal Military Academy 
Class 4, was an important person who invested in the share fund. Some 
said that prior to this, "Gen P" was about to take six large suitcases 
filled with money to Singapore for Mrs Chamoy. But Air Chief Marshal 
Somphon Burutrattanaphan, the RTAF chief of staff, ordered the aircraft 
not to leave. However, a man close to Air Chief Marshal Somphon said 

that that was not true. 
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Air Marshal Prasoet said that such rumors have been floating about 
since 29 March 1985, the day that he was to travel to Singapore  He 
was not able to make the trip because of an engine faUu«Se "denied 
that the six suitcases contained money. Rather! they contained 30 

TrnTtLTt     ^ °f glUtin°US riCG- HG Said that he had tSd L RTAP 
^•Tti: i-r

s 7oic~
ä in this-Today'he can ,,hoid his he- 

However rumors about "Gen P»are still circulating among shareholders 
in particular, there is criticism about his not being hurt [by the 
failure of the share fund], l y 

7. A former deputy minister who is well known was involved, too. 

Load!" are rUm°rS that " retlred maj°r 9eneral named "Ch" took -°"ey 

But regardless of what the truth is, it is Mrs Chamoy who knowns better 
than anyone else what the real facts are. She has already told many 
things to officials. The only question is how the officials concerned 
will use her testimony to take further action in this case C°nCerned 

11943 
CSO:  4207/255 
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^ September 1985 

THAILAND 

4TH ARMY CHIEF ON POLICE-GANGSTER LINKS, CPT 

Bangkok SU ANAKHOT in Thai 18-24 Jul 85 pp 8-11 

[Interview with Lt Gen Wanchai Chitchamnong, the commanding general 
of the 4th Army Area; date and place not specified] 

[Text] [Question] Would you compare the present situation in the south 
to what it was when you first came here? What are the differences? 

[Answer] I was assigned to the south in 1980. I came directly from 
Moscow (assistant military attache stationed in Moscow in the Soviet 
Union). I served as the chief of staff of the 4th Army Area. Following 
that, I served as the deputy commanding general. I became the commanding 
general in 1983. 

As for what has happened during these past 5 years, when I first arrived, 
the communist terrorists were active in remote districts such as Wiang 
Sa and Phra Saeng (in Surat Thani Province). State officials could 
not go to those areas. Landrover vehicles could not travel to those 
areas. Comapny-sized military units were attacked. Sometimes almost 
all the men were lost. There was great violence. 

It was during that period that Prime Ministerial Order 66/1980 was 
issued. This was a new policy. We saw that those who were going into 
the jungle did not have communist ideals. Based on my discussions 
with those who surrendered, [I can say] that more than 90 percent 
had been oppressed by government officials. They did not know on whom 
to rely. They had not been treated fairly in society. They went into 
the jungle to seek justice. That is why they took up arms to fight 
the government. 

Once the government decided that these people did not subscribe to 
communist ideals, it opened a way for them to participate in national 
development. I think that this was the right way to solve this problem. 
They were given a chance to fight injustice peacefully through elections 
and the House of Representatives. 
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Thus, things improved continually. They used to have large bases in 
the mountains. When they held large celebrations to commemorate the 
anniversary of the revolution or the founding of their party, the 
drums could be heard at the foot of the mountains, as in Phatthalung 
Province, for example. But now, we have destroyed their large bases, 
and many of them have surrendered. 

Because of this, we now say that they have shifted from waging a revolutionary 
war to waging a guerrilla war. They carry on small guerrilla operations 
or carry out acts of sabotage in various places. They are now living 
in the plains areas like common people. Some have surrendered; some 
have not. But by coming down into the plains, they have created a 
problem, a crime problem. 

I have already told you that these people do not have communist ideals. 
When they returned, some of them were afraid and did not trust government 
officials. They refused to surrender. Some of them could not earn 
a living and so they turned to crime. I think that MPs have discussed 
this in parliament. 

They are cooperating with gangsters. In the past, gangsters were active 
only in the large cities. There were very few in the districts since 
the communist terrorists who came from the center did not like these 
people. [At that time], the communist terrorists had ideals. They 
helped the people and would not steal anything. But now, the communist 
terrorists living in the jungle are no longer like that. They demand 
protection money and rob people. 

We are confronting a new situation. To solve this problem, we must 
have a new policy. 

Talking about the things that happened during the period that I served 
as chief of staff and deputy commanding general, as chief of staff, 
I had to be aware of everything that was happening. When I became 
deputy commanding general, I had operational responsibilities. An 
image of a peaceful south was being created. But in my view, things 
were the same. The things that happened were quite similar. 

Now, people view the south as being a violent place. But the violence 
did not start just recently. Things have been this way for a long 
time. I can remember when civil administration headquarters buildings 
and hotels were bombed and when schools and train stations were burned. 
I think that things have improved since then. What is just as bad 
as ever is the problem of gangsters demanding protection money. We 
must find a way to solve this problem. That is all I will say about 
the communist terrorist problem. 

As for the bandit terrorist problem, there used to be much violence. 
But after they failed to form a separate country, the Thai Muslims 
realized that they were born in Thailand and that they could not 
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live in another country. They realized that they could not form 
a separate country or survive in ä small country consisting of only 
four or five provinces. 

Because of this, some groups gathered together former separatists 
to form a bandit terrorist group. They took this opportunity to form 
a bandit group. These bandits are just like bandits in general. Their 
fellow countrymen in the south know what is going on and do not support 
them. Rather, they feel that these people are causing problems for 
them. 

The bandit terrorists do not have any large bases left. There are 
only small groups of 10-12 men that demand protection money. If people 
do not pay them the money, they cause trouble by burning their tractors 
or doing something else like that. It is no longer a political movement. 

Another group is the Malaysian communist guerrillas. I think that 
this group poses a danger to us. These are foreign forces who are 
living in our country. We cannot allow them to stay here since this 
is a loss of sovereignty. Even U.S. forces have tried to help us get 
these people to leave. These are illegal foreign forces. We cannot 
allow them to stay in our country. 

They manage to live here by demanding protection money and collecting 
money from Thais who live along the border. They collect money monthly. 
When we seize one of their bases, we find receipts. In Betong alone, 
their annual income totals approximately 100 million baht. 

In suppressing the communist terrorists and bandit terrorists, we 
do not want to use force since we consider them to be fellow Thais. 
We just try to force them to surrender and live like ordinary people. 

This is the situation in the south in general. There is a debate about 
whether the south isrpeaceful or not. In  my view, it is neither 
peaceful nor unpeaceful. But things are improving. It has been like 
this for a long time. Some people say that the government's figures 
are inaccurate. But I can confirm that they are correct. When something 
happens, it must be reported. Deaths must be reported. When people 
enter a hospital, it must be reported. 

The statistics on the burning of schools and hotels, the bombing of 
civil administration headquarters buildings and the destruction of 
railroad track must all be recorded. In the five southern border provinces 
where school buildings were burned frequently, no such incidents have 
occurred recently. 

During the period that I served as the chief of staff and deputy commanding 
general, such incidents occurred all the time. I was very concerned 
about that and so I remember those incidents. When the commanding 
general was not present, I worked to solve the problem in his place. 
But as the chief of staff and deputy commanding general, 
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I was restricted in what I could do since I did not have full 
power. 

I think that one reason for the situation in the south has to do with 
the wealth of this region. The poor people do not enjoy a fair share 
of the wealth. They are still at a disadvantage. The powerful and 
influential financiers have many advantages. They own tens of thousands 
of rai of land. But those who live in the area and who are masters 
of the area have suddenly found themselves in the position of hired 
workers. This is the cause of the strife. If the land problem in the 
south is not solved, in 4 to 5 years, this will be a major problem, 
and the south could burst into flames. 

[Question] You are referring to the fact that financiers have bought 
up all the land, aren't you? ' 

[Answer] Yes. That is the problem that I was talking about. 

[Question] In short, the south has only one problem, the crime problem. 

[Answer] That's right. The communist and bandit terrorist movements 
no longer pose a threat, or only a very small threat. However, former 
communist terrorists and others have joined together to work as criminals 
During the transition period, the Anti-Communist Law entrusted the 
military with certain powers. But there are no longer any communists. 
We now have to use the criminal laws to solve the problem. The military 
doesn t have any authority. We just help the police and rely on the 
powers of the police. 

We do not feel comfortable about this. For example, before the military 
can help the police, a meeting must be held, it's as if we are interferring 
with them. But that is not really the case. It's just a matter of 
coordinating things. We allow the police to use a platoon or company 
of soldiers. When something happens, the police are allowed to handle 
the matter. We just provide support. 

[Question] You once said that the criminal problem stems in part from 
the fact that the state apparatus has not been able to replace the 
influence of the communist terrorists in the area. 

[Answer]   That is correct. I did say that. In the past, the communist 
terrorists controlled most of the rural area. Thus, there were few 
criminals, when the communist terrorists were defeated, they lost 
their influence, which was replaced by state power. However, state 
power here refers to the police. The administrative officials still 
do not have full power concerning safety from bandits, crime, demands 
for protection money or the dark powers. Because of this, a gap has 
appeared. Because of their inability to take over [from the communist 
terrorists], the situation has changed very quickly. 
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[Question] Is it because of the officials' lack of efficiency? 

[Answer] It also stems from the number of people. 

[Question] Is it true that [some] officials in the south are corrupt? 

[Answer] Yes. That plays a part, too. From what we have learned in 
several cases, officials have been involved. They have given advice 
to bandits. In short1, there would not be a dark-power problem in the 
south if these dark powers did hot receive support from officials. 

All sectors are involved, including the military and the police. If 
soldiers are involved, I transfer them out of the south to the central 
region. If police officials act improperly, they are transferred out 
of the area. If they improve themselves, they can return later. 

[Question] A few months ago, several senior police officers were transferred. 
Were they involved in such matters? 

[Answer] When we reform officials, it is usually at a high level. 
In the case of police officials, for example, it is at the level of 
superintendent or chief inspector. But officials who have been in 
an area for a long time have problems. NCOs are important, too. In 
the past, we transferred sever or eight police officials. The situation 
improved for several months and then got worse again. If we keep doing 
this, things in the south will become very complex. It takes time. 

We are now providing training seminars to teach them how they should 
act in a democracy with the king at the head. We must not do anything 
to trouble the people. This is what the 4th Army Area is doing. We 
have opened Rom Klao Chao Tai and mobile Rom Klao Chao Tai courses 
for officials in remote rural areas. But this is not yet being carried 

on very widespreadly. " 

[Question] Is there a problem in coordinating things between the military 
and the police? 

[Answer] In the past, there was a great problem. To solve the problem, 
a joint center was set up. Stated simply, the 4th Army Area acted 
resolutely. We gave orders like a dictator. Two years ago, things improved 
and so we changed the system. Officials in each sector and in each 
unit should carry out their duties and fulfill their regulations in 
order to achieve long-term results and carry on the fight peacefully. 

After a period, I realized that if we relaxed at all, we would have 
to go through all this again. People still have responsibility. Others 
can't just start giving orders. People have to know what their duties 
are. 
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[Question] What about ore smuggling? 

[Answer] The 4th Army Area is not directly responsible for [suppressing] 
this. The government has an ore smuggling suppression committee, the 
chairman of which is the deputy prime minister. This committee is 
directly responsible. A suppression center has been set up in the 
south. Government officials from all sectors are involved. The deputy 
under secretary of interior (Mr Anan Ananthkun) is the director of 
this center. 

The military just sends troops to provide help. When they want us 
to provide help, we send forces. 

[Question] To what extend are government officials involved in ore 
smuggling? ( 

[Answer] Speaking frankly, the government has still not found a solution 

to DroLcp
n^oTatr- F°r GXample' °ne C°mpany had 10° WOrkers- " had to produce 200 kg of ore a month in order to pay the workers. But 

suddenly, the government set the quota at 100 kg. But the company 
could not shut down, it had to support its workers just like before. 
It had to produce 200 kg. However, now, it could sell only 100 kq 
to the government. What could it do with the other 100 kg? 

Production costs remained the same. It couldn't stop production. If 
it did, it would lose all its workers. And if it ceased operations, 
ordinary people would come into the area, and it would have problems 
getting them to leave. Thus, i think that it will be difficult to 
solve this problem. Ore is still being smuggled. 

sSugSri IS U trUe tHat g°Vernment officials are involved in ore 

[Answer] Some are. But not all. in some cases, government officials 
are not involved in any way. Ore is smuggled out for the reasons I 

ItlsTt „I™'   ThtS  1S trUe 6Ven f°r the °re mined in the concessions. 
" !! ,  necessa^ to mention the ore mined illegally. There are large 
quantities. ^ 

I am not involved in this directly. But I do know that some officials 
cooperate with the smugglers, as is well known. 

[Question] Can we return to the land problem, which is growing worse? 

[Answer] From what I see today.... Take the establishment of palm 
plantations, for example. Companies are established jointly with foreign 
[companies]. The maps show that an area is a forest preserve. But 

aLYtharthfn^ 
y°\willu

see/hat 40-50 percent of the area is populated 
and that the people have been living and working there for years  In 
some Places, people pay the NS3 and SKI [land use permits] fees"and 
the state accepts the money. Thus, this is implicitely accepted 
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A company that wants to establish a plam plantation must have [at 
least] 20,000 rai. Because if it has less than that, it will not be 
able to make a profit. Thus, it will request permission to rent land 
and change the zoning. Because by law, no one is allowed to live in 
the area. A fight usually breaks out. The old owner who has lived 
there 20-30 years and paid taxes to the state suddenly finds himself 
in the position of a hired worker. This causes resentment. The state 
cannot do anything to help. There is resistance and threats are made, 
as happened in Krabi. 

Besides this, the communist terrorists who have come to live in the 
plains and who make their living illegally have squatted on the land 
and announced that only their relatives and friends can live there. 
They have divided up the land in 5 and 10-rai parcels among themselves. 

The military feels that if this is allowed to continue, the communist 
terrorists will gain influence over all the people in these rural 
areas. We have recommended that the 4th Army Area serve as a center 
to look after the degenerate forests with the aim of fighting these 
communist terrorists. If a forest has a problem with financiers, we 
will go and check things. If people were living there first, they 
must have priority. They can't be driven out. They have to be allowed 
to live there, too. 

[Question] How do you feel about abolishing the Anti-Communist Act 
and using the Security Law instead. 

[Answer] At present, no action is being taken on the Security Law. 
The communists are not a problem at present. But I think that the 
Anti-Communist Act should remain in effect since we do not know whether 
they have any forces left. Once their forces have been completely 
disbanded, we can talk about that. The Communist Party of Thailand 
is a political party. It can be compared to the Thai Nation and Social 
Action parties. But unlike these other parties, the CPT has armed 
forces. We can't allow that. 

[Question] What is the size of their armed forces in the south? 

[Answer] Approximately 500 men. But they do not have any large bases 
in the mountains. They are carrying on guerrilla operations in the 
plains. They are armed. 

[Question] Where is their headquarters in the south? 

[Answer] We think that it is in southern Chumphon near the Surat Than! 
border. We have tried to locate it several times but have not succeeded. 
Based on intelligence reports, it is somewhere in that area since 
there have been activities there many times. 
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[Question] Who are the members of the southern CPT Central Committee? 

[Answer] Chamnan Banchongklieng is still a member. The ideological 
activists are still members. But there are no longer any large bases 
or political schools in the jungle. 

[Question] There have been reports that you will be transferred to 
Bangkok at the end of this year. 

[Answer] I don't know anything about that (laughs). My superiors haven't 
said anything. I can go anywhere. I will always do my best. 

11943 
CSO:  4207/264 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

THAILAND 

EDITORIAL SEES HIGH-LEVEL COMPLICITY IN POLICE SCANDAL 

Bangkok SIAM RAT SAPDA WICHAN in Thai 21 Jul 85 p 2 

[Editorial: "Southern Police"] 

[Excerpts] Recently, reports about the transfer of groups of police 
officers or individual police officers in the south have appeared in 
the newspapers almost daily. They have been transferred because of 
their suspected involvement in serious criminal activities such as 
the smuggling of ore abroad and the smuggling of goods into the country, 
in the most recent case,  five police officers were transferred from 
Krabi Province. They were suspected of cooperating with bandits who 
had closed a palm plantation and demanded ransom money. 

Because police officials are responsible for upholding the laws, or 
suppressing those who violate the law, in order to preserve peace 
in the localities and protect the lives and property of the people, 
if a police official commits a crime or cooperates with criminals, 
the honest people will suffer and will not be able to earn a living 

normally. 

It is not only the people and politicians who lack confidence in the 
efficiency of the southern police. Even administrative officials, 
who are regular government officials, too, lack confidence in them. 
Take last week's arrest of smugglers who were smuggling a shipment 
of ore abroad by boat from Satun Province, for example. Administrative 
officials, including the governor of Phuket Province, cooperated with 
Customs Department officials and suppression unit officials assigned 
to the Andaman Sea in making the arrest. Police officials did not 
participate in this operation since it was felt that in the south, 
most police officials are in cahoots with the ore smugglers. 

We do not feel that transferring police superintendents, inspectors 
and other police officers is the right way to solve this problem. 
Occasionally, transferring police officers makes it even easier for 
these police officers to engage in corruption. These police officials 
do not act alone. Their superiors know what is going on and are receiving 
bribes, too. Or stated differently, subordinates are just tools. Thus, 
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to solve this problem, police officers *+- m„uQV ■,   , 

At the same time, polled office^.T.'u^7s  ^i^Ts^T^^' 
to an area for only a limited period of n™ assigned 
  „„„„, ^wü^c uiucers at all lev 

to an area for only a limited period of time 

11943 
CSO:  4207/262 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

THAILAND 

BRIEFS 

ASEAN MILITARY COOPERATION—It's true that ASEAN is not a military alliance. 
But in actual practice, joint military exercises, or military cooperation, 
seems to be a fundamental matter. Thailand is an important base to 
which students come for various types of training, particularly jungle 
combat and special forces training and even flight training. The navy 
seems to be "cooperating" more closely with other ASEAN countries 
than are the other services since all these are maritime or island 
countries. For example, the joint exercise with the Indonesian navy 
was codenamed »C Garuda." The exercise with the Philippine navy was 
called "C Philtha." That with the Malaysian navy was named Thale 
Lat." The exercise with the Singaporean navy was codeamed "Sing-Siam " 
Four naval exercises, the "cobra Gold" exercises, have been conducted 
jointly with the U.S. navy. These joint exercises are held every year. 
The United States has divided the Cobra Gold exercise into four sub-exercises. 
The largest sub-exercise is not the beach landing but rather the joint 
surface and anti-submarine exercise, which, in our honor, has been 
named "C-Siam." [Text] [Bangkok LAK THAI in Thai 24 Jul 85 p 7] 11943 

CSO:  4207/262 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

COALITION GOVERNMENT OF DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA 

VONADK REPORTS ON BATTLEFIELD ACTIVITIES 

July Results 

ZZlLfslft^V^T °f the Natl0nal Amy °f De—iC <™~ in 
[July battle results from battlefields throughout the country] 

kille] and 1 f?K°nZ-KomV™& Som battlefield:    105 Vietnamese soldiers were 
killed and 115 others were wounded.     Total:    220 casualties. 

2. Leach battlefield:     82 killed and 94 wounded.     Total:    176 casualties. 

3. Samlot battlefield:     70 killed and 77 wounded.     Total:    147 casualties. 

4. Pailin battlefield:    208 killed and 277 wounded.     Total:    485 casualties. 

c;SuIlties!iSOPh°n battlefleld:    "6 kiHed and 167 wounded.     Total:    ,313 

6.esNorth Sisophon battlefield:     32 killed and 34 wounded.    Total:    66 casual- 

LullTieT^^ 6 battlefleld:     98 killed and 108 wounded.     Total:     206 

c8;SuaCltieP;!reah V±hear battlefleld5     U billed and 18 wounded.     Total:    42 

1965 ca°:ua°itieTs:in"KOmPOn8 ""* ba"lefleld:     * killed and 94 wounded.     Total: 

10.g Moung-Pursat battlefield:     78 killed and 83 wounded.     Total:    161 casual- 

11. Western battlefield:    213 killed and 137 wounded.     Total:     350 casualties. 

12. Southwestern battlefield:    4S t-Mid o„,i u J   . 
ties. ^ killed and 16 wounded.     Total:    39 casual- 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

Battle Reports for 26 Jul-1 Aug 

BK030541 [Editorial Report]  (Clandestine) Voice of the National Army of 
Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian [VONADK] broadcasts the following battle 
reports, repeated by (Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea m Cambodian, 
during the reporting period 26 July-1 August: 

At 2315 GMT on 26 July, VONADK reports that between 15 and 22 July, DK forces 
on the Kompong Chhnang, Siem Ta, east Battambang, Siem Reap Kompong Cham 
Koh Kong Leu, and Kampot battlefields killed or wounded 51 Vietnamese enemy 
soldiers; destroyed some weapons and military materiel, including 70 meters 
of railroad track; and seized some materiel. 

On 27 July at 2315 GMT VONADK broadcasts a report saying that between 11 and 
25 July, DK forces on the Pailin, south Sisophon, Siem Reap, Siem Ta, and 
Leach battlefields killed or wounded 143 Vietnamese soldiers; destroyed 12 
guns, 2 commune offices, 2 trucks, and some materiel; seized 3 weapons and 
some ammunition and military materiel; and liberated 2 platoon positions on the 

Koh Kong Leu battlefield. 

According to VONADK at 2315 GMT on 28 July, between 19 and 26 July, DK forces 
on the Kompong Chhnang, south Sisophon, Chhep, Kratie, Leach, and Siem Reap 
battlefields killed or wounded 107 Vietnamese soldiers; destroyed 9 weapons, 
300 meters of railroad track, and some war materiel; seized some weapons, 
ammunition, and war materiel; and liberated 2 villages on the Kompong Chhnang 

battlefield. 

In a report broadcast at 2315 GMT on 29 July, VONADK says that between 20 and 
27 July, DK forces on the Kompong Speu, south Sisophon, Leach, Samlot, and 
north Sisophon battlefields killed or wounded 123 Vietnamese soldiers; 
destroyed 10 weapons and some war materiel; and seized 4 weapons and some 
ammunition and materiel. 

On 30 July at 2315 GMT, VONADK reports that between 16 and 27 July, DK forces 
on the Koh Kong Leu, Kompong Chhnang, Pailin, Leach, Kompong Cham, K<™P°nS 
Thorn, Siem Reap, Kompong Speu, and Kampot battlefields killed or wounded 109 
Vietnamese soldiers; destroyed 28 weapons, 144 meters of railroad track, 11 
barracks, and some war materiel; and seized 7 weapons and some ammunition and 

materiel. 

In a report broadcast at 2315 GMT on 31 July, VONADK says that between 2 and 29 
July DK forces on the Kompong Cham, Takeo, Leach, Siem Reap, and Kampot battle- 
fields killed or wounded 62 Vietnamese soldiers; destroyed 2 weapons, 1 truck, 
and some war materiel; and seized 9 weapons and some ammunition and war 

materiel. 

On 1 August at 2315 GMT, VONADK reports that between 23 and 29 July, DK forces 
on the Kompong Thorn, Leach, and Chhep battlefields killed or wounded 39 
Vietnamese soldiers; destroyed 4 commune office buildings, 3 trucks, 2 tractors, 
1 ricemill, 11 barracks, some weapons and ammunition; seized 4 weapons and some 
ammunition and war materiel; and liberated 9 villages on the Kompong Speu 

battlefield. 
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Six Villages 'Liberated'       4 SePtember 1985 

sSd'L^s'riuiis08 of the National Army of Democratic Kampuchea in 

[Report from various battlefields] 

[Excerpt]     West Battambang Battlefield:     On  the nlohf nf  ^i   T  ! 
the Au Mai  commune office located at Andong Pr ng § Mter fighJiUloTlT 
minutes, we totally liberated this commune office.    We killed two *villn 
soldiers and wounded two other«?      u* HOC^      A       \ Killed two Vietnamese 

grinder,   5 barrels of Ingine o i,  500 L k7o1 riband    ^ m3Chlne'  * *tO0B 

and liberated 6 villages    namelv    Anl™ P% »     ' * War materiel; 
(Cheng Chba),  Kampoeuf"nd 0 ReL. ^ Prlng'   B°eng ***"*'  K°Uk Pon1^ 

Vietnamese Commander Killed 

llZlllfn?^*?jTst °f the HatIOMl ^ °f »««»tic Kampuchea in 

Tea north of Seng KhposXiol ^ * tOU1 U^ °l 10° -'•» -' Cheung 

Shnang^o Zll^l tT^^ZlTV-uV1^ '"» ^^ 

g—ea,  16 .„apaacta!',» a^^^LT^o^Z^ar SLe, 

38 SRV Soldiers Killed 

2Ä »SH^JSI; 
of £he Natlonal Amy DeMcrati=*-»»-• *■ 

[Report from various battlefields] 

[Excerpt]  Kompong Speu battlefield-  fin 9<; T„I„     ™ ^ 
Vietnamese regiment east o S,™ P^  t?m  7Jo°Ur °K f°r°eS inte"epted a 
soldiers  Amnn^L ^ /  (   f X)' killin8 38 ^d wounding 25 enemy 

and some wt mat"er2.'    r°UndS °f M ammunition> 3 hammocks, 2 rucksacks, 

CSO: 4212/93 
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COALITION GOVERNMENT OF DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA 

BRIEFS 

STATEMENT ON SOUTH AFRICA-The Cambodian people and the '^v
a™ £«£™ &t 

the murders, arrests, and imprisonment of crowds of people by the racist 
authorities in Pretoria after they had placed 36 districts in South Africa 
under emergency rule. We firmly condemn the imposition of this emergency 
rulfand dSaJ that the South African authorities immediately and uncondi- 
tionally end this. We condemn the policy and criminal acts of the racist 
regime of Pretoria, which denies the majority of black people their most 
basic rights. We demand that the South African authorities immediately re- 
lease all political prisoners and end this inhumane regime  The Camb°dia* 
people and the CGDK send their moving greetings to the multitude of African 
nationalists who have been victims of the »cist policy of Pretoria and re- 
affirm their resolute support and fraternal solidarity for the just struggle 
of the South African people to win their legitimate and basic rights to live 
in a free society without racial discrimination and with respect for human 
Sgnitrre^ardless of color. The CGDK would like to take this opportunity to 
express unreserved support for the appeal dated 24 July 1985 by the president 
oTtnToAU, His Excellency Abdou Diouf.  [Dated]  ^»^^^J^j 
July 1985 [25 July Statement by Spokesman of CGDK Foreign Ministry]  [Text] 
[(Clandestine) Voice of Democratic Kampuchea in Cambodian 2330 GMT 2 Aug »:> 

BK] 

THIRITH MEETS KENYAN WOMEN'S LEADER—Margaret Kenyatta, daughter of the first 
president of Kenya and chairman of the Nairobi Conference on the UN Decade 
for Women, met and had a cordial talk with leng Thirith head °^the CGDK 
delegation, on the morning of 19 July at her office in the^Kenyatta Center 
where tS conference was held. leng Thirith conveyed the deep gratitude of 
the Cambodian women and people as well as the CGDK to the Kenyan Government 
and people for their valuable support to the Cambodian people'« ^st^""gle 
for national defense against the Vietnamese aggression, occupation *nd geno 
cide in Cambodia.  She also personally thanked Margaret Kenyatta for ^firm 
and mature steering of the conference, thus frustrating maneuvers of those who 

o"pt"democratic Kampuchea. Mrs Kenyatta replied by ^"J^/^"^* 
with the Cambodian women, children, and people, who have^uffered from the 
most miserable foreign aggression and genocidal acts  She said: Why have 
people been so cruel to one another? Although Cambodia and Kenya are far 
apart through newspapers and television the Kenyan people know about the 
SfrJ in Cambodia." They stand on the side of justice, peace, impendence 
and the Cambodian women and people who are struggling valiantly for the defense 
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Ünr«lr/SCe and ^iberation of their nation.     In conclusion, Mrs Kenyatta 
expressed her conviction that the just cause for independence and peace"? 
the Cambodian women and people will win       TTextl     \(AanA    Zi ,  „p^        °J 
Democratic Kampuchea in Lmbodian 2330^25 Jul  85 BK] 

States,  saying that time should not be wasted on this matter as the UntL 
Nations had already made a decision on it      Tho c    7\ « ,       as,the United 

Kampuchea of Cambodian SIS GwAs"!l « BK? ' """^ °f DOT0""ic 

were accorded with warn we    nm  7    " *      ^ Democrat±c Kampuchean delegation 

of Cameroon!    ofthraTJrLTofy2? H"'?* ^^^^ the f°reiSn mlnist- 
and had a cordial  talk with  the mini   *     **       ^ President Khleu Samphan met 
Cameroon.     The minister r"eitIrat-Tr re?resentin8  th*  foreign minister of 
cause of struggle      Ifter ttZ !    , T * SUPP°rt  f°r ^e-Cambodian people's 
called on  the^d J£    o??J£" ^twIcT V^T "* ^^ 
National Army of Democratic Ka^ucta S^^'*?  *>£ £ g" 

CSO:    4212/93 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

TWO POLICE OFFICERS PRAISED FOR BRAVERY 

Nam Dinh HA NAM NINH in Vietnamese 31 May 85 p 4 

[Article by Vu Truong: "Two Brave and Clever Police Officers"] 

FTextl On 9 April 1985 at about 1400 hours, executing a search warrant, 

decided to seize these items temporarily and set about making a record. 

T«lHn* advantage of the fact that Captain Vu Trung Ha was continuing the search 
and that Ind Ueutenant Nguyen Xuan Siep was writing the record Sao stepped 
back close to a door then uncorked a hand grenade, preparing to kill the two 
police o «leers. Instantly aware of Sao's foolish act, Vu Jrung ^ maQe u-e 
of his martial arts, jumping forward and pressing the grenade firmly against 

the criminal's hand. 

Unable to withstand Ha's pincer-like force, Sao was compel*£ to drop the 
grenade  At the same time, Nguyen Xuan Tiep stepped m to help Vu Trung Ha 
Srow Sao to the floor, thwarting his murder attempt and protecting the lives 
of the friendly police officer and the people. 

Nguyen Trinh Hai (alias Sao) had opened a refreshment stall by the Sat Bridge 
to store and sell stolen goods. All property discovered m Sao's house fit 
in with the one previously stolen from Group 78. 

Cadres and people in Ninh Van Village unanimously and frankly, admired the 
bravery ^cleverness of the two police officers, Vu Trung Ha and Nguyen 

Xuan Tiep. 

9213 
CSO:  4209/579 
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MILITARY AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC SECURITY 

CRACKDOWN ON THEFT REPORTED 

Hanoi DAI DOAN KET in Vietnamese 3 Jun 85 p 14 

[Article by Quoc Khanh:  "Building a HPAIH.» nt 
of Theft of Public Property at^nf L^Ä^Ä^1-- <Cas* 

haTvef a s£gl
3
e

M:Lt19v8acant A? ^ £ "" f?1 ™ ^ d" ~t 
to peer through the window.     It was'rare tw J^^ J°Stled their way J™* 
The precinct police took three thieves    who LA I g W3S S° Wel1 ««ended, 
night of 17 April 1985 steallnVnW en CaUght redhanded the 
front of the workers.     Ironie^y1^/^^,  V *>ublic investigation in 
security guards.    Du, Nguyen Khac'uu    c ?L   ' Sji  H?n8'  and Tan' were Plant 
choked with tears,  and his eyes lJ£\,l Au

sohh±^ly.    Hung's voice was 

denounced Du and his B^^TZ^S*' durT"! "^ an*r11' 
female workers,  oppressed    not ailnwS * , 8 long years> male and 
up,  could but whisker.    A fZLl^LVj^ X T^?8 -ough to speak 
security guards stole but I dared not  Lilt        e    * Positively knew that the 
tion." Qared not sPeak UP for fear of abuse or retalia- 

It Was Not the First Time 

Many unpleasant things were heard a*^„- 
Plant for quite a loS Time      Severt?      ^T? 8UardS °f the Hano1 Food 
500 kg of soy beans were stolen by tne^ '  ^ ^ SaUC6S ^«vision, 
Comrade Duong, police chleJ"Ä^dT^ J""?8'    ACC°rding to 

thieves for stealing alcohol    oil   LA  \ '      & Ward police had arrested 
ment of nearly 100,000 dongas also uncovf"^    A T& °" ^^ and «*e»le- 
employees who divided the tootellnl the^l       ^^ Plant'   involving several 
latter  (who was once recommended? ST^TM '   deluding the director.    The 
Industrial Department)   is being suspended^! A^ °f depUty dlrector of the 

secretary of the CPV committee! St£chL?ding prosecuti°n,  -long with the 
Plant management tried to clean its seLrt ^      fln3nCe bureau'     The 

around its facilities,  but in thlas2 t/J "^^ 3nd built a fence 

again observed.     In particular    LltT      ?    ?'  3 recurrenoe of theft was 

subdivision experienced co"tSuousloS^ryfPri1'  ^ milUng and Pressi^ 
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.-,  t. ^ i^oo^o ot-ill occurred. Nobody could steal during work 
SrsblST^t;e" ll^tTTfTa«ol teaml continuously covering the 

,  ^.w^Toff work hours. This arrangement was a deficiency in «self. The 
ciief of the protlction burUu was slow, too conservative, and lacked inrtra- 
tive  On Du's recommendation, he eliminated the system «'»»£'*£%£* 

took place during off hours. 

A "Heavenly Net" ''■'• 

For quite a long time, male and female workers suspect«1 the ^»ctivitjes ■ 

lire £ÄÄ5L£^ fop"!   f on 3 ^ 

they „ere very trusted by management.    However, as a female worker put«, 

r:Ä^ÄÄa -s o^rumors ci     lated 

=;chiefttTtX^^ZX bureau 25\SSi Se framework of 

£fore^^^^ 
Af?pr that Du even went to Binh's house and made other threats. He 

so.  After that, JJu even wei       leadership and could do whatever he wanted. 

rifwas runwise SÄ.** turned*ut^ Since the;.incident workers 

that was the time Du's men could do whatever they liked. 

Prom subdivisions, -ret reports concerning ^^^^^^ 

""ad therlhrwokers' pressing Zt«TVzs\o bring to light the rascals' 
TiZ deed". Se «became a heavy pressure upon management which, after 

due consideration, decided a course of action. 
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A Meticulous Scheme 

ÄÄ!£££ IZ*Z coS XV* tbi ^ «^ than usual, 
shift.     For a week, un^uXst^tZs    HVZ^? I™ "* ^ 
keepers to lock doors from the inside      rL .        !S      . d taUght »arehouse- 
beginning of the swing shift    asLr«d I* ,!    * thln8 haPI>ene° today.    At the 
supply and marketing bureau for a lllflrT    1"^"^"^^""' Kent ta «« 
took some food and sleeping materials to ^he Z        f '""i Bi"h ta^iately 

Tuan    secretary of the youth union? and Hung "SS 'orth^1,"1"^ Vi"h "d 

S eroTtoThre"1-     ^ *" * ^ ^^Ä mrngÄth 

sto\rof\\fz:rT^LLlnir:aLrcoHu?8 „\id themres in tha «»« 
Quynh Loi subdivision. All three were dL" J fSerVe the total"y <* the 

thieves were caught, and „ad let their SSÄSl tasT-th^ "^ ^ 
on duty on an emergency "    The» »j.,.7    7 , hat    they were sent out 
peanut residue bag! 7       * taSty bait for fleas ashing out from 

ar^^Lnt'toUohg
SearveTanpab

s
e
sr 'IT t"M1 «*"•    ^ — a 'urn 

doors „ere lo^^Z^iJ^^*^,*"**»".  th^ Sa" that tha 

hiding  in the millW »«,» «^      4 usual,  and  they knew that nobody was 
decided to act tonight        ?      ^ Subdlvlsion'    Nothing suspicious/ They 

g^Xt^n^tran^e Vl'fZ'L^Trt «""*• ^ *"* ^ t0 

containers,  and quietly'headed toward th      J??Jr "^ C£mVaS'  Carrled 8ome 

Tan peeled off the seal    removed hifo ?    "      ^ ^ preSslng ^division, 
subdivision  (it was no birdell for , ««»«ts,  «nd made his way into the 

the protection of ^«ÖlJSofV-S^T,^ fUleT "iT^16 f« 
ers with peanut oil:     1 with 10 nf„r,    4.Ü c  ,?    fllled UP the 5 contain- 
1 with 3 liters then gavf the contains tnn    V^?"'   ' Wlth 4 1±ter8'  and 

cleaned up oil spots with f^°ntainers to Du standing outside.     Inside,  Tan 

£"&■: 3.^^^/^tsss1 ™-Vinh
d
Tua?and —did 

entrance. After a quick discussion 3M !*o ^\warehouse d°°r faced the plant 
servation, Tuan and Hung went dow^ to th^ ^ T^ °U t0 COntlnue the <*" 
pushed the door and rushed out "rrLted HuS ^r^f^ ^ l0Ck' 
word. Tuan then dashed to the subdiv?^« ^8 n 8ti11 Wlth°Ut utter*ng * 
the oil containers. The thiel S"JSw^?rJ DU/aS bUSy Settln* in order 

and Hung joined Tuan for support CauSt rLL /f stood motionless. Vinh 
heads and confessed their ,112'  I^'tS^^^^^J^ 

the6 planted8 d'Sw g^tlatik^tiT f ^i^8 "* ™ "'"* 8Pread in 

the immediate -Ab^dT^^^ ^   (and 
type of pilferine and f«r- T,»-» A       _,   8  ^ ror Putting an end to this 

also paying clo^ ^fÄ^^*^ agSst £ S ~ 
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vity anfuneasiness in the plant and in the neighborhood,. 

The theft of Hanoi Food Plant's property gave us several thoughts. Thieves 

concept of ownership. 

mmmmmmstr 
labor, we need to deal severely with those who make their living tnro g 

9458 
CSO: 4209/553 
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RESERVISTS IN HOA LU DISTRICT CALLED UP 

Nam Dinh HA NAM NINH in Vietnamese 7 May 85 p 1 

[Article by Duong Xuan Thuoc, Deputy Militarv rhia*    e  „  T 

Lu Conducts Census and Organizes^L^n^nrof^eL^velorc0:"]11 ""'^ "^ 

iSt^tT-Si:^1 :::rtadd
r
make a-crus of "»«*•*•. *>. * 

four hours af te/receiving the mobxlifaHo8 ^ ***  ""* CaUed UP'  T^nty 
92.4 percent of noncommissioned officer^and°,  ' °° P6rCent °f °fficers and 
delivery clusters to carry out a?1  '"T W6re °n hand at 3 troop 
Khang, Ninh Tien, Ninh Son, Sxnh In NxTjhanT /l*',  ^ ViUageS °f N^h 

cent of reservists having reported on til    ," Ninh Hai boasted 10° Per- 
be legitimate, and throughout the district'thp!  "^ Were *"e™ined to 
breach of regulations. ?r00p   i      t " T n0t a single cas* °f 
urgent manner and in accordance titt f clusters was conducted in an 
formed, the units organized   t l'"11^   ^ Schedules' After being 
to begin training  Daily tttl/ ^  Uni°n activities and took steps 
Units 1, 2, 3,T 15 and 16  A 

anCe "ÄChed % percent> with 100 percent for 
Nearly all'cadres and combLnts TelT"* **!  ^^ fr0ra 7 t0 7*5 *>»»? 
and comply strictly wi^m^IeSS?'7 "*  ^ '°  tMi» ^^ 

2.2ss: SE: :L^raon
w^

pat8::t;r2Ldays before mobiiizati°« - 
projects and excavate rocks L L ll >   lmnCy and co™ications 
of mountain rocks, dug and filled 5M  J 7'   ^ Pr°dUCed 483 cubic met— 
nearly 200 meters of roT It blC meters of earth and repaired 
This money hel^d ÄlU defray ptt OT^?0

"
8
 * ^ ^ 

the training period. y Part °f the trooP messing costs during 

9213 
CSO: 4209/579 
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PARTY ACTIVITIES AND GOVERNMENT 

YOUTH'S CONTRIBUTION TO SUPPORT FRONT LINES EXHORTED 

Hanoi DAI DOAN KET in Vietnamese 22 May 85 p 5 

[Article by Vu Mao, first secretary of Ho Chi Minh Youth Union Central Commit- 

tee:  "Vietnamese Youth and the Support Fund J 

ä «iss zsz IääS S « 
comingcountless difficulties and challenges to protect the horders of our 

fatherland. 

The shift in perception triggered many effective deeds and movements.    On the 
Shof Product on front    ^ral machine shops    machine^^    ^s^land, 

SÄths iTtae^le^ntry^ set aside J«**^^ "" 
overtime products and donated them to warriors and minority peoples 
herders. Ven our youths studying and working. » «-£™£,£T^lta dong, 

pother gUt    in kind'«j« warriors and ^°f ^Ä^Ä uchea. 

tion of love and friendship,  and responsxbilities of the people 
toward those at the front. 

™,rti in assisting families of the war wounded and war heroes,  and other 

hearts of those who took arms to defend the frontiers of the fatherland. 

rir'drariu SÄ^3 ÄÄ ^1^^^ 
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In order that the "For the Surmm-t- V^A» 

we advocated brotherhood   bet^S Jr^cesTS11 ? \ffeCtlVe>   ln ^ 1984, 
national duties in Kampuchea and 1    tf        S°Uth/nd units d°*ng inter- 
North and the six northern border nr^W    between provinces and cities in the 
between union members ^A L 8Kl        ?-S° ^ PlanS f°r br°therhood 
These connections were arraS thrn    K 

8 ?      WOrklnS abroad *nd border units. 
There were programfgeared toward lr?    *      ^ ^^ a8ree^nt program, 
assistance L  strengthening  wl? eC°n°mC cooP^ation whose aims were mutual 

Youth Union orgS^^e^to^^^JJii n^ "T1 MUniClpal 

to the youths of two border villages in r*n I        S       .hydroelectric generators 
the  same token,   that  it had ZtllJ A 8 Provlnce»  ^nd announced by 
gifts to be sent to the support fund    ^oT^t ™T 5°°>000 d°ng and b°^t 
several »Four Our Beloved   Borders» drives    built"»! "^ T^ alSO laUnChed 

and sent hundreds of thousand done    ol i°Ve and friendship" houses, 
Hai Frozen Products For Export donated rt ^T" ^    Y°Uths °f the Mlnh 

noodles and offered these food ^ f        f i™6'  b°Ught dried shrimP a*d 

right on the spot! ^ t0 3 b°rder P°st ln LanS Son Province 

It may be said that the "For the Sunnort P,,n^" 1 
response from youths.     Even inside Er •       * m°Vement drawing a strong 
hood movement between districtsÄ Princes,   that prevails a brother- 
front line,  and between localities Zfl^T " ^ rMr and th°Se on the 

ed a large variety of partLLlnts and has  V fS'     The/°—t has attract- 
schoolchildren from the' Hano?^^^^6'!?8^^/?'^168-    YounS 
national  flags and sent  them along^ith fetters a    2f£%^tiative  to sew 

^StSs^x^^^eitS :r°:bient\to8ether with new posi- 
timely consideration.  In some areas Z    Pr°blem£\have arlsen a"d require 
its educational purpose  SunDort^ ^ 1Tr.aae!at  lacked depth and neglected 
and in certain instances too Z^     ■     <f^" «retimes were not practical 
disturbance for border units!    visita^ caused waste of money and 

"iT]%atz Sue^i Sä
8
 w; ?rwhich app—d in 

Meaningful": T'  T° Make Brotherhood Ties Practically 

^^pS^«^^^^^ and..y°Ung CMldren in ™ "hole 
part of the^alue of ^boJe-cuota piodur

c
OJ

trf      Pr°duCtion driv->  and set aside 
Union Central Committee      ZlnL f°!  the  SUPP°rt  fund of  th* Youth 
small hydroelectric gen;ra^Lyslenrat\d-Wi11 8° tOWard the purchase of 

of agricultural and forestry prSuc^irT r*'  ^ tOWard the ma™f during units. forestry products for border provinces and armed forces 

c^op^tLVbeLL^^L^rin8 £ ret ZTT* ^ ^ ^^ and 

the same context,  brotherhood tieTLl ,t    ^ °U th& fr°nt lines-     In 

cial youth unions,  and beSeL  the I NaTN    *    T^ *** ^ ^ **»* provln~ 
Youth unions have already prolcel t^^^J^.^^^l^^ 
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„ •  « i'loc -in i-he training of union cadres for mountainous L Sä:rig Sr^r-^^      - 
action teams which will assist Doraei ^     ,,., _«.-..!-,.«, villages, and units 
strengthening of youth union organizations m districts, villages, 

on the front lines. 

e  fu^  *-TTr, nanv strategic obiectives of building and 

manent objective. We believe that in the t« '° '^^Hur combatants 

for the protection of the frontiers of our fatherland. 

9458 
CSO: 4209/553 
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ECONOMIC PLANNING,  TRADE AND FINANCE 

INTERNAL,   EXTERNAL SOURCES OF VIETNAM'S  ECONOMIC PROBLEMS  SEEN 

Moscow LITERATURNAYA GAZETA in Russian No 27,   3 Jul  85  p 14 

[Article from Hanoi and Haiphong by LITERATURNAYA PA7FTA  *„    ,„ 
Sergey Merinov:     "Vietnam Begins Here"] P   Ml corresP°ndent 

net    f C        s    a"    ':        wh° H  "^ T"""8  t0 ^ *'^ «- with the 
foreigners,   s andT^ght It  the J^f     T." WUh Vletnam h^inS  for »«V 
lakes  of Hanoi  that give  the citv t uniau '   ™ °f  the countle"  fallow 
the  balcony,   I  saw  the hotels nli^T*     iTtV*™*'     In  the mo™^g>   from 
nestled on  the shore      There  ' "e^hbors-inhabitantS  of a quite  small house 

to  the water's  Lge      B-side  the ZtJ * ""^J ?* * ^ fr°m  the  threshold 

and a floating kiLhen ^l^^^^Z ^^^ 

Just created a «p..^^rX.^„r^rAB SK f»' ^ "" 

RHiv^'s%Ltt\1LyUnd^%ite^^ °ld;     In  th6Se "aChes  °f  the Red 

its agricultural,   lo^^^'^^ZT^   ^   ^ 

ss^sx^jj^'^r a°nfdv^r,s j1?1;- Ifc is repiete with 
«ination that enabled vi.tnM J„    7^ !    ,       ' sPeclal fountaiahead of deter- 

that Should  lead  t„a ^V^ t^p«^.'.^.^^??^.';.. 

tribution.     Inflation is devefo^L I     '     * T meanS'   in Produ^Ion and  dis- 
Rationed allocation remains  tip^rf beCaUS\of  the  shortage of most commodities, 
workers and  the millta"y ^ °f 8U«,1>rln8  ^borers,   office 
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The critical* of appraisal, too, is approprU» £ «£ «'£"™  a°b <„»* 
situation. The weakness of the -f'«1"1 „f* "^J po nion in " nomber e£ 
prodoetivity "M^^ e weaken n of ee .,- Po^r ^ ^^ m 

noted in party documents. 

Te see the problems, speak frankly ahont the» and^^X^^ 
is the position of Vietnamese commonrsts, the only P°»""°; P socialism 

taining strong party anthority in the P"»enV/^menl when h"ge a„„„„ts of 

is experiencing» ^S*.»^va'tf «chants^.STdLU and 

enemy can be overcome only by an adjusted "ono'.rc J^1^*™,..,, Literal and 

ability. 

there is a proverb in the East,   gallop on a ^-^/ÄiS^tK^T^ 
The Vietnamese comrades kidded me:     ^en days tor aii ^ anvthing dear- 

slue during a minimum of  time.     A day was allotted  to Haiphong. 

The highway  leading to Haiphong  is cut snugly into  the rice fijldj.     dry 

roadythongh it is Known that the e,u pment ex    t      n the        -W      „^  i 
it-  praduallv  is  becoming more plentiful,     Jjuppiyms   uw „„„,,•„ 

Witnr;dachinyery is a  long ™* ^J~ J^^k oHrodu^ivity and 
reforms  are having a more noticeable effect on the S£    phong cooperatives,   the 
commodity production output      T ey    old me ^^^P      ^J permitted 

tiC:j"theh ro^e oo^/above assignments on - open-Uet      To ,„- 
erate  initiative and enterprise,   turn them in the Pr?£J d£e^£  the most 
control over  their  social and economic consequences-This  is  one 
important and difficult tasks. 

-me «AT tZppZ&tZ^^ 
ammunition,   industrial  equipment and medicines    raw material an 

s ^e^irt-Änr^r: ?>r£fror£trsr £.the 
SSrS'^Sr^SSt^r^l 2 =E£ - conntry with 
all the necessities. 
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^',^WOrkr °f„the
c
c

u
ity  S°Viet'S dePartment of external relations, showed us 

the^city and port.  She studied in Dnepropetrovsk, and speaks Russian fa'ly 

worklo'af^Lin exolXT ^    ^ ?" °ne ^"^ ls Unable to handl* the 
7M 4 A\   I      explained.  We drove along a levee in a scorching hot Inturist 

11 a^o nm nlS»i^s
i0
a

n f" '^f r*"1 ^ ^™^*'     ^ere wa!"J! all around.  It s a long way to the sea.  Look, there's a ship on the ocean 
And this water on the left is shrimp plantations, on the right--rice  ?here* 

5Z  plInTiVfoVt^ T alS° WiU bG rlCe-  ™S 1S a «P-ial shrub   ' 
they cut it down Z °,l        T  ^"V" °rder t0 enrich the Soi1' Afterwards they cut it down, and then rice can be planted. And, in addition, it is olan- 
ned to create an international tourist complex here." P 

After this brief sally into the zone of future extensive construction, „e set 

lit it*  PayTa     t0 tHe Haiph°ng branCh °f the Vietnamese-Soviet Fr endship 
Society.  They treated us to puckery-sour green tea, told us unhurriedly about 

tteribL°19
af bllC? S Pr°blems' and reminisced about the - r-ZlJZl 

I couldn't hold back, and told our comrades that it had disturbed me an hour 

stockL  T   ?Ued ar°Und the Halph0ng market-  The ma^et is abundantly 
clothing shoes  /  **"•  VGgetables and ^^  to all kinds of haberdashery, 
clothing, shoes and spare parts for Japanese motorcycles.  The Roods are of 
Vietnamese manufacture, both industrial and hand-crlfted, imported and partlv 

•TV°AnRM?"aL;edAnd ;?1Ue deni:,JaCket' Wlth ^ la^>   bright lexers'   7 U. S. ARMY sewed on it on one side of the breast, upset me.  We walked a lit- 
tle farther and saw clusters of various running shoes hung on a string and 

ttZTlu   h 
g,  n°"rd a forelgner' b*S- to extoll the merchandise'with three English words:  "America—number one!" 

"You say this disturbed you.  Others find harsher words.  This disturbs us 

d'rivTf y'„t°°'   °UT&eS US>  and AmeTiCa"'first class' and «U S Irmy' 
drive us wild....  The point is not at all that „e have begun to forget about 

natiolTCayg8rSOrS CrimeS'  And U is not that Haiphong is an Inter- 
national port and more strongly subject to undesirable influences from abroad. 

the marked the on'l  l^T™  Jacket~this is one of the manifestations of 
the market, the onslaught of petty-bourgeois and bourgeois elements.  This 

•U S Ar!'0" * <* l^f ^ *  admin"trative and8 educatioT measures. 
US Army on a jacket is, if you will, a more dangerous adversary, in a 

certain sense, than the U. S. Army, which „e warred against and overcame  War 

. re deifficultUt ' tUt n0t I*6 m°St difflCUlt bUSineS-  Ifc I« consid"ably 
fronfJ  I       \to score a victory in peacetime on economic and political 
fronts, where hostile class forces, economic backwardness, and our very own 
mistakes, disorganization and incompetence in work resist us." 

All the Vietnamese I met, whether writers, journalists or partv workers were 
more inclined to stress their problems than conceal them, ^his is a v^v val- 
uable trait if one bears in mind that there really is plenty of »rotlZl.     At 
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■i-W»  Vietnamese are full of optimism:  In recent years, certain 

SSI: sBsn STMKSäS "-■• 
losses due to last year's natural disaster. 

Southeast Asia.  For Vietnam, this ^fTZ\tToo,  cont nge'ln Cambodia 
its northern border, second  the nee to k e J^J^^.. of the world, 
and, finally, an unsettled state of 'J1*"0™   fAssociation of Southeast 

ment is slowed because of the continuing attempts to is°*fe ^f^ defense. 

EAST- SFSä: s s^sr^Ss: ™™ 
presence there. 

This reason is Pol Pot and the Pol-Potites  ^"Äffi the'cam- 

oareW having succeeded in driving out the Americans.  Finally, »*" £%lefc- 
crimes of the Pol-Potites became unbearable, Cambodian patriots and the Viet 
namese, by joint efforts; threw them out of Cambodia. 

„t unfortunate!,, - t. ^^l^Z^ll the ^^%£™ 

:iiv«:"ir:r»u°ir„:: zi.-;»--,>r"-raha"been 
included in the 'Koalition government" headed by Prince Sihanouk. 

Along the road frc Haiphong to Hanoi, ».^^^jti.^SU- 

ä^/S'ä'S vzj^?&»r^5"°h as him "a"alt" ing work").  He had served for two years in Cambodia. 

[Merinovl  In the West, they write that among the Cambodians a hostile attitude 
toward the Vietnamese has been formed historically.... 

[Tuan] Nonsense.  They get along well with the yf«^^„^^.^tn;- 
ions bordering on Thailand, in the jungles, are there actually tribes with un 
friendly attitudes, andren that is due to the Pol Pot propaganda:  A 

Vietnamese is an enemy!" 

[Merinov]  What is the people's attitude toward the Pol-Potites? 
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[Tuan]  They hate them.  And they fear them.  And I, in general, understand 

Lnn'r f  7 r:,n0t C°^rdS-  They are °rdinar^ v«y P«ceful people" Sey cannot forget the terrible brutalities of the Pol-Potites. 

[Merinov]  What do they say about Sihanouk? 

rlctl! ««; Zny  Ha^f a falrly g°0d attltUde t0Ward him' y°u kno».  More cor- rectly, not toward him, but toward the time when he ruled, when there were no 
American bombings, no Lon Nol and no Pol Pot.  You live through that nightmare 

orohir niUi1Ve8' kiUed Wlth h0eS' and f°r y°U' t0°' Sihanouk's times     ' 
literal  w n "ep

rem?mbered " ^T" °n earth"  A"d Sihan°Uk was not landed later on with the crimes against the people.  His own family suffered at the 
hands of the the Pol-Potites.  They killed his children and'grandchildren^!. 

[Merinov]  But now he collaborates with the Pol-Potites and shelters them.... 

Sihanouk1^'^ & ****  "f11"0"'  We know how fchey »quabble among themselves. 
Sihanouk-He s the cover, the mask.  They depend on Pol Pot, and only on him. 

tpnM ^ fT6r S°J
ldier and fUtUrG m°tor-vehicle driver (He has such an in- 

tTs       rLTtt ^T"/'   fnd eVery°ne ln Phn°m Penh and Hano1 understands this.  They have a united, clear-cut and firm position:  No settlement of is- 

rLrtiT'M WSth CanVb0dla 1S P°SSible S° lon* aS Pol-Potites have a claim 
to participation in such settlement.  They are outlaws.  Their sponsors need, 

insofar'* und?"tanJ this, and "ek other, wiser and more honorable ways, 
Laos and C K ! * «««ting their authority in Indochina. Vietnam,' 
Laos and Cambodia already have proved that they do not wish to be, and will 

Tlrt.V a TnL influe*ce" for any power whatsoever. They do not accept 
dictates and attempts to "teach lessons" to them, but are ready to respond to 
any constructive proposals not infringing upon their sovereignty and dignity 

doe nor PP 7 6 6T t0 the Cambodian Problem"; although such a problem 
does not, in fact, exist, and there is only the problem of the Pol-Potites* 
liquidation:  military, political and moral liquidation. 

e;;nin^tUThedVot5,iT^la^t^ ^T^  ^ Clanmy darkneSS °f a SOUth«n winter 
Z1A*A'       .t    , 8   °ke the darkness with horn and headlights, and, on the 
U?J J^'Mthe kerosfne lamPs of street vendors sparkled like fireflies.  I 
uloilnt    JÜ/J'7 "^"»»"r»* *« one m°re day filled with work and concern. 
Hanoians Haiphongians and all the Vietnamese took one more step forward that 
day-a step toward peace, prosperity and socialism. 

12319 
CSO:  1807/383 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

HIGH PURCHASING PRICES FOR EXPORTABLE GARLIC SET 

Nam Dinh HA NAM NINH in Vietnamese 10 May 85 pp 1, 4 

[Article:  "Notice on Purchase of Garlic for Export"] 

[Text] During the 1984-1985 planting season, cooperatives throughout the 
Province grew garlic for export. However, heavy damage caused by storm No 9 
and subsequent lingering cold waves had had a great impact on crop yield and 
quality  inan effort to protect the interests of producers and compensate 

2hemlor daLges caused by'natural calamities while «^£^n2.T*- 
development of winter crops for export m the years to come, the Federated Ex 
port Corporation issued the following natice: 

«Temporarily put off until the 1985-1986 winter season the collection of 
trarlic strains previously lent to cooperatives for planting. 
^Purcha e all Lnds of "garlic, meeting or not meeting export standards, grown 
by agriculutral cooperatives and cooperative member families during the 1984 

1985 winter season, at the following prices: 

1  Class 1 sarlic meeting export standards: diameter larger than 2.2 cm, 
deal,  with Kem measuring! 2 cm.  Price: 18 dong per kg. .Tpr I kg of garlic 
sold! the farmer can buy 0.9 kg of nitrate fertilizer at 7.5 dong per kg. 

2.  Classes 2 and 3 garlic not meeting export standards:  small cloves can be 
sold- must be clean and with stems measuring 2 cm.  Price: 15 dong per kg.  For 
1 kg of garlic sold, the farmer can buy 0.3 kg of nitrate fertilizer at 7.5 

per kg. 

These prices, higher than those in a number of localities, were set with a view 
to bringing relief to disaster areas. Cooperative members duly registered for 
garlic planting may sell their produce to production units and agricultural 
cooperatives, which are linked by contract to district, «^ ™l"2£r 
foreign trade corporations. The state will not purchase garlic from either 

individuals or private merchants. 

Garlic will be purchased through 5 June. 

9213 
CSO: 4209/579 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

INCREASE IN SHRIMP FISHING, EXPORT NOTED 

Nam Dinh HA NAM NINH in Vietnamese 14 May 85 p 2 

[Article by Hoai Hai, Marine Products Service: »Shrimp Production and Export»] 

sL^Lh^^^^or'^t^ed1^: n'eTtectio0' T7  *" ^  the *™^« 
which can be handled by a single boa!      ^   «*ee-layer net fishing, 

y  * single Doat or raft, engaged m seasonal production. 

Following selection these tit Ti,r       l"?S      r°Ugh the thr«-l«y« net method, 
(including 65 pereent of 1»^! d;Strlfs «Ported 9,840 kgs of raw shrimp 

rear's plan, 'anlTLIe sT f *T han" JÄc^T" *° r""1 °£ the 
last year, with 5 340 k<ri x..,m ™,  "?",5™ percent over the same period 
Hal „an, „ith «.Ä^LESJ'S pe^nt?"   ""*" °f "" Pl" *il« 

SIöä
1
 öl r.Äss.s °0

f r rhish rm- for i-"««. »> by  it. P deilvered  to  the  frozen shrimp factory  is  accepted 

Nevertheless,   the above  results do not  fullv rPfl0,r  ^     * 
our province's capabilities of catchin/^   • T    ,   & faCtS'  esPeci*Hy 
Currently,   only six cooperatives  and  «1 T? "? Collectin8 it  for export. 

pnrchases stin lack ^^^^0 aPttr:crl«8„atrorthchapr8:dUcft:hri- 

inrtoh:„0err
arJuf„e

thLv°rhePgUu„Sr„a5r-dthe Salt-at"  Shri^ ■-« is '»- 
the main catch-a    "o^r^"^ toTper^r."1" SP°' -"-> » 

^rL-^ä^T^r^r^rlr^J^tCr^L-faf0"1^  " ^ "' "^ 
chasing points along fishing piers    „here« other fkenH,^ "^ ""^ PUr" 
regularly organic Heating U^in.'.^jriL'ir^^SL'^ur. 
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and diligently shipped shrimp back to their processing factories. They have 
also carried out suitable policies toward producers, especially private 
shrimpers and seasonal production units operating from agricultural and salt- 
making cooperatives located in coastal areas. Our shrimp prices have been 
raised, but not yet satisfactorily—for example, 250 dong per kg of Class 1 
yellow shrimp and 120 dong per kg of Class 1 spot shrimp. These prices are 
still lower than the ones offered by the above floating stations. 

We suggest that the province issue regulations banning the marine product 
trade in markets inside its territory and putting an end to instances of 
fierce and disorderly competition apt to raise prices and disrupt the market- 
place, while paying attention to educating producers about their obligations 
to contribute to building the local economy and to stimulating them to rise 

to the occasion. 

9213 
CSO:  4209/579 
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JPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

ECONOMIC PLANNING, TRADE AND FINANCE 

MARINE PRODUCTS BUSINESS ANALYZED, HARSHLY CRITICIZED 

Hanoi DAI DOAN KET in Vietnamese 22 May, 5 June, 3 Jul 85 

[Article by Thai Duy:  »Management Recapitulation Conference of the National 
Marine Products Import-Export; The Laughs and Tears of the Business»] 
[22 May 85 pp 5, 11] 

[Text] 1. The Only Request: Legality 

The final management report about the national marine products export- 
import system had 35 pages and was presented by Deputy Minister Nguyen Hong 
£?«.???  %?f  ! feaProdex Vletnam Marine Products Export-Import.  It ? 
faithfully reflected 4 years of groping and successfully escaping from a 
stalemate situation and from business losses. Toward its end, the report 
indicated that it is only hoped that "the state be unanimous and systemize 
the optimum use of the whole sector to put an end to experiments, illegal 
practices, and begging for favors." B 

Why was the marine products sector, which brought in for the state in the 
most difficult conditions, an amount of foreign currency unequaled by any 

fForri985t0^ "V**/S°? ±tS ^^ S°UrCeS °f material SUPPlies and money? 
loan J" i i^J

es5lmated income ln foreign currency was 10 times that of 
J.SÖU.) Why did the sector not recommend a medal award like any other 

tX°l^  mere1^ TqUeSt y*ality"  to Put «» «id soon to discrimination, rule breaking, and intrigue? 

From a bureaucratic and overbearing regime to a system of socialist 
accounting and business, experiments (also known as test operations) are an 
extremely necessary initial step that cannot be overlooked because of our 
dramatic lack of experience in production and business, and before a new 
management structure is officially instated by the state. Testing a new 
structure must always go through a complex and difficult period in which 
industrious and sensitive cadres and party members who try to get rid of 
the old way of doing business face scores of hardships and worries. Pretty 
large numbers of conservative elements still cling to their bureaucratic 
and overbearing habits and hold firmly to legal policies, laws and regu- 
lations to fight and hamper localities and units in their efforts to expand 
production activities. Those who are shifting to the new way of doing 
business are still in their experimentation period and not protected because 
of lack of adequate policies, laws and regulations. The most they can obtain 
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is lip service instead of firm commitments. They have no other ways than 
convincing, begging, sometimes cajoling, flattering, and getting into favor 
with functional and synthesized agencies to get support or at least, to be 
ignored on purpose so that the new structure can continue to be implemented. 

A comrade in the Seaprodex Marine Products Export-Import Corp was delighted 
when he heard me relate the conference of the three agriculture, fis^ries 
and forestry sectors convened by the party secretariat in Danang in 1985 
where party leaders appealed to localities not to wait for material supplies 
and money from the central government, but develop production instead with 
capital raised by their own labor, land, forests and sea, and look for a 
structure appropriate to local conditions and to their own units. With tears 
welling up in his eyes and in a strangled voice, he told me: 

"In the last 4 years, our corporation has been going this way. We discon- 
tinued our dependence on higher echelons in the matter of capital and we 
raised our own. Moreover, we turned in.for the central and local budgets 
much more money in Vietnamese currency and in dollars than during the 
bureaucratic period. If a few agencies were not that overbearing and made 
our lives easier, we would be able to make more money." 

Once, when meeting with a party leader, I shared with him all my sincere 
thoughts. If the old way of doing business persists, state money poured 
into the marine products sector would not be different from pouring it into 
a bottomless container.  Cadres and party members with any scruples cannot 
stay as onlookers and must rush into their sector to save it from a 
catastrophe.  Obviously, difficulties are immense but those causing most 
headache come from our own system.  The nondoers or those who keep their 
bureaucratic and overbearing habits are in high positions, have authority, 
yet their views are limited and they are scared by any kind of change, lest 
they have to make decisions on transferring one or another element of their 
production and business units to the new structure. I told the party leader 
that some friends and I have followed the party for so many years, and that 
in these few years near the end of our lives, reverting to the new way ot 
doing business made our hair turn grey the fastest.  A comrade asked me, 
"Why didn't you use your concrete achievements to convince those comrades 
who still believe in the old structure and why did you humiliate yourself 
with begging and imploring?" I said respectfully, "It is extremely diffi- 
cult, because it is already hard to change the mind of your equal or of a 
backward subordinate, but it is even harder to convince a person positioned 
higher than yourself and moreover, one who has a certain high educational 
level. Not everybody has an open mind to his subordinate. 

The official related one of his most tense encounters that should have not 
happened. The year 1981 was the first year his corporation implemented the 
new formula, "Self-Planning, Self-Procurement, Self-Payment of Dues and>got 
better results than in 1979 and 1980. At yearend, the corporation organized 
an affair to recapitulate the business and at the very moment the director 
read the annual report, a flash telegram came with an order to close down 
the corporation.  By then, the corporation was doing business totally with 
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self-procured capital and as a consequence of the closing order, no foreign 
currency was available to pay its debts. The news came upon the business 
like a thunderbolt and did not tolerate any delay. He handed the telegram 

even £, H   IT"0"'  ^  la"er' Wh° had Mgh blood Press-e, could not even stand on his own feet after reading the message. He ordered a recess 

Kid t^re?°rtlr??1
i?h h3d been read half"-y to thf deputy director and  ' 

ttt'r^tl/t g Ut    Pl6aSe continue th* recapitulation for me." He 
, n  

ired t0 rf <?er hls senses a"d immediately drafted a message seeking 
JT«ll      \   °f/he Cl°Sing °rder- Fortunately, a comrade depufy prime 
to operate!  V6n    * tlmely "^ Ü° all°W the «*P°™tlon to continue 

The representative of the Nghe Tinh marine products department stated that 
Jn the LT*V  SleeP/e11 durinS the years his business was in the red. But 
,t  B

aSt,2 ye!r?I aft6r the corPorati™ implemented the formula, 
Jui«      7  ?8' Self-Procurement> Self-Payment of Dues," and made over $1 
SÜiSü'    Tam&  ?? °bJeCt °f rePeated investigations and audits, and an 
problems to M SUSpl,cion Prevailed'  Ironically, making money attracted more problems to his own detriment. 

The Nha Trang Frozen Food Enterprise established connections with coastal 
marine products corporations to join capital for investments in boats, nets 
icemaking installations and on-the-spot maintenance equipment in order to 
develop production and to get hold of raw materials for the manufacturing 
of exported products. After 3 years of connection, there was a visible 
increase in exported products and especially in 1984, the enterprise 
generated an income of $1.62 million, doubling the dollar amount made in 

I*       *£" 7    ?r l&  director makin8 that ™ch money should have been happy 
and enthusiastic when reporting his outstanding achievements before the 
conference but he spoke with a strangled voice and at times, cried. Now 

lZLljeaTt°l  T' haVing 8°ne thr0Ugh two resistances, his morale had 
always been high, irrespective of hardships. But in only a few years of 
reverting to the new way of doing business, fighting overbearing style, he 
ironically found himself facing a situation in which he had to sit down and 
respond to certain cadres who were investigating his demerits and who con- 
sidered him a corrupt element. 

At the conference, I happened to meet Comrade Nguyen Tien Trinh, Minister 
of Marine Products. I asked him:  "DAI DOAN KET has run an article 
commending the new structure of the marine products sector recalling the 
vicissitudes and bitterness it had gone through. Was there anything 
excessive?" J 6 

The minister laughed and quickly said: 

"Nothing excessive. Everything was true. We were very patient in past 
years. I always reminded my friends in the sector to hold on and keep 
going. Through deeds and concrete results, we will demonstrate that the 

^IT/ *      7  bu*lness ±s correct ln or***  to secure the consensus of everybody involved." 
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Like any other new ideas, the formula "Self-Planning, Self-Procurment, 
Self-Payment of Dues" of the marines products export-import corporation was 
not immune to attacks and criticism from all over. Pros and cons abounded 
and those party members who had initiated the formula might have given up if 
their.nerves were not strong enough. Barely a year after reverting to the 
new business system, the marine products sector completed its plan and the 
amount of foreign currency it earned surpassed by far the previous year's 
income. Yet, it was still bad-mouthed as "sheer luck." At the end of^the 
second year, its achievements were remarkable and it could stamp out its 
own downfall. Nevertheless, when the leaders of the corporation came to 
the ministry for a meeting, they sometimes had to wait a long time in the 
lobby like everybody else.  Seaprodex Corp made a linkage with the Thanh 
Cong Textile Enterprise, put to use their strong foreign currency cycle to 
the optimum in order to import more raw materials for production. Yet, they 
were occasionally accused as "illegal traders, public smugglers." People 
with moral courage who supported the new structure did so openly, but certain 
other, noncommittal ones, stayed quiet or only tacitly defended those 
courageous comrades who bore the brunt of diversity. Obviously there were 
people who only waited for the new structure to fail as in the case of the 
Con Dao State Fisheries headed by Comrade Nam Ve, in order to demonstrate 
that their conservative viewpoint was correct.  At the end of the third 
year, foreign currency earnings alone of the corporation quintupled the 1980 
income. Failing to present an award seemed weird, therefore, a certificate 
of commendation was given. A newsman happened to attend medal-giving cere- 
monies at certain enterprises, one of which had income similar to Seaprodex 
Corp. With a technician of the latter, he wondered why the corporation was 
not given a medal. The comrade technician replied very seriously: "Dear 
comrade, making a lot of money for the state is not necessarily a^standard 
for evaluating the quality and efficiency of a person or a group." 

At the conference, the director of the Thanh Cong Textile Enterprise spoke 
about the linkage process with Seaprodex Corp for the best interests of both 
businesses. On the textile side, thousands of additional jobs were created 
and owing to the import of synthetic fibers, millions of meters of high- 
quality fabrics were manufactured. He related a funny story that we must 
remember in order to strengthen our resolve to get rid, as soon as possible, 
of bureaucratic and overbearing attitudes. At one time, the Thang Cong 
Textile Enterprise was given a medal while its business was in decline. How 
could it be? The director immediately inquired with the sector leadership 
and got this answer: "Among the sector's ebbing enterprises, the Thang Cong 
Textile is the least ebbing one; therefore, it deserves a medal." 

It was not until the fourth year (1984) that Seaprodex Corp was awarded the 
Second-Class Medal of Labor. 

Looking at the way Seaprodex was rewarded, a certain boisterous person made 
this comparison that may be true in afterthought: "The country is like a 
poor family with many children. Those who are diligent and resourceful, 
who love their parents, make money and save it to support the family are 
sometimes ill-treated, while those who do not work hard and fool around are 
pampered and lauded." 
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[5 Jun 85 p 10] 

[Text]  2.  Cut Into Pieces, Pierced Through the Entrails 

tnTwhnlTL^r*15  f marlne Pr°dUCtS iS 3 large-«cale business encompassing 
the whole country.  It consists of 40 freezing plants and an elaborate 
system of warehouses, transportation vehicles and cargo ships.  It has 
linkages with localities and other units specialized export and import 

fes^lsPri°0UOOO-f ItS lab°; f°rCe COmPrlSeS —^ 2°>000  «P°« pro- fessionals, 10 000 frozen product manufacturing workers and other types 
jLfl;""e W0^kerS' aJ°°8 with 20>000 fi^ery workers participating in 

' rfdln?' penance and manufacturing.  Its export products 
include shrimp, laminaria, squid and fish. 

■( 

ruSvint?J98i'/hK Trine Pr°dUCtS SeCt°r WaS decadent and near bank- 
• ™e state budget was unable to support a sector that experienced 

1  f ?S-yr ln,year °Ut) and n° lonSer Prided a balanced 
and for tC  JT 7*? ^T  necessary for the etching of marine products 
TJZ      J manufacturing of export products. Why those continuous losses 
that brought the sector to the brink of bankruptcy? Was the cause unknown 
because no recapitulation was made? Or was it because the sea's supply of 
shrimp and fish was exhausted or because of lack of' know-how in doing 

iTrtT    A     Y TUld glVe 3 Stralght anSW6r-  There was no recapitulation 
did no; f^HirS J* UnuSUal.^ln8s happened, such as negative people who 
did not fulfill their responsibilities got pay raises and were promoted.  In 
Si«?1^ £°mrad\Nam Ve' Erector of the Con Dao State Fisheries was 
lambasted and besmirched just because of the inevitable shortcomings of a 
vanguard who dared open a breach against the fortress of the bureaucratic 
and overbearing system. Yet, he was the same man who was lauded as "one 
who shook the seas and rivers and achieved extraordinary feats" by Comrade 
Pham Van Dong.  At about the same time, Marine Products Deputy Minister 
H.Q. Hoa a leader who went to the very grassroots, one who sailed for 
months aboard fishing boats just to be close to the real workers, was 
disciplined and about to be brought to court. His mistakes, if any, were 
far less serious than those of a certain number of cadres who dodged their 
responsibilities, sat idle to watch the marine products sector falling into 
decay and more important, created countless impediments for other cadres 
who had courageously tried to eliminate the bureaucratic and overbearing 
structure from the marine products sector. Seaprodex Corp abjectly accepted 
to_survive m total abandonment.  For an economic-technical sector whose 
major portion of material supplies depended on foreign markets and was 
abruptly severed, it was a dramatic situation of life and death. Should 
failure be taken with resignation, letting the sector's downfall continue 
irreversibly to bankruptcy, or should the oversized challenges be daringly 
accepted? Conceding defeat and dismantling the corporation would not cause 
anybody to lose his pay or his position, because all losses would be 
incurred by the party and the state.  But accepting the challenges to bring 
the sector away from its sluggishness and decay was seen by everybody as a 
course of action with scores of difficulties and hindrances in store and 
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the risk of easily losing one's salary and job. A search for a new way of 
doing business was started and it may be said that a group of active and 
brave cadres, workers and employees of the marine products sector has 
written a glorious page of its history. The leading men in this search were 
communist party members who had gone through two resistances. They adroitly 
made their way through many obstacles set up by the cumbersome, overbearing 
mechanism to protect the new way of doing business to the end. 

Four years of experimentation in exports and imports was a true bridgehead. 
In 1984 alone, the sector doubled the marine products export objective set 
for 1985 and brought in an income in foreign currency subsequently used as 
capital for the construction of physical and technical installations, 
equipping and replacing 2,000 hydropropellers, building over 1,000 boats, 
and expanding 25,000 additional hectares of shrimp-breeding grounds. 
Branches of Seaprodex Corp in Danang and Hanoi closely cooperated with 
local marine products fishing and breeding units for a bold investment of 
means, machines and fishing apparatus for fishermen, and were appreciated 
as places to lean on for production development. The Thanh Loi Corp for 
Exploitation, Manufacturing and Export of Marine Products in Danang closely 
connected with the Danang Seaprodex Branch, set aside an amount of dollars 
to buy a set of high-pressure mercury lamps for Danang, bought commodities 
and exchanged reserve rice for Danang, and participated in the construction 
of Con Market. Especially in the North, after years of inertia compared 
with provinces in the South, 1984 saw a reemergence of the marine products 
sector with such a speed that upset all export previsions for the marginal 
potentialities of northern provinces. In 1984, the North's shrimp export 
earned an income in dollars six times that of 1981.  The Hanoi Marine 
Products Export Branch alone turned in to the foreign currency fund 
$897,450. The Cua Hoi, Nghe Tinh Province, Frozen Products Enterprise 
delivered 27 million dong to the provincial budget, and the Lach Truong, 
Thanh Hoa Province, Frozen Products Enterprise made a profit of 30 million 
dong. Speaking before the conference about the causes of that upturn, the 
comrade deputy director of Seaprodex, manager of the Hanoi Marine Products 
Export Branch, indicated:  "A new and correct management structure is strong 
enough to bring about great success despite difficulties such as those _ 
experienced by provinces in the North." At the conference, representatives 
inside and outside the marine products sector unanimously accepted the 
formula, "Self-Planning, Self-Procurement, Self-Payment of Dues as one 
with high economic efficiency contributing to the industrialization of the 
fishing trade. Lessons learned from 4 years of experimentation of the 
marine products new structure are very useful and practical for many other 
sectors. This example may be pointed out: Since 1981, the "Self-Planning, 
Self-Procurement, Self-Payment of Dues" formula has created a longitudinal 
linkage in the whole sector and from all systems, formed a model of 
connected and interrelated production organization. From the investment 
component to exploitation, breeding, purchasing, manufacturing and export, 
a united production entity was created and linked to marketing, and the^ 
national market was linked to the international market. This organizational 
structure is completely different from the old one which used to be tightly 
compartmented: the production branch knew nothing else but production; 
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neither did purchasing; export was done separately, and so was import- 

ITrT  M8 WaS S6Pa,rate Snd aS lnStances> exP°rt oerati s  d     ' 
receivables were taken care by the bank, while the import of raw materials 
and material supplies for the fishing trade was the responsibility of 
another sector that knew nothing about the fishing trade. This wL the 
principal cause pushing the marine products secto? toward bankruptcy  In 
production and business, certain components make money while other Le 
Therefore, linkages and interrelations make it possible for various 

nwT^Ü t0 TP°" °ne an°ther and ensure mutual compensation.  Cut into 
pieces the production component that directly makes products used to be 
miserable, could at best make ends meet, and had to sell its products at 
official prices, many times lower than market prices, while the purchasine 

:iypr:nrDuiidrk:5din?-comrnents were the ™f*™^«™ -d zT^it money and build additional premises without much toiling. That is the 
being someone's cat's paw" syndrome, a negative phenomenon still commonly 

thTa I?8 X? ,lndUfria1' f°reStry and a8ri^ltural production, and aTsoll 
the cultural domain and in a quite large class of intermediaries who speak 

wo°rker^an 2      *"* T^ **?  llv±n8 3t the 6*PenSe °f mental «>d manual workers  Wherever hard work is needed and hardship endured, they are seldom 

?ntoethe c* Wh!!!.lnterT
ests and P'ofit are at stake, they piunge'head first 

into the competition.  I would like to cite an example shared with me by 
almost every leader of production and business outfits I ran into: 

At present, in almost all localities, production and business units partici- 

IhX^nT^lt'•  Manufa?tured Products need not only be of high quality, but 
their look, their wrapping must be more attractive, and both their contents 
and appearance must gradually adapt to each foreign market and to the taste 
of each type of customer.  Cadres directly leading production and business 
and other professionals or highly skilled cadres in the business profession 
badly need to stay close to foreign markets and must go to countries in our 
camp or to capitalist countries to learn about them and about us. Heedless- 
ness and inexperience as it is currently observed in production and business 
cause the annual loss of a nonnegligible amount of foreign currencies." 

Directors of certain businesses making leather shoes for export told me: 
Sometimes, we were not the persons sent abroad to advertise, to study the 

most attractive shoe patterns or to buy accessories and machines for our 
plants but cadres from higher echelons who knew nothing about shoemaking 
or at best had rudimentary knowledge about the trade, were sent instead." 

The director of a paper plant airily criticized me: "At long last, you have 
written something about the negative aspects that created difficulties for 
production and business.  But why you still didn't take it an extremely 
absurd situation which directly affects production, business and export- 
import to the media: a number of cadres, with too little knowledge about 
production and business were usually sent abroad on behalf of plants 
enterprises, sectors and trades, to seek new markets and new clientele. 
They didn t buy machines and material supplies needed and, on the contrary 
bought certain accessories that could not be used. The actual service they 
rendered production and business was minimal." 
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Meeting a director general of a federation of enterprises^comprising pro- 
duction and businesf units both in the South and the North, I "ted »bout 
the above situation. Said he: »Everybody knows that's unreasonable but 
overcoming such a difficulty is no sinecure. At any rate, I would like 
to suggest to you that some responsible comrades have seen the deep origin 
of tits  vicious situation. A comrade stated that it was a negative aspect 
that obviously took place under the bureaucratic and overbearing period. 
For so many years, nobody paid any attention to whether or not a business 
was profitable! Losses were commonplace and those who caused them were 
Sill promoted and rewarded when they had enough seniority^ when the 
occasion arose. For this very reason, when we wanted to^"^then the 
leadership of production and business units and of departments in charge 
it sectors and trades, we used to assign cadres with adequate political 
status or "purely political cadres," who had no knowledge about the sector 
or trade but who were to occupy management positions. In many instances, 
when anointing people to go abroad for production and business purposes 
Estate ^defining »quality cadres" was using the 1«"^™^* 
and overbearing concept, political class, background and rank instead of 
talent and know-how in production and business. International fairs, large 
Sibitions in foreign countries are actual learning ^centers to^troduce 

new merchandise, new machines and new ways of ^»^f^en^ 2 various 
mpetine places for production and business experts and talents in various 
domain^ Some countries spend millions of dollars to send ab road hundreds 
of cadres with high technical skills capable of catching the best and the 
most attractive features for application in their o-ntr es  It 
„m- w^te it is "using a small bait to catch a large fish, a way to 
inveltig^e the world newest inventions and to find ^^-^^Sc« 
lilt?      Looking at ourselves, there is almost no change. In many instances, 
a couple of comrades with rudimentary professional skills were sent to 
International fairs and exhibitions like tourists. They were unable to 
lilrn anything new or better, as a certain comrade honestly conceded he 
nad ^completely confused and lost by the ^e-daz.ling new machines 
and experiments and unable to learn anything at all. I haven t yet taiKea 
about other cadres who could see new and better things that we could learn 

about, but dared not make an honest report: f*^^*?^ 
»i-hnse thines are from capitalist countries," and, I must keep J^^ 
l^n» ana" Pretended "unswerving faithfulness" with the hope that their 

tt organisation! and »as but a form of authoritarianism and extortion. 

and trades or know just a little about them. 

„-. . MTo it true,  that a federation of enterprises 
LSlour/norri/reof;» sendee aoroad but probabl. Hasto gate 
Permanent representatives in foreign conntries m order to follow prree 

fluctuations and market needs?" 
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The comrade replied:  "That's being recommended. If this materially « 
federation of enterprises will foot the hilie  u       materializes, our 
we have to deal with to obtain rhl S+Z J However» the agencies that 
time to study thfquestion'"     a^horization said that they needed more 

[3 Jul 85 p 6] 

[Text] 3. The Human Factor Is Still Decisive 

In his concluding remarks, Comrade Vu Dinh Lieu, on behalf of the fonnMI „f 

LMOIT' %treSSed the Stance of the recapitulation conferenc^of the 
conductLmSr>,Pr UCJS manafement Structure> which had been carefuHy 
agencies  Seminars l£l  £ l0C31 ^^ *"*  dePa"ments, and ministry 

^z:^^z^^ ■«•-*• -- p— oV-biii. 

By'tireld^f llloCti:e °f T maT,±n* Pr°dUCtS SeCt°r ls extreraely i-portant: 
Ite^LTdolLrTLlt^fs: en ^^^Tü? ^ 

by the state^rthe^ ^ * ™»***« depends^arJy'offi    f['^T 
£a2eYon1o^o^ 

^hVe:e 3TtlaoTfi:    ^"^Ä Tpreslt^ * ^4 as far ao a  n«-*-i« ^£ F      worKerf    At present, we can go only 
™Jaf        ! m°re than one-half or two-thirds of that record      The 
catchMr    r S SeCt°r 8ti11 h3S mny i^tations:    The shrimp and fish catch is not commensurate with the rich DotPnM»nn00    -v      V      , 
ee^edlty la shrimp, and export p^cefarr^n1!^'  "" "^ ""^ "*"< 

A leading cadre stated at the conference:     "A certain cadre .» «,., M. 

S "rlghTwaf "LI tr T "ay ,f d
k
ln8 ^^"- andtertJrlha S„as tne right way.    Yet, he dared not give his support.    He'd better resign." 

All representatives welcomed this pronouncement but affirmed that such 

and wo irdreS are ?rlmar±ly"P^cupled "*«. maintaininTtheir positions 
and would never resign. . They are present everywhere in all sectors 

SSSS.'SiJ?CS1S!8- They T„ Tnin8 by natUre- SeeingetS'sub- ordinates shift to the new way of doing business without assurance of 
success, and while contradictory opinions still prevail, they act as on- 

faiisersthe-v izr* a™rrarof -**•"* - «« if ä: Je* u™ 
ceSainS IZrnlt rt "*  Unt°uched« If th^ *eel that the state would 
«S«? ^ PP?   th! ^ structure» they would dash out in a timely manner 
a new way ^f W ?' "**"?  Pr°Vld±^ *0od leadership without wSch a new way of doing business could never have been found. Again this ls 
another form of "being someone's cat's paw" phenomenon    8  ' 
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The recapitulation report pointed out a few problems that needed immediate 
^enS including the cadre issue that was closely followed by the 

conference. 

Four years have elapsed since our party issued the historic ^f^/ 
„f 1Q70  Seriously carrying out the party resolution, many cadres Mittea 
?Wr Realities and units to the new structure but some other still did the 
sä ting only in words! until now, everybody talk* about fighting bureau- 

Intlonceal forever the fundamental weaknesses of certain cadres  lack 
ofknowledge and aloofness sometimes added to arrogance make their minds 
easily harlened and unable to assimilate anything new. Two districts are 
easily naraeneaci  _ h people's gardens luxuriant with 

vented us from earning a large income in dollars for a long peri 

Yet many are forgotten or their lives are purposely made difficult.That 
xet, mduy ^^   & rpraoitulation conference of the marine 
13 r tf sector Tepresent;tives werriSinitely encouraged when the deputy products sector, representdLivco «» .     ^        bureau- 

bringinnSitiof th^te! srsrs^ s-—— - 
revolution. 
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The marine products sector's formula "Self-Piarm,n<r    cu r> 

skilS In f ngl^With a11 sorts of Professionals and able to improve their 
skills in investing money and chain-generating profits  TW ™ZZZ        Z 

«tSLr^o? the H°ptiTto 8radually ^™£*JFo™l^t£^a 
must be dealt witVat T?^ ^ ^   t0 SUPPO" Potion.    Losses ' 
^Lt      a defeats in war,  and indifference to business losses 
which has been common practice in past decades,  should no longer be tolerated 

L poLm\ muestabne :Statir °f^±ty and Capabillt^ feline8 and an^r'* lebponsiDie must be severely critin^pri anA i-n ~„„~ ~-c 

prlately punished in order thattTecono^ct hZuL bTgraouali/rTof 
those cadres that production and business units need to eaU "Ls'speclalists." 

4. Mandarin or Servant 

toZ^Mrtln/of rb™ tHe .SSUe °f Cadre tralnIn8 '" —^"Ctlon with the 

£    "£S~ntnartSed ÜSS ^^o„TÄ Ä 
tttlr„oC

rt„„„u:-sug
E^3tLe„:atlVeS at the COnfe"nCa ■**—«.«, „elcoLd 

Shortly after our party issued Resolution No 6 in 1979    cadre work ora,.„ai.„ 
revealed a severe fundamental weakness:    some cadres trained in various        Y 

national and international schools were too deeply affected by the old 
structure, were clammed up in old molds and models and were confused or lost 
when facing the new structure.    Worst,  certain others panicked with the new 
wave of change stemming from units. eW 

An innovative idea is like a burgeoning bud and needs  to be given timely 

izi::tijoiz:iuTa frcadres with a certain wi °f -StärSd theoretical knowledge are too reserved and hesitant, or willingly turned 
aThLfrwl

anythln8 neVnder the 8UlSe °f P-dence.' A certainone stated: 
There was no comment from the central government yet," or, "the party 

secretariat has not yet given the green light." They have lost their 
dynamism and creativeness, and consider themselves some sort of machinery 

Saring^n'inL::8/^111,^15^1^ 6Chel°nS' l0Sl^ * the Same tok" their" daring in independent thinking and acting. 

Cadres and party members at unit level are completely different  Thev 
understand the true meaning of socialism as a secretary oa provincial CPV 
committee puts it: "They are able to grasp the essence of socialism  There- 
fore, they need not wait for any leadership organization to push the button 
They would plunge in head first wherever there are productivity and results 

Sat ^,3sn;rir7iciip?b le ?f maklng money and profit'since ^ -d~ 
Many IZrtl    H   IT?7  ^^ Ü° Productivity, quality and effectiveness." 
?L    V    ^ ^ t0 a PrinclPle> ^ far too obsolete, which consists 
of waiting for resolutions and directives, drawing pictures writing speeches 
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then going out to talk about the letter and spirit of resolutions. Naturally, 
there is nothing wrong in doing so but first, our party requires each of us, 
with oir theoretical and technical skills, to stay close to units and from 
the way they evolve, learn the experience and lessons, or pull out issues 
that need further elaboration in order to contribute to the formulatxon of 

resolutions and directives. 

Under the bureaucratic and overbearing system, everybody waited for reso- 
lutions and directives from higher levels. Things went differently xn recent 
years! Directive No 100, Resolution No 6 of 1984, the Price Subsidy _ 
Resolution and the Food Coupon Elimination Resolutxon passed by the Exghth 
Plenum of the CPV Central Committee all stemmed from ideas from units and 
were formulated with the talents and intelligence of millions of people. 
Regardless of how good a resolution is, its correctness is only relative and 
it must be proven and gradually improved at the base unxts  Lxfe goes on 
under uncreasingly changing conditions and production and busxness, always in 
need of new and creative ideas, and demands new resolutions and new directives, 

The unit is the very place supplying facts and materials for Jhe formulation 
of resolutions. Strangely enough, for so many years, Wca^ ?^e *" 
off from units, and it may be said that many were completely detached from 
units! The f«Action of many synthesized agencies is to be the -rs andres 
of the leadership, and the bridges between realities xn unxts and the leader 
shin  But many cadres of those agencies rarely went to unxts. Their maxn 
sourcesTf information were conferences, but unfortunately -r confer^cea 
in general are low in quality, and reports presented are usually ^rtaxled 
and amputated, let alone those artifically embellished to boast of achieve- 

ments and to deceive high echelons. 

It is not true that there are no cadres who did nothing but goto school and 
attend meetings year in year out, who, from their youth to middle .age dad 
™^?L but eo to meetings and to schools inside and outside the country and 
who ne?er paSed a nign?gat a village in decades. The farther they stayed 
fvlunits the more were the realities of life emptied from thexr heads and 
were XrAd and all that remained was a handful of withered principles 
InddoSnas  Their revolutionary substance gradually faded away and no 
llJeTZt  they became a sort of male or female mandarin  Wherever those 
mandarins captured important positions, they supported and promoted one 
another? Bureaucratic and overbearing attitudes are synonyms of severe 
infringement upon internal democratic principles, and those cadres never 
Steddifferent ideas simply because they were used to honeyed words and 
flattery! They would unscrupulously promote beyond normal rules a person 
wno demeaned himself to heartily attend upon them or cunningly demote an 
honest subordinate who dared differ with or confront them. 

RopetlHv a certain sector organized a recapitulation conference and set 
A Lsf fay toediscussgthe fight against passivity. Representatxves 
from several sectors of the central government and from a few localities 
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theeio?Vof6?he conlereScl site™" hlppened'to S^,^  the curbs and °* 
one talking to another- »TWI ml  nappened 5° be ln the area and overheard 
But I wondfr if they reallf want tn  f^T*?8 here t0 fight Privity, 
service to no avail!»    * f±8ht ^ ln themse*ves or just give lip 

Torht±itTetltTsZt  tr1hfeilLCiaandni0fth
PaSSlrty rMult* * ™^ «*« 

status quo. For amny years at" llrJSt  i ^  ^ n°thln8 haPPened but the 
of criticisms were™Le aboutdeficSncLf ^t^f""IT C°nferenCes' ^ 
expressed for causing losses bnf «I??«  '     ? V6rbal re8rets were 

and the blme pUt «"ÄSj^L^^,^--^ S groT^ 

In late May, the party newspaper made an accurate w co,~t„   v 

ss*Sfwe tvl°rly ought to a"a^"»»-« sis thrm 
party  The rolH th/" "*f '° """"P11** the -lesions entrns en by the 

Sp'eufehrdLger befehlt :„Ss
lmTtaf\ " "USt """d the ■*» *° 

your articles, you^l^ ^t™to ITJ^^T^Z?* 

graduating fron, ^-t^^Si^TkSSS',,^,*?"^1"-  <"*, Cad"s 

and to norMl p^ Short of SAALS? S:.'" "" ™"' 

9458 
CSO:    4209/554 
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jPRS-SEA-85-136 
4 September 1985 

AGRICULTURE 

AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVIZATION IN SOUTH IN 1985 

Hanoi NONG NGHIEP in Vietnamese 15 Jun 85 p 3 

[Interview with Comrade Doan Trong, chief of the Agricultural Cooperativization 
Ind Production Department: "Agricultural Cooperativization xn the South 
Fundamentally Completed in 1985"; date and place not given] 

movement can be fundamentally completed during 19Ö5. 

We would like to introduce to our readers the opinions of Comrade Doan Trong, 
!hiS of tS Agricultural Cooperativization and Production Department, xn the 

following interview. 

Question: In your opinion, what are the most outstanding results of the agri- 
cultural cooperativization movement in Nam Boat the present time? 

Answer:  Since 1977 the agricultural ^^^^^^^J^^" 
vinces of Nam Bo have gone through many ups and downs but in the last rew 
yiars! especially sine! the beginning of 1985, the movement has developed 
strongly. This is a favorable trend for the movement to go up. 

From the initial stage when we did not have ^'^^£^££1 tt 
we have accumulated many experiences, we have been able to draw extremely use 
ful  llssons that helped to develop the movement "quickly, vigorously and 

solidly." 

Bv now the provinces of Nam Bo have organized 31,206 production brigades and 
496agricultural cooperatives, which accounts for 72.5 percent of the total 
number of households and 66.1 percent of the acreage. Thus, compared to the 

Til      8 T the beginning of 1985 we have made 117 percent progress. The 
Sganiza 5 n 5 the ÄTLto the collective way of life fjg^***^ 
to the volunteerism which is growing ever higher in all localities, regardless 

of ethnic or religious groupings. 
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The movement has brought about outstanding results      FW „f    n 
fundamentally erased exploitation  in  the countryside      Th^ <'  "? ^ 
farmers into production brigades and    „„„!!!!    7    ?      J      organization of the 
the boosting of production    thea^L.M f      ^ been Cl°Sel? 1±nked t0 

progress totte building of material and ^ jV^T"1" *** technol°gical 
irrigation works meant L expand acJeSf    tllu«    f^'   "° ^ b°°Stin8 °f 

and crop multiplication    and to d '    ?    U°W f°r lnte^ive cultivation 
and agricultural cooperates have reached"^0J^'  /°St Producti°» brigades 
large volume of rice nroducMnn T reached  their Productivity norms and  the 
those farmers  still enJage^   in the  Jndf-f  i? ^^ ^  Str0n8ly influenced 
movement has step by 1      JfakS "S"u1C ™7'    The cooPerativization 
cottage industrial cooperatives    with thP^r    ^ °'8anization of «-11 and 
or credit cooperatives    or the whol^f organization of selling and buying 
production brigade or cooperative  fLrnf ****?" °r8anized a* °ne body in a 
tive).     Thus    in realifv IZ I 7  (a8™lndustrlal trade and credit coopera- 

foJof industry LTSdffrormefthr: llrT^Zlt* **> ^ ^ L ~ 

cultural and industrial sectors    etc      ThA«Zt .  s,tate-°Perated agri- 
developing processing andfh*  ™ This has created  the conditions for 

services,8for dev:iop8ing animalZZllnT^ ^^^  ^ develoP*ng technical 
right at the grassroSt feTelL     On tho hShlnTt^T"i ^ ^ branches 

actively preparing to raise the organiza^*^ S-^lSS inVfLf 

witHS^Tmelhanis: S^^V?' '° ^ ^  * "«**«" 
content of Directive^ of the Ztr   \      ^ accordance with the spirit and 
Council of Ministers reLrL*    P I 7 SeCretariat and Resolution 154 of  the 
individuals "garding product contracting to laboring groups and 

buUdinglhe'pIrt^ thf ^T^ ^^  the J°b °f consolidating and 
strengtLn^g'of^he'd s r el S^L« T" ^ »" «««l«tlan.,  the 
cooperativization movement    thus aff^M * fe Cl°Sely linked to the 

the agricultural reform wok affeCtln8 in an important way the boosting of 

TeTlTL ov^rco'S any remalning Pr°blemS'  deficiencies or deviations that 

Answer:    There are the following problems: 

Other locales nave S^ tendencjto"''^ ter"' ?* ^^ COnditio-  there, 
around them the coooeratlvf^ 8        ^      ™nbers,  when they see that all 
they rush their sPel7, nolba in« ZITZ^* ^ ^^^ completed, 
they unavoidably do nit  escapa'strSnfd IS™ ? °bjeCtive conditions,   thus escape a strained and perfunctory type of operation. 
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Generally speaking, production has increased but most production brigades and 
c oSrSvS baveVt yet concentrated on building the ^^«^JJ^ 
bases and implementing intensive cultivation measures. There xs stxll wxde 
spread rice monoculture. We have not yet paid attention to developxng second- 
ary crops and industrial crops, especially those of high -on?mlc ™^ °*^gh 

export value. We also have not yet paid attention to developing various pro 
fessions and branches, animal husbandry, small and cottage xndustrxesThe 
'f days devoted by cooperative members to the collectxves xs stxll low, 

and it is a Sde^read phenomenon that at the present time each laborer reaches 
on the average only about 100 workdays per year.  In the implementatxon of 
r-oduct™cting to people and groups, many localities have not come up 

with economic and technical norms, which is why the qualxty of contrac^ p™ 
lets has not reached the requirements. The income of cooperatxve members has 
not come essentially from the collective economy. There also ™^£ 
situation of products being stacked up in warehouses, ^he number of avarage 
and weak brigades is still rather high. Those newly estab^s^^b^^^ 
formed at the end of 1984 and especially at the begxnnxng of 1985 compare 
favorably in terms of numbers with other years but the number of those that 
have notenLred collective production remains high, ."^W*0**^™- 
HvLrdof the total number of brigades.  Some localities have declared that 
they have fundamentally completed their cooperativization work but the^number 
of newl7estabxiSned brigades which have not joined the collective production 
Pattern is as high as 90 percent of the total. And it is not only the newly 
established brigades that have not gone into collective productxon, some of 
them iave had two or three production seasons but still have not gone into 
collective production patterns. 

As far as the cadres are concerned, both the managerial and professional types 
have not been developed adequately. 

Question: To fundamentally achieve full cooperativization in 1985, would you 
please tell us what needs to be done and how. 

AncwPr- We must at the same time concentrate on the struggle to organize the 
fibers and gef them into production brigades, thus fulfilling the quotas that 
ha™ Deen sefforth by the center, while at the same time focusing on consolx- 
daling and raising the quality of production brigades and cooperatxves that 

have been established. 

These two aspects are intimately related.  Our number one task is to fundamen- 
tally complete the cooperativization process at the optimum level both xn 
uSitJ aifin quality. Consolidating and raising the ^ality^ the brxgades 
and cooperatives are important. Once we do thxs task well, it will influence 
the other task mentioned above. 

Wp „-t Dav attention to two tendencies: one is to run after quantity and to 
disregard qufli"; and the other is not to actively prepare all the condxtxons 
needed before proceeding to organizing the brxgades. 

Basing ourselves on the common tasks, we should proceed with the rearrangement 
ITHI  fields and grounds, determine the directions of productxon and the 
scale of the brigades  Then on this basis, we should determine the number of 
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brigades that one should have. The eenpral Air^n       A    ^ 

SI rHES ^ÄSfSw 

especially in terms of ?*nH V     Product±°n materials are concerned, 

products,  of de^opLgprofessio^rLrj; ^T^ !° the W°rk °f Selli^ our 

mechanisms for management      We must T»t    l?*!?'  and of implementing the new 
management,  such as^he Lagemeno^thiola5    ^ ^ "^ °f Profession*l 
financial management    etc      UP^L P      j  the manaSement °* labor,  and 
the developmenfof variou^ fcLTS ^ a"e\tion t0 8ivin8 8««ance regarding 

ties anH of t-^,o          ng ot the Party organization, of the local authori- ties, and ot the mass movements. esDec-fallv a<- i-i,ö        ,   J-«^«*J- aucnori- 
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CAUSE OF SERIOUS LOSSES IN COLLECTIVE DRAFT ANIMALS SOUGHT 

Hanoi NONG NGHIEP in Vietnamese 15 Jun 85 p 4 

[Article by Vu Hong Anh: "Why Has the Collective Buffalo Herd in Que Vo 

District Been Seriously Reduced"] 

next] This winter-spring season the draft animal herds in many localities in 
the Provinces of the North have died and succumbed by the tens of thousands 
To underhand the cause for it, recently I went back to Que Vo, Ha Bac P-vxnce, 
to study the questions of management, breeding and utilizatxon of the collec- 
tive draft anxmal herd. Hopefully, from such investigation we can draw the 

necessary lessons of experience. 

Que Vo District has the characteristics of both a midland and a lowland area 
It has 13,000 hectares of acreage; the fields are uneven wxth some up high and 
others lowlying, including many spots that are even depressed. The 25 "actors 
that are available do not get fully utilized every year: even in the best of 
years only 36 percent of the acreage gets worked by tractors, and in an average 
year only 15 to 20 percent. The draft animal herd which is essential xn the 
work ofsoil preparation is, therefore, extremely well regarded. The contract- 
ing and management and utilization of the animals also received close guxance 
which is why in the years preceding 1980 few of them died or succumbed. But xn 
the last Hears the herd has been seriously reduced. The whole collective 
herd in October 1982 was 4,440 head; at the same time in 1983 that was reduced 
to 4 Z,  and In 1984 to 3 316 head. Finally, in April 1985 there were only 
2 405 head left, and quite a few of those are old and thin and incapable of 
doing draft work. During the same period the number of buffaloes herded by 
private families rose from 413 to 1,421 head, and the *^?*~ ■*££ 
rose bv 3 615 head during 1984-1985. In some villages the collectxve buffalo 
herd nearly died altogether whereas the private family herd of oxen and cows 
multiplied significantly. The large-scale cooperative which is vxllagewxde xn 
Viet H^ has lost oveAoO head of buffalo since 1982, and at the present time 
It has only 47 head left, of which 10 are much too thin forcing the -opera- 
MVP to sell them to private families so that they can breed them. In the 
meantime Se private family herd of draft animals rose to over 500 head. Many 
TtZr  cooperatives such as Yen Gia, Dai Xuan Dai Phuc, Van Guong, Van Lang and 
Set HungTad to leave"a great many fields uncultivated or had to do the sowxng 
of seed and transplanting late because of lack of draft power. 
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ly reduced in recent years'" Lv J*    ' anlmal herd haS been serious- 

61 cooperatives but very few of them ^   i 8 r      ,,° lM' QU6 V° haS 

for soil preparation that would be in charge of 11  TT d±reCtly resPon^ble 

sss ss^r-*mos^ °t £- äS »1. S'pSSpS :ithn
P

ceeop-ie 
to be the  truth      vTJT *?* t0 * nUmber °f grasSr°0t ™its «»d found'tMs to  be the  truth.     Vxet Hung Cooperative which used  to be  the district's hllllr- 

that even the strong ones which can work hard tend to be the on**\n AA I 

the' ^„„totj— th" *» ^ '»» — ^»^tVÄTS 
It used to be that Viet Hung Cooperative eontraoted out  the uokeeo of a 

this is the Pr^^^^.rli-^S^tSrj^S1^1-' 
an?™?    °< mana8emmt »<»* »° °™ «ems to be eoneerned „hen eolUetive draft 
b^ed drari V' S,\CUn,a  *" 8re" nUnberS-     °° the °th« ""nd,  the privately 
beeausr^^t^irtahenTre1»!/^"1"  ^ ^U '» f" »° Ä 

»hen speaking of the upkeep of buffaloes and oxen one must think of their f„d 

padding all year rounu has IJc^ll^/lTs    ourc "f^asT If*' 

£ t^e^ent-r L^tHe Ä^isiS onetnid" £ AT 
h    aTSsf Inrrk;ee„Ttedah0W "" " "*■" '" '"• -ugh^rass^or fading 

issued oÄrs forbidding^ Sl^^i Äs^H^utlne ^ 
situation regarding hay!    Every year the distric    has issued guidance to 
reserve 50 to 60 peroent of the hay for the upkeep of draft animal" buthis 

he eo le^tivfd'ralt^ar6""';, ^ ha"^°U'  ta ^" ^ ^ P f tue collective draft animals usually use the hay for cookine fupl nr t-n  f!L» 

grierul™ral „?f • *""l    ?™™*"  «*« *•» th. comrade^d of tL „Strict 

When asked why, the household heads answered: "We were too busy and did nnt- 
have txme to bring in the hay!" The inspecting comrades had to^puU tte hav 
for the animals themselves. When they left, the household breeders retrieved 
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as best as they could all the hay that the animals did not have time to eat up. 
As for the stables, they are both mired in mud and empty, whereas right next 
to them are the privately raised animals with their stables fully sheltered and 
stocked with hay. Great was the disappointment of the comrade inspectors:  If 
they raise them this way, it is no wonder that the collective animals die in 

the end." 

Poor upkeep and excessive use of the animals have caused diseases to develop in 
the animals, especially parasitic ones that depend on the blood vessels. Cach 
Bi Cooperative, which had 167 head of buffalo, lost 59 of them last year, most 
of them toward the end of the soil preparation time for the spring crop. Of 
this number 23 head were in the 7- to 10-year-old range and 12 were calves 
barely weaned.  Sister Kha, the cooperative's technical cadre, said:  These 
for the most part had diarrhea and became crippled; when they die the autopsy 
reveals a lot of taenia in the liver which has grown to be like the residue 
of husked mung beans (with many white spots). At present there remain 32 thxn 
and weak ones, of which 19 have persistent diarrhea; they have been given many 
kinds of oriental medicine, including high doses of antibiotics, but they have 
not got rid of it. We believe the animals to be infected by flagellate 
bacteria and liver taenia." 

There are those who believe that in the process expanding the district's animal 
herd some diseases have been introduced by imported animals.  In 1982 Que Vo 
bought 144 head from the mountain districts; 359 head in 1983; and 624 head 
in 1984-1985.  These animals may have had flagellate bacteria in them at a 
latent stage, when they get to the district they do not get well taken care of, 
instead they work hard right away, which causes them to succumb. Durxng the 
same time, Giang Lieu Cooperative which bought some 40 head from the mountain 
areas of the province also saw nearly all of them die because of the flagellate 
bacteria disease. According to the comrade deputy chairman of the dxstrxct 
people's committee, every year the district has organized the vaccxnatxon of 
Nagana at a number of points but because there was not enough of the vaccxne 
there was no way to overcome the disease. At the present time, this dxsease 
and liver taenia combine to kill or incapacitate many draft animals. Faced 
with this situation, the comrades in charge of the district are concerned 
about this fast rate of reduction of the draft animal herd but they do not as 
yet have a solution for overcoming the problem.  To maintain and develop the 
draft animal herd in the cooperatives, the key question at the present txme 
is to implement strictly the contracting and management procedures wxth regular 
inspection and supervision; one must put a stop at once to the situatxon of 
rotating the animals and taking turns in using them for purposes of soxl pre- 
paration; one must establish cells and groups in charge of soil preparatxon 
directly under the order of the production brigade. At the same txme, one 
should boost the raising of draft animals in combination with breeding them so 
as to have a lowland breed more accustomed to the conditions of the lowlands, 
a breed that is both strong and diseas resistant. Que Vo has 17 villages <m 
the banks of the Duong and the Cau rivers, over 50 km of dikes and many sxltxng 
banks which are favorable for the breeding of draft animals. But so far the 
district has not been able to promote this strength because the grassroot 
units have not correctly implemented the policy of encouraging animal breedxng. 
For instance, many units have pushed the price of calves much too low: 2,5UU 
to 3,500 dong per calf, with 75 to 80 percent going to the breeder. Meanwhxle 
the market value of a calf is actually 20,000 dong per head. 
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In the days to come, the district advocates the bolstering of draft animal 
husbandry in combination with their breeding in the two areas running along 
the banks of rivers through the implementation of appropriate levering policies 

buv'draft »TT f6CiSiT' bUt ln the lmmediate futureQue Vo still needs to 
ST draft\ anlma*s from other areas to do its cultivation work. The important 
thing is that the mountain animals brought to the lowland must have their 
vaccinations, they must be fed well and well taken care of and gradually broken 
into work, going from little to more work, from light to heavy work.  Should 
one submit the animal to a lot of work while giving it too little to eat, 
allowing it no tune to adjust, it will grow thin and weak quickly.  In such 

Lf -Il0nS' the ParaSit±C dlSeaSeS that are latent in the anim*l« **7  develop 
and cause the animals to sicken.  It is for this reason that the work of con- 
mc^J"! a*d ™anaging animals must be given attention.  In this way, Que Vo 
District will quickly restore its draft animal herd and respond to its own 
needs for intensive cultivation. 
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IMPROVE CONTRACTING, MANAGEMENT OF COLLECTIVE DRAFT ANIMALS 

Hanoi NONG NGHIEP in Vietnamese 15 Jun 85 p 4 

[Article: "Improve the Work of Contracting and Managing Collective Draft 

Animals"] 

[Text]  For many years now, collective draft animals have been assigned to 
cooperative member households for herding. Using rational contracting and 
management formulas, many localities have been able to maintain and expand 
their animal herds, thus answering the requirements for draft power m the 
service of intensive cultivation. Te Lo Cooperative (in Vinh Lac District, 
Vinh Phu Province), for instance, did not lose one single animal in six pro- 
duction seasons in a row, and its herd increased twofold. Dai Dong Thanh 
Cooperative (in Thuan Thanh District, Ha Bac Province) has bred the draft 
animals while allowing them to reproduce, thus having become entirely self- 
sufficient in draft power.  Such examples are found in every province and 
district but because the organization of guidance has not been done well they 
have not been duplicated widely. At present, there still remain relatively 
many units that neglect the contracting and management of the collective 
draft animal herd, a neglect which has caused much damage. This last winter- 
spring season tens of thousands of buffaloes and oxen died and succumbed to 
hunger and cold or because they had been worked to death.  Some provinces 
have lost 8,000 to 9,000 head, and some cooperatives have lost more than half 
of their total number of draft animals.  If they do not get taken care of, 
those that remain will not have enough strength to work during the mam 
season.  In 1985 and in the coming years, the tasks of food production and^ 
production of industrial crops and export crops remain very heavy.  Intensive 
cultivation measures, among which there is the measure of good soil prepara- 
tion, according to schedule, must be Implemented at all cost. At the present 
time, our capacity for mechanical soil preparation is still limited. This is 
why it has become extremely urgent to increase our draft animal power. The 
experience of cooperatives with good animal husbandry records, those which 
have been able to solve on their own their needs for draft power, has shown 
that we must contract the breeding of draft animals if we want to have high 
economic efficiency, thus putting a stop to the situation where a great deal 
is expended and yet the animals are still thin and weak or die and the units 
involved still do not have enough draft animals. The contracting method must 
be able to link the responsibility and rights of the breeder and of the culti- 
vator with the final product, which is the end result of the pulling and 
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cultivation work contributed by the animal in each and every production sea- 
son. Many cooperatives have had the experience of assigning the animals to 

Inimaei^Seh0ldS ^ T^ ^ Culti^ors so that fhe utiUzatiorof the 
animals becomes rational. The breeding points are paid for based on the soil 
preparation points accumulated by each animal. If the animal has accumulated 

1     Tf °f P°intS' then itS master is Paid a corresponding number of 
lultt\al    rt tW° kindS °f PO±ntS are added t0 form the'basis'for distri- 
buting hay thus guaranteeing the principle of "receiving a lot if one works a 
lot, receiving little if one works little." Nonetheless! one must paj adequate 
attention to whether it is a stockbreeder or a pregnant female, or it may be 
a calf not yet of age to do draft work.  Such methods of contracting and 

tecSnTth^hS?318 make the breeder and the Cultivator ™  attention to pro- 

Realities have shown that whenever the animals are given adequate grass and 

IJJI    tit  eTCted t0 do only a  f^ amount of work, then they a?e always in 
good health  For this reason it is important to leave out enough hay for 
feeding the draft animals. As soon as we are through with harvesting and 
threshing we must dry the hay at once, implementing the slogan "as soon as the 
paddy husk is dry one should abandon it to go and dry the hay," thus insuring 
that the hay remains white, smells good and is appetizing.  The cooperatives 
must have people assigned to follow up on the breeding and utilization of the 
animals in accordance with the spirit of the guidance circular of the Ministry 

«rnJf^M  T6 regard;ng the contracting and management of draft animals:  the 
production team must have its own cell and group specialized in soil prepara- 
£HL ,t      "I i ^ accordance with the plan of the cooperative. We can also 
divide the animals into little groups with each animal in charge of soil pre- 

^rat^°Ter u Certaln aCreage ln the vicinity of the cooperative member 
household in charge but there must still be cells and groups specialized in 
the cultivation and harrowing of the fields. One must absolutely not assign 
the animals by turns to the households that contract out fields to do their 
own soil preparation. 

The lowlands have large cultivation acreages, and every year they have to buy 
animals from the highlands to have enough for cultivation purposes.  These 
animals take time to get used to the climate, the land, and the heavy work, if 
they are asked to do more than they can handle, they succumb easily; they must, 
therefore, be well taken care of and given work that is light as weil as work 
that is heavy. On recapitulating on their animal-breeding experience, many 
localities have said that lowland draft animals have a higher sustaining 
capacity, they have strong draft power and do not fall ill easily.  This is 
WI^   is extremely necessary for us to boost the breeding of draft animals 
while combining it with getting them to reproduce on the spot so as the solve 
the draft question in the locality. 
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